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The supreme goal of the Player Piano—perfect
reproduction of hand-playing — is realized in the
Emerson Automatic, the newest, most artistic and
human of Player Pianos.
In the Automatic one receives the impression of
accomplished hands playing the keys. “Mechanical
touch” has disappeared. It reproduces the interpreta¬
tions of the great artists as they themselves played that
particular music.
A new and wonderful invention The AccompanO
enables one to regulate and phrase the music from a
distance. As shown in the illustration, the singer is
playing her own accompaniment. With very little practice
the accompaniment can be played in this manner with
far better effects than if played by hand.

^|iggggg

The experience is yours as soon as you will—at
any Emerson dealer’s.
Dealers in Principal Cities and Towns
Send for Catalog

EMERSON PIANO CO., BOSTON, MASS.
THEODORE PRESSED CO.^PubHsWs,^.^ ^

ESTABLISHED

1849
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Conservatories—Schools —Teachers

Conservatories—Schools —Teachers
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of
development.
—D’ISRAELI

NEW YORK SCHOOL

MUSIC-EDUCATION
CALVIN B. CADY

OF MUSIC AND ARTS

LECTURES IN MUSIC, TEACHEBS COLLEGE,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK.

Semi-Annual Entrance Exams.
Singing, Piano, Violin, etc.

CRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL

INCLUDING
Piano—Arthur Freidheim, Tl>e Great Virtue
Voice—Ral/e Leech Sterner, Celebrated Voci
JJeVaux Royer,I ' —
rViolin—Clarence
es*r
-— '&llo~PaulQ
Grnppe 'Vnrld'sGl
World's Greatest ’Cell
Harriette Brqwer, Harold A. FlXj S. _Reid .Spencer, Fran! Howard
Warner, and1
Dormitories in School Buildings and Proper Chaperonage
Open the Entire Year. Pupils May Enter Any Day. Two Public Concerts Every Week.
Terms, including Tuition, Board, Practicing, etc., on application
::
Send for Booklet and Book of Views

Teachers’ Training Courses
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK

Incorporated In 1885 and Chartered
In 1891 by Special Act ot Congress.
(JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Founder and Pre«

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
,
TTnmassed heautv
of scene, ia^
facing
Central
nost beautiful
and,
Unsurpassed
beauty otjcene,
^
york Park*
City
homelike school devoted to Mui
All Branches of Music and Arts Taught from the Beginning to the Highest Artistic Finish by a
Faculty Composed of
,

,

and

Eminent

American

Teachers

THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC
“The Foremost Musical Institution of America”

Effa Ellis Perfield PedaI gogy. based on Inner-Feeling,
Reasoning and Drills teaches
teachers how to teach:—
Keyboard Harmony,
Harmonic Dictation,
Melody Building,
Melody Dictation,
Sight Singing, not do-re-mi
Rhythm and Rhythmic Dictation,
Improvising,
1000 drills, 20 cents per drill

The National Conservatory
of Music of America

Central Park West, cor. 95th St., New York City
During his sabbatical season of 1915-16,
Mr. Cady will be open for
LECTURE AND
NORMAL COURSE ENGAGEMENTS
ON THE PACIFIC COAST
with headquarters and temporary address
Portland, Oregon, 715 Everett Street.

Many European Celebrities

Saturday, Jan. 8th, 2-4 P. M.
Faculty of Renowned Specialists

corporate seal of Slate of Illinois—ac¬
credited by the Chicago Board of Educa-

Address Secretary,
126 W. 79th Street, New York City

Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc.
1-955McClurg Bldg., 218 S. Wabash, Chicago, III.

REALIZE YOUR MUSICAL AMBITION AT

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI
THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI, Elm St., opp. Washington Park, Cincinnati, Ohio
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Acoredit.d
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA.
in, Organ, Theory and Public School Music.
The University School of Musk offers courses in Pianc
Students may »«endth^EXPENSES11 ARE*TOe' LOWEST*
Tuition, ?35.50 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board with Furnished Room, ?26 to l
Catalogue will be mailed free. Address Henry B. Brown, President, or Oliver P. Kinse;
43RD YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

■CINCINNATI

Minneapolis school of music, oratory and dramatic Art

LESCHETIZKY METHOD

42-44 EIGHTH ST., S. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
The Recognized Leading Institution of the Northwest
SCHOOL OPEN ALL THE YEAR

Elocution—MU SIC—Languages
Also Special Summer Course in

IN THE MARCH ETUDE PROGRESSIVE SCHOOLS WILL
ANNOUNCE THEIR SUMMER CLASSES

Learn Harmony and Composition
SSR: Ct®

THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS

MARY WOOD CHASE. DIRECTOR-Author of “Natural Laws in Piano Technic."
STUDENTS MAY REGISTER AT ANY TIME
Complete Courses in all branches of music and dramatic art. Coaching students for
concert stage. Special Normal Course for Teachers.
For Year Book address the Secretary.
630 FINE ARTS BUILDING.CHICAGO

OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK
Frank Damroscb, Director

A

W ’Y

For Particulars address Secretary

*
K.

V

OR A. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

\J IRGIL Executive Office, 567 Third Ave., New York City

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
560 WEST END AVENUE (Corner 87th Street)

ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT BY EMINENT PROFESSORS
Boarding Accommodations for Students in Building
VICTOR
KUZDO
..
writp
vnp CATALOG
cat at nr
••
BESSIE
CLAY
Director
••
WRITE FOR
..
Principal

k

The American Institute of Applied Music
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)

212 West 59th Street

New York City

in Voice, Organ, Piano, Stringed Instruments, Public
benooi Music, Theoretical and Historical branches
30th Season—September 28, 1915.
Send for circulars and catalogue
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

BURROWES COURSE of music study
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction

Also Church and Concert Engagements

Training School lor Supervisor* of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture, sight-singing, car-training, harmony,
form, music-history, chorus-conducting method,,
practice-teaching. Graduates hold important post-

Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Diction,
Dramatic Art, Languages, etc. Diplomas
and Degrees. Located in finest residen¬
tial district. Excellent dormitory.

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

Address Secretary for catalog

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

Students Qualified
as Concert Pianists
and Teachers

IStSksB

styfe.” “Such teaching nerds no finish in
'.ansi instruction ts
-IN. y. Musical Courier.)
Apply ft
hX, 109 E. 14th St.
Albert Ross Parsons,1
>rk City.

Be a Teacher of Music

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

The Secretary,3029 West Grand Boulevard,Detroit,Mich.

Send for Catalogue and Blue Book-

Cosmopolitan School »f Music
and Dramatic Art

Fall Term begins Sept. 27th, 1915

MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 ar¬
tists. Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern educational principles. Diplomas and
degrees conferred. Many free advantages.

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director
*

wv*

We8t

ssth street, new york
Formerly 42 We.t 76th St.

THE “TEK”is The “real
thing” for piano practice.
Of the greatest advantage
to players and comfort of
the household.
Appreciated by teachers,
pupils and artists.
Saves wear of the piano.
19 reasons why it excels
the piano for practice.

appHcation^to KATHARINE BURROWES

THE MARCH ISSUE OF THE ETUDE SHOULD HAVE
YOUR SUMMER SCHOOL ANNOUNCEMENT
Training School for Piano Teacher,
and Public Performance.

Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.

I

11

explanatory catalog on request
Address MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

11 West 68th Street, NEW YORK

Students may enter at any time

i Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

I

WARREN, OHIO

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY

WINTER TERM OPENS NOVEMBER 22d

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C. : CHICAGO, ILL.

Ann Arbor, Michigan
Advanced courses are offered in all branches of
Music under a faculty of artist teachers.
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

lettersfroraTeachers'whotuiv? takenI1ttie<1C*iun>e!nB
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

Fall Semester begins October 4

(Inc.)
ESTHER HARRIS, President.
Students may enter at any time.

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director

/MUSIC

“Ann Arbor—An ideal city for summer study”
Send for announcement
CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary
1200 Maynard Street

Private Teachers

who can qualify for Associate Faculty Membership in

lar Conservatory Advantages7 at Home, wit!! Certlfi-

Famous for Instruction in Technic, Pedalling, Interpre¬
tation, Theory and Harmony Playing.
Special Courses for Teachers.

::

Forty-seventh year. Daily instruction in all branches of music. Chorus, Orchestra
and Military Band. Dormitories for ladies and gentlemen. Weekly Concerts.

Detroit, Michigan,
67-69 Davenport St., Box 22

ALBERT ROSS
PARSONSing develops ^ia*
“Certainly this speciaj

D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, c
16 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK,
DETROIT, MICH.

Piano Teachers’ Course also by Mail—prepared by
Frank H. Shepard, Author of “Harmony Simplified”,
“Key”, “Graded Lessons in Harmony”, etc. E
fine pianists do not know how to teach-come i
learn, or learn by correspondence.
We close August 1, re-open September 1
A. AGNES SHEPARD, Artist Teacher
Please mention THE ETUDE v

OF MUSICAL ART

Crane Normal Institute of Music

Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL
^pf-rstmafly
gives aU Instruction and corrects all
lessons. Number of pupils limited.

DETROIT INSTITUTE

The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

SCHOOL MUSIC

For Catalogue and Circular Address

AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC

WINTER SESSION IN ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established iss
CLARA BAUR, Foundress
Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Summer

PUBLIC

THE NEW VIRGIL INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
PRACTICE CLAVIER
VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Normal Conservator

students from every"p’art'of the finitod States,'and even from foreign lands. Its graduate and certificate
students have won fame and fortune in the practice of their chosen profession.
Private dormitory for lady students. Splendid Dramatic Department^ ^ Free Scholarships. Oppor-

THE EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES, COMPLETE ORGANIZATION and COMPREHENSIVE COURSES MAKE THE

GENEVIEVE BISBEE

Wilcox School of Compoaition
Box E. 225 Fifth Ave., New York City, N.T

NEW YORK CITY

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

3
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ETUDE

vantage. For particulars write to
Pres. E. H. SCOTT
Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Chicago College of Music

For free catalog address
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dept. 23, 304 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Hahn Music School
Chas. D. Hahn, Direetbr
The School for your Daughter
Our catalogue tells why
3919-s Junius Street, Dallas, Tex.

Centralizing
School of
Music

One of the oldest ai

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

15th Year
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
A superior school for desirable students. Eminent faculty of 60 teachers. Offers a complete education in
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, THEORY and PUBLIC*SCHOOL MUSIC,
leading to graduation and degree.
-i-Special Training Courses for Teachers in ail Departments.
Students Accepted
For catalog address the School,
at Any Time
Box 73, 509 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS
MODERN PEDA

Centralizing School of Acting
Edward Dvorak, Director
>epartments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,

ARTISTIC PIANOFORTE^UgN^ ^ ^

Detroit
Lietroit Cnnsorvatnrv
Gonservdiory of
or

Music
music

I■

MICHIGAN
STATE NORMAL
COLLEGE
conservatory
of music

_
.
Finest Conservatory in the West—42nd Year
YPSILANTI,
Francis L. York, M. A., Pres.
Students may enter at any time
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public
Sehool Music, etc. Academic Department. Send for Catalog.
JAMES H. BELL. SECRETARY. Box 7, 1013 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Michigen
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing oi

MICHIGAN
9, Ypsilan
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THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Combs Broad Street Conservatory

DUNNING SYSTEM
IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS

IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Much of the prestige of this school
and the success of its graduates and

A HEART TO HEART TALK WITH TEACHERS

PANDORA

In keeping with this policy, the Board
of Directors announces, among other
to the Faculty, the appointplar of the
iservatory

His voice is a tenor of exceptional beauty and
power.

COURSES: in Piano, Voice Culture, Violin, Organ
ABLE FACULTY: including such able instructor, as Dr. Hermann Pohlmann and Prof Gustav Mehner
UNEXCELLED DORMITORIES: New dormitories of the most modern tvne for men and
CLASSICAL COLLEGE: affording unusual advantages.
MODERATE EXPENSES
WINTER TERM OPENS JANUARY 4lh, 1916. FOR LITERATURE ADDRESS: Grove City College, Grove City, Pa.

Collegiate
|

TOY SHOP SKETCHES
Tuneful^ Melodies^f
B, J. H. ROGEF

Mr. Chesnut;
Pn Philadelphia!
■ated Year Book will be mail.

Institute

and School of Music

WELL-KNOWN PIANO SOLOS
AND HOW TO PLAY THEM
By C. W.

r'VndiT”8'1 Jmowdedg^e and understanding of

Shenandoah
ft „

m

Director of the Vocal Department

Conservatory of Music of Grove City College

FALL SESSION BEGINS September 6th, 1915
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Peachtree end Broad Streets,
Atlanta, Georgia

By C. KOI

Nelson A. Chesnutt

Mr, Z„ RJt"!’BF'b|t2"o’tS*8"hA"ddi0’ T"”: add,e!'‘ 8 W‘ 4IUh Sl> N' Y< Ci|r.. AJdy, Yeargain Hall, S.pt- 26lh, .dd,... Musical Art.’Bldg., St. Loui., M«.

Atlanta Conservator} of Music

IN THE GREENWOOD

MAJOR AND MINOR

AN OPERETTA

s&! is&Kf/ySr** «

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director
1335 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia

■

STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM

B. 0.1., Box 110, Dayton, Va

ORGAN MELODIES

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

YOUR SUMMER CLASSES WILL GET
A GOOD START

MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD
::
116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Teaching, Sight Reading, Rhythm, Ear Training and Transposing

IF YOU START YOUR ADVERTISING IN

ESTABLISHED 1857

THE MARCH ETUDE

PEABODY

CONSERVATORY

--

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD

By C. W. LAND0N

_WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF THE NEW WORK FOR 1915

_

THE LIGHT EVERLASTING

BALTIMORE, MD.

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

By J. R. GILLETTE

Its endowment enables it to offer exceptional advantages in music culture in all grades and tranche,

The Original Musical Kindergarten and Simplex Method of America
. . BrouSht to America through the interest of the New England Conservatory
eighteen years ago; and during that time taught to over 700 music teachers (every one
lTi°mhrldhb/ eumfloyedu ln .Bost?n al?n^i the demand « growing rapidly for
Fletcher Music Method teachers in spite of the many cheap copies of this system.
The next class opens in January, 1916. Applications should be made early.
Read, “What is the Fletcher Music Method?” price 32.00.

MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
31 YORK TERRACE

BROOKLINE, MASS.

Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios
A Complete Dally Practice Manual from the First Steps to Highest
Attainment. Everything Fully Written Out. Abundant Explanations.
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
PRICE $1 25
ORIGINAL FEATURES CONTAINED IN NO OTHER WORK

be

of ATmh"irrakn3Ti,Vope‘hine ‘hat U
by the leading Cons.rv.toHe.
numerou^ddfghted^teachers*1 ^ R°Sentha1’ Bachau». Gabrillowitsch,
Goodson and
*»
teaching ye.,. Self

A ROSE DREAM
By MRS. R. R. FOR

The Education
OF THE

Music Teacher
THOMAS TAPPER’S LATEST
AND MOST HELPFUL BOOK
PRICE $1.50
The. movement for a more thorough
education of the music teacher is national
in its _ scope. The main point of Mr.
J. apper s new and interesting work is to
show what the teacher must know to
achieve the widest success and then how
way be
ot a lew chapters
value of a work of
Requisites
id Success
he Home
*ool Music
of Music Memory
ichmg as Service
y Music
Efficiency
Teaching Material

,oL^rb0kunTincTo*h24
senr pompuld to ,ny purchaser

Theo. Presser Co. - Philadelphia. Pa.

RHYMING TUNES FOR LITTLE
PLAYERS
ByHANI

By FREDERIC W. ROOT
I-Methodical Sight-Singing. Op. 21
Parti. The Beginning.65
Part 2. Through the Keys.60
n i . art, 3‘ FrogressiveMusicianship. .60
H. Introductory Lestons in
-,Voice Culture. Op. 22 - $1.00
III. Thirty-two Short Song Studies
For high compass. Op. 24.60
h or medium compass. Op. 26.60

vi sT3aCZll!Ltl
SyHthetic Method. Op.28
75c
V. Thr?
Principle of Vocalization.)
VII. Guide for the Male Voice.
Op. 23.
_
$1 00
VIII. Studies in Florid Song, $1.00
High and Medium Voice
-SPECIAL OFFERThe publisher and the author Invite all
ivjxtxvxo icburuauiei io any om
lnca8<

accompanies theonfas? fw7filSK’^tpaldf^1

Theo. Presser Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

H§8§
SIX FOREST SKETCHES

DICTION FOR SINGERS
AND COMPOSERS
By H. G. HAWN

IV. s.a.^aV3S»te.s;-■ *

intnrnuf„d

*!{?£■
-M be

THEO. PRESSER CO„ 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertise,.-

ROOT’S
TECHNIC AND
ART OF SINGING

SUTOR’S NOTE SPELLING
BOOK

PRACTICAL METHOD FOR
THE YOUNG VIOLINIST
By K. H. A

SSISF;”!

Price, $1.50

sHil
VERY FIRST DUET BOOK
By ELISE P0LK0

viS
n‘te anhandpmelaon!rPpuse®yriS

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR ALL MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE

ETUDE

cTshis Is Sore

THE ETUDE
JANUARY, 1916
EACHERS, singers and public speakers are urged
1 to get the S. B. Cough Drop habit, especially dunng

Barnumism in Music

damp, cold weather.
These little drops will prevent coughs and hoarseness,
keep the throat soothed and the air passages clear and
refreshed. One or two before "forty winks” will loosen
the phlegm. Carry a box with you all winter and spring.

SMITH BROTHERS’
S.B. COUGH DROPS

INSTRUMENTS OF QUALITY

Pure Cane Sugar and
Medicinal Oils

Whether you need a grand, upright
or player-piano, write for our 1916 cat¬
alogue, and valuable information to buy¬
ers. In each piano-type you will find an
Ivers & Pond which excels. For instance
the famous Princess Grand shown above,
or the home upright pictured below,—
models found in homes of refinement
throughout the length and breadth of
America.

SMITH BROTHERS
of Poughkeepsie
Your Grandpa Knows Ua
Makers of S. B. Chewing
Gum and Lasses Kisses

Sectional
Music-Room Furniture

Ivers & Pond Pianos are used in over
400 Leading Educational Institutions and
nearly 60,000 homes. Built in but one
grade,—the best, they are everywhere rec¬
ognized as authoritative standards for qual¬
ity, design and value.

Incorporates
Correct Filing
Principles in
High Class
Cabinets.

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.
141 Boylston St.

BOSTON, MASS.

|

When Barnum brought Jenny Lind to America in 1850 he
exploited her with the same daring methods he had used with woolly
horses, midgets, giants and the spurious nurse of George Washing¬
ton whom P. T. B. represented to the American public as being 161
years of age. Joice Heth, the decrepit negro fake and Jenny Lind
the great artist were both business propositions to a man of Barnum’s
extravagant commercialism. The artist of to-day who adopts Barnumistic methods is accordingly placed in the Barnum class and
stands a chance of being ranked with the tattooed man and the human

Thereafter it was the custom for every imaginable hoax to be
trumped up to get newspaper space for nothing. Singers lost their
jewels, violinists mysteriously disappeared only to turn up a few days
in advance of the season, pianists had amazing diseases which were
likely to bring death right on the platform. No tale was too coarse,
or too crooked, or too unscrupulous to be put to use in this nau¬
seating manner.
Now when an artist attempts to get publicity through “press
agent stunts” his reward is sneers and well-deserved ridicule.
These
vulgar bids for notoriety cast an ugly suspicion over the perpetrator’s
career and give the public a desire to keep away from him. “Why,”
asks Uncle Sam’s nephew and niece, “is it necessary for the artist
to resort to charlatan methods if he is really great?”

The W&fr
Manufacturing Company
■-

Poor Barnum has had a great weight to bear despite the fact
that a vast amount of his work was very creditable indeed. He had,
however, that feeling that something might be gained through noth¬
ing. It got him in jail as a young man when he tried to run a lottery
in Connecticut. Gradually he kept on until he earned the reputa¬
tion of “the Colossus of American Humbuggery” which even his
philanthropies, his wonderful circus and a term in the Connecticut
legislature could not live down.

Max Maretzek who was the impresario of the Grand Opera in
New York at the time of the famous Lind tour, tells with scant
apology in his Crochets and Quavers (published in 1855) how he
was forced to compete with Barnum.
Maretzek’s prima donna
soprano was the long forgotten Parodi (what an irony in names!).
Maretzek got the papers to accept a hoax reporting that Parodi
was engaged to the aged and wealthy' Duke of Westminster. If the
Duke had ever seen Parodi it wras over the footlights, but the hoax
worked and the American public, at that time made up of a very
different body of people contrasted with the educated, cultured
Americans of to-day, flocked to hear an inferior artist because of
(Questionable advertising brought about by a deliberate lie.

DUk Record Section
files forty 10 in., and forty
12 in. Records in individual
packets, separately indexed,
so any record may be played
and returned without hand¬
ling other records.
Player Roll Section ac¬
commodates about forty
Standard Player Rolls.
Get Catalog “K”—shows these
sections with top and bases.
Quar¬
tered Oak or Genuine Mahogany All
sections look alike when doors are

8

Fortunately the day of exploiting responsible, conscientious
artists after the manner in which Jumbo or the dog-faced boy were
put before the public is over. No artist of real standing stoops to
clap-trap methods of publicity in these days in America because he
knows that there has been a great reversal of opinion in this country.
Barnumism in music arouses a sense of disgust nowadays when
there are so many artists of the highest class sincerely engaged in
supporting their reputations in serious, dignified and legitimate
manner.

skeleton.

p'lLE your Sheet Music on
its longest edge, classi¬
fied between guide cards for
quickest finding.
As easily
referred to as the leaves of
a book.
Sheet Music Section
shown has capacity for about
3000 sheets.
Two sets of
Alphabetical Guide Cards
segregate Vocal and Itistru-

How to Buy
If no dealer near you sells the Ivers & Pond, you can order
from our factory as safely and advantageously as if you lived
nearby. We make expert selection, prepay freight and ship on
trial in your home, in any State in the Union.
Liberal allow¬
ance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy payment
plans. For catalogue and valuable information to buyers,
mile us lo-iay.

VOL. XXXIV, No. 1

r J

Un*on.st., - Monroe, Mich.

New York Office.

- 75 John St.

Would You Engage Yourself?
If you were a student looking for a teacher would you really
seek out one of your own ability and accomplishment or would you
go to some one of your competitors? Be honest with yourself. Place
yourself in the student’s position and give yourself a thorough over¬
hauling. An official of a large mercantile company suggested this
editorial through his little article entitled, “Would You Give Your¬
self a Job?” It is so good that we reproduce it here.
“If you applied to yourself for a job—would you get it?
Think it over. Just be ‘boss’ for a few minutes—then check up your
record for the past month as an employe. Remember now, it’s your
money meeting the payroll. Have ypu, as an employe, filled your
hours with productive, conscientious labor, or have you been too
busy watching the clock ? Have you produced enough in that month
to make you a profitable investment?
“Have you put your shoulder to the wheel—forgotten petty
differences and difficulties-—or have you put sand in the bearings?
Have you asked questions and improved—or have you been too wise
to learn ? Have you analyzed what you are doing, and why, or used
instinct instead of reason, and gotten an indifferent and methodless
result? Have you allowed your mind to become poisoned with anger,
Worry, or envy, and by so doing contaminated and reduced the
efficiency of others? Or, have you been heart and soul in the work—
on the job every minute with a breadth of vision that made of the
desert of work an oasis of opportunity?”
Apply this to your own case. Would you be willing to pay $2.00
a lesson for what you give at your average lesson? Would you
engage a teacher who did not put his very utmost into every lesson
period? Would you engage a teacher who “flares up” or who is
“cross” or a little indifferent? Complete the examination yourself.
It should be a Very profitable one.

A Matter of Ethics
We note with growing pleasure that the music teachers of
America are becoming better and better organized.
The great
thought in past years among music teachers’ organizations has had
to do with securing a system of standardization that would help the
worthy members of the profession as a whole and at the same time
stamp out the axe-grinding individuals who would have their own
proprietary methods introduced to the exclusion of all other legiti¬
mate methods.
The moment an association lends itself to any money-making
scheme it is doomed. The publisher, the teacher, or the promoter who
would even suggest to a body of educators that his system be given
a monopoly over all others places himself beyond the pale of decent
professional ethics.
Such a person apparently thinks nothing of
taking away the living and the reputation of worthy teachers who
have spent their lives in the development of other widely approved
and accepted methods. Such an individual should be excoriated.
(N.B. “Excoriate; to strip or wear off the skin of”—Noah
Webster. In other words we would adopt the Mikado’s method of
making the punishment fit the crime.)
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P esence of the music upon the piano will often give
greater confidence to the nervous performer, and
ensure his giving a good account of his work, while
e absence of it may so obsess his mind with the
tear 0f forgetting, that he will be unable to let him¬
self go in the conception which he had prepared.
However the public generally, more or less, expects
that the artist should play from memory, and probably, if he has no fear of its failing him, he does
under these circumstances give a freer and con¬
sequently more inspired rendering of his music. At
any rate it is an urgent point to cultivate a good
memory. With many musicians this memory is a
gift of itself, and needs only constant and ordered
use to make it perfectly reliable. On the other hand,
there are frequent instances of very great artists
whose memory would play them tricks, and from
one cause or another even the best of them have
been known to fail at times, often merely from over¬
fatigue, ill-health, or some preoccupation. One pf
the most extraordinary examples of this happened
to a very famous pianist at a concert. He was
playing the Concerto of Beethoven in C Minor and
was in the middle of the beautiful slow movement,
the second subject of which starts with a very
similar progression to the beginning of the second
subject in the Adagio of Mendelssohn’s Concerto in
(i Minor. In a momentary state of oblivion the
pianist took up his second subject and broke away
into the one in the Mendelssohn Concerto to the
astonishment of the audience and his own dismay
when he realized what he was doing! It is said that
this particular artist never would play in public
again without his music, so greatly had he been
upset by the occurrence.
It is therefore imperative to exercise the memory
so as to insure against its possible failure, and this
cain be done in three ways. For with piano music
there are three kinds of memory to be trained; these
are the Mechanical, the Harmonic, and the Occular.
The Mechanical is the memory of the fingers which
from continual technical practice take the habit of
playing the various passages of the works studied.
The Occular memory is the impression made upon
the brain by the written pages of music as seen by
the eyes, and which remains there, after the actual
visible writing has been removed. The Harmonic
comes from acquiring the knowledge of the com¬
binations of sounds, progressions and modulations
of the musical composition itself, and of its con¬
struction. If one of these sides of the memory fail,
each'of the others can come to the rescue and fill
the gap, therefore all three should be cultivated as
much as possible.
The pianist has also to learn to control himself in
the emergency of forgetting, which is one of the
most agonizing experiences that an artist can
undergo in public. But if he can only keep his
presence of mind, he can often extricate himself from
his predicament with the aid of his musical instinct,
and that sometimes so cleverly, that his lapse will
pass unnoticed by any save the most knowing
amongst the audience. To do this of course needs
great command of nerve on the part of the per¬
former, but as in every public career emergencies
do arise occasionally, it is an essential part of the
professional artist’s equipment that he should know
how to meet them. His own nervousness is one of
the worst demons he has to combat. Even very ex¬
perienced players suffer from this on the concert
platform; in fact as the artist gets older, and under¬
stands his responsibilities better he will feel, as a
rule, more nervous than the youth who does not
realize so much. But his greater experience will
help him naturally to obtain the mastery over this
difficulty, and even to turn the inner excitement it
causes to good account. For when he can command
it, this tension of the nerves will stimulate the brain
to greater activity and thus will help the performer
to give a more vivid interpretation to the music than
if he was feeling quite cold and indifferent. I have
never known any really fine artist who did not
sometimes suffer from nervousness in public, but
that need not frighten the beginner, as through con¬
stant playing in concerts he will acquire the habit
of the platform to a certain extent, and gain the
necessary control over himself.
Many minor upsets in the way of small emergen¬
cies may occur at any time during a concert which
also the artist must not allow to put him out. For
instance, he may have a difficult or unsympathetic
conductor, if it is an orchestral concert, or the
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orchestra may be poor and unreliable, and come in
at the wrong places. It once happened to me that
the wrong parts had been brought for the orchestra,
and when I came in to play and sat down, prepared
with the E Flat Concerto of Liszt, to my horror
they gaily started the opening bars of the SaintSaens’ Concerto in C Minor! There was no time to
protest, the audience was sitting expectant. Luckily
I knew the other concerto and so followed bravely
on with it, but I was certainly not prepared to play
it at a moment’s notice in public, without looking
through it first! That contretemps arose from hav¬
ing no time to rehearse, and I earnestly counsel all
young pianists to insist upon a rehearsal when play¬
ing with the orchestra wherever possible, no matter
how much extra traveling or fatigue it may cause
them. For it is almost out of the question to obtain
a really satisfactory performance of a work from
anyone’s standpoint by just scrambling through it,
in terror all the time lest the orchestra should not
follow you, as happens when concertos are played
in public without rehearsal. Of course if the artist
has done the same concerto many times with one
conductor and orchestra, and they well know the
rendering he gives of the work, the case is rather
different. Under such conditions the pianist would
be justified, if there was any difficulty about a
rehearsal, in doing without one, but even then it is
far better for the young artist to make a point of it.
There are two other things I would like to speak
about before closing this little article, which are in
close connection with the pianist’s outlook upon
life. The first is, that I do recommend him most
sincerely not to neglect his general education and
risk becoming what used to be called “music
simple!” Music is such an absorbing study, and

taken professionally it uses up so much of energy
and mind power, that it is difficult I know sometimes to keep up other subjects of thought, especially
during student years. But I am certain that it is an
inestimable advantage to the virtuoso to have his
interest alive to every branch of intellectual en.
deavor For the broader and more enlightened his
vision of life, so much the finer and profounder his
own art will become.
Secondly, though not quite in the category 0(
what I have just been saying, yet relative to the
same high conception of his art, I greatly urge the
young professional never to play down to an audi¬
ence. By this I mean, never to be persuaded to
play second-rate music to a certain class of public
on the plea that they are not sufficiently educated
to appreciate the best music. This is the greatest
possible fallacy, as I know by experience, for I have
played all over the world to every sort and condi¬
tion and class of people, and I have always found
that they respect and are interested in one’s art
even when they do not quite understand it all, and
that they appreciate and desire the best a man can
do. The artist should always try to stimulate his
public up to the highest kind of music and never
sink to clap-ffrap in order to entice their passing
fancy. Otherwise, though they may enjoy them¬
selves for the moment, they will not want to come
again and he will be lowered in their estimation to
the level of what they have heard from him.
To play up to the highest standard he has set for
himself ought to be the cardinal maxim of the
young pianist, and then with hard work, enthusiasm
and unfailing resolution he will in time make his
way up the steep ladder into the first rank and win
the rewards of success.

After reading Henry James’ Wings of a Dove and
finding it difficult to understand, a well-known lady said
that it had neither head nor tail. So this scrap book,
having neither head nor tail, may be begun in the middle
or anywhere else, just as well.
Mistakes in spelling in language are like mistakes of
fingering in piano playing. Mistakes in pronunciation
of words are like mistakes of accent in measures.
Some Don’ts

Chopin in Fiction
By Lorna Gill
From the first days of the novel, novelists have been
accused of putting their friends, more often their ene¬
mies, into their books. George Sand was notorious for
this, particularly with regard to her discarded lovers.
Liszt, whom the ardent lady would have us believe was
one of these, wrote, “Madame Sand caught her butter¬
fly, trained it in her box, giving it fruit and flowers,
this was the love period. Then she stuck a pin into it
when it struggled—this was the conge and it always
came from her. Afterwards she vivisected it and
added it to her collection of heroes for novels.”
Among all the famous men with whom George Sand's
name was connected, her association with Chopin was
the most lasting and the most conspicuous. “My dear,”
said a friend to her, “the novels you make are more
dangerous than those you write.” Whatever, else may
be said of their life together for eight years at Ma¬
jorca and Nahant, it was then that Chopin’s best work
was done. Sand was then the celebrated author,
Chopin only the rising composer. Many years his
senior, she assumed the maternal role toward him,
looked after his comforts, his health and encouraged
him to compose. If there is a difference of opinion
as regards the cause of the break in their friendship,
it is generally conceded that she took the initiative. His
pupils held her responsible for their master’s death.
On the other hand, George Elliot, Elizabeth B. Brown¬
ing and Matthew Arnold believed her an injured saint.
At any rate her vindication took form in her novel,
I.ucresia Floriani, which has not been translated into
English. A. B. Walkley, the English critic, writes, “The
mixture of passion and printer’s ink in the lady’s com¬
position is surely one of the most curious blends ever
offered to the palate of an epicure. But it was a
blend that gave the lady an unfair advantage over
posterity. One feels this in regard to her affair with
Chopin.”
As Prince Karol, George Sand took no trouble to
conceal the great composer’s identity. Written while
they were still together, her children said to him, "Dear
Chopin, have you read Lucrezia? Mama has put you
in it.” Though George Sand has not drawn Prince
Karol as a musician, she has portrayed him as a man
of a highly artistic temperament, full of the irritabili¬
ties and inconsistencies of genius. It is a splendid
analysis, for which no one was better fitted than she,
not only on account of her intimacy with Chopin, but
from her friendships with all the brilliant artists of
that time, the Paris of 1830.
As Lucrezia, she was the long-suffering nurse and
slave to the exactions of a peevish invalid., Karol is
the born aristocrat in appearance and manner, of great

delicacy and sensibility of character; conservative in
politics and a devout Roman Catholic. “His appear¬
ance had neither age nor sex—it had something of
the ideal creatures of poetry in the middle ages, who
served to ornament Christian temples: or an angel
beautiful of visage as a large sad-eyed woman; pure
and svelte of form as a young Olympic God.”
Early in the story Karol is met traveling with his
friend Salvatore. They reach only too soon the town
where Lucrezia Floriani lives, an actress, a widow with
three children and a friend of Salvatore. He wishes
to call upon her, asks Karol to accompany him, hut
the latter at first refuses to do so, full of strange fore¬
bodings : he consents finally, only to fall ill at her
house, where he is nursed back to health by her tender
care. “That young man so conservative.” we learn,
“fell without a struggle under the empire of a woman,
full of contempt for all the conventions, used by all
passions, skeptical and rebellious toward the things he
respected most.” To Lucrezia, now forty, this young
man in his early twenties proposes marriage. She
refuses, but asks that he make his home with her
forever. “I shall love you,” she said, covering with
a long kiss the pale forehead of the young prince, “hut
it will be as a mother loves.” “Beware of the woman
whose pages are punctuated with ‘heart’ and 'maternal'
feelings,” says Huneker. It was not long before the
cooling process commenced; she began to suffer from
too close intimacy with this temperamental being; It
was lively one day, morose the next; he quarreled with
the ideas, the opinions, the studies of Lucrezia; he was
jealous of her calm temperament, of her health. “If
she smelt a flower, if she caught a butterfly, taught a
fable to Beatrix, played with the dog. gathered froi*
for her son he exclaimed, ‘What an astonishing nature!
/ou P'ease and intoxicate all. You find beauty, grace
in the smallest details of creation. You admire all*
love all then you love not me.’ Thcv loved long and
unhappily, their love was a combat and a quarrel.”
ucrezta after having devoted all her powers and
every moment of her life to his existence, to the
wishes of this despot, saw her last consolation go
when lie pursued her with his eternal spirit of con¬
tradiction and controversy. “She did wrong to con¬
sent to Celio becoming a comedienne—it was an i»amous profession. She did wrong to teach Beatri*
o sing and Stella to paint—women ought not to he
* tS.,c".
wrong not to suppress her own liter■v instincts; she was always wrong.” In the denouereeult LVcr®zla ™ak?s her exit to a better world, as a
invalid0
II7itatlons and injustices of an exacting
invalid—„he had heaped the measure and she loved him

Don’t think of notes (letters) nor yet of measures or
motives (words). Get at the phrase and the period
(sentence). Build up phrases and periods (a series of
sentences.) into a musical composition or into a story.
Don’t spend all your allotted time at the piano. Give
a certain proportion of it to visualizing your pieces;
that, is, meditating musically. If you can’t visualize
place the notes before you, away from the piano. Thus
relative values may be much more readily appreciated
(apperceived).
Don’t treat melodies as if they were common
acquaintances, but rather as intimate friends, depend¬
ing upon the amount of affection you may feel inclined
to bestow upon each one. On the other hand, many
rhythmical passages frequently do not demand any fur¬
ther affectionate acquaintanceship.

[Editor’s Note.—Those who are acquainted with the dis¬
tinguished American composer Clayton Johns through his
musical compositions, may not know that he has taught in
Boston 1or over a quarter of a century and that he has had
many npted pupils, among them the pianist Heinrich Oehhard. Mr. Johns was a pupil' of Paine and Sherwood in
America and Kiel and Rummcl in Germany. This is not an
article to he read through and dismissed, hut one to he
referred to now and then, so that the information it contains
may he practically applied.]

Don’t mind if you feel bored by some of the longer
Schubert pianoforte compositions, sonata, etc. A beau¬
tiful and extended landscape with no variety or a beauti¬
ful woman with unlimited conversational powers, grows
tiresome.
Don’t feel obliged to repeat the first part of a sonata
movement up to the double bar. If you have played it
particularly well you would probably not play it so well
the second time. Most of the standard sonatas are so
well known it is not necessary to repeat the first part,
and, as a rule, modern sonatas have no repeat. Per
contra, if you should happen to have played the first
part badly you can, sometimes, save yourself by repeat¬
ing it.
Don’t hiccough with the pedal—a sure sign of indiges¬
tion, caused by putting down and raising the pedal too
quickly and not allowing the tone t6 be digested thor¬
oughly.
Don’t leave the pedal on a chord or harmony with a
ragged edge. Know exactly when to lift it.
Don’t neglect your basses. It is just as important to
have a good bass as it is to have a good foundation of
a house. Without a good bass and a good foundation of
a house both, upper voices and upper stories, run the
risk of tumbling down.

Don’t finish a performance with a wrong, or blurred,
note. Unfortunately, even the great pianists do this
sometimes. Remember, “All’s well that ends well.”

Sit well at the piano, sitting easily and gracefully.
Keep both feet on the pedals, ready for any emergency.

Don’t break a phrase, nor run two phrases together.

. Hold the ankles loose, just as you should hold the
wrists loose.

Don’t worry if you can’t understand some of the mod¬
ern music. Sanscrit is undoubtedly a perfectly good
language, if you happen to have the key to it. Many
people haven’t found! it yet.
Don’t play a trill perfunctorily; on the other hand,
.you must know just how you are going to end it.
When playing, don’t make unnecessary motions. Take
a mental aim, and hit the mark. Why make unneces¬
sary motions when walking or swinging your arms?
Good piano playing is like a person’s carriage—both
should be graceful and easy.
Don't play a sonata movement in a uniform tempo.
A sonata movement has different themes, and should
be like a story, having different characters and express¬
ing different emotions.

Chopin. Etude Op. 10, No. 3.

Don’t attack the first note of a phrase as if it were
an enemy; rather persuade it, as if you were going to
like the rest of it.

Don’t play too often the tuney part of a composition.
By doing so you may get sick of it. Think rather of
the technical points of it, whatever they may be. Con¬
sider the quality of tone and the relation of harmonic
sequence depending upon a strict legato. A phrase,
particularly a melodic phrase, even when it begins on the
first beat of a measure, does not necessarily have any
accent. Discover the important note in the phrase, and
think back to the first note, in its relation to the whole
phrase.

Don’t play a piece as if you were driving a steam
engine, rather as if you were riding a horse, with bit and
bridle; in other words, controlling it and'yourself.
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Don’t play a melody with equal pressure: use pres¬
sure on the important notes, and relax on those inter¬
vening.

“Position is Everything”

Relax, and again relax, and then relax again.
. Keep time, not metronomic, but flexible time.
Learn by heart, if possible. Learn a page at a time, or
even half a page.
Practice slowly, and continue to practice slowly, and
after having “worked your piece” up to time, return
again to slow practice. In this way, the performance
will never grow shabby.
Play a staccabissimo passage as if the keys were hot,
as if you were afraid of burning your fingers.
General Illustrations and Observations
It is a help, when first beginning to study a piece, to
select passages and figures, making diagrams of the
fingering, shifting different positions from one to the
other, moving the fingers sidewise. Take the changing
figures of a kaleidoscope as an illustration.

This rule applies to most phrases, either melodic, of
rhythmic, either in slow, or quick tempo.
The most expressive note of a phrase may often be
siightly delayed (emphasized). The same treatment
may be applied in a sequence, where the final figure may
be emphasized.
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mann loved making different rhythms to the consterna¬
tion of regular accent.
Accent should always be felt, but not always heard;
whereas rhythm should be both felt and heard. Time,
meter and accent are all fundamentals, but above all
these rhythm brings the breath of life into the whole.
Meter and accent are subservient to rhythm, which is a
law to itself. A Japanese juggler, tossing balls, is a
fair example of varied rhythms; the inexorable law of
gravitation, however, prevents any yielding to the beat.
Some Hints on Program Making
Don’t place two pieces, in the same key, following
each other.
Don’t place two pieces following each other, in the
same time and rhythm; nor of the same character.
Don’t place an organ composition immediately before
a pianoforte piece. The piano sounds thin after the
organ.
A well arranged program might be something like
the menu of a dinner: First, soup and fish, then solid
meat; next, an entree or two, with a vegetable, winding
up with a sweet, or an ice.

In Art, either in music or painting: If you find you
can’t do the thing yourself, the next best thing is to
be able to have a keen appreciation of the work of the
greatest artists.
No matter how well you may sing or fiddle: If you
have a poor accompanist, it’s like good bread, spread
with bad butter.
A sudden piano, after a crescendo
~ is like
telling a secret to someone in a whisper. Beethoven
was very fond of this effect.
Bbethoyhn. Sonata, Op. 27.

The effect of legato-staccato.commonly and
wrongly called portamento, is like a drop of water fall¬
ing into a pool of water, causing no sound of percus¬
sion, both fingers and wrist should be pliable. If the
drop should fall upon a board, instead of falling into a
pool, the touch would be hard and unyielding.

Chopin. Berceuse. Op. 57.

A musical program might begin with a comparatively
short classical composition, not necessarily a prelude and
fugue. Choose, perhaps, one of the older Italians or
Frenchmen, Scarlatti or Couperin, for instance, then the
piece de resistance, a sonata by anybody you may please,
or a composition of large dimensions by Cesar Franck
or others. It would be well to follow the sonata, or
piece of importance, with a group from the romantic
school, Schumann or Chopin. The last group may
then be easily made up of modern compositions, and as
a final number, something brilliant. Such a program
makes a contrast. Contrast must be the watchword,
without which nothing counts.
The pianist’s hand, playing a melody, is like a sculp¬
tor’s hand modeling a lump of clay. The pianist’s hand
controls a melody, as the sculptor’s hand controls the
clay. The pianist’s hand, or rather the fingers and wrist,
are yielding to a melody, as the sculptor’s fingers and
wrist yield to the clay. Without this yielding power of
the fingers and the wrist, a melody would be hard and
resisting, like plaster poured into a mold. The hand
playing a melody and the hand modeling are both con¬
trolled by the feeling of the artist.
The world owes a great debt to Debussy for his prin¬
ciples of relaxation, muscularly and mentally. He has
certainly known how to temper the wind to the shorn
lamb; in another metaphor: the heathen do not rage
quite so furiously together as they used to do pianistically.

The following passage containing eight beats, after
the trill, resembles a series of scollops, which requires
a very flexible wrist. The rest of the quotation (a bril¬
liant ascending scale, ending with a descending figure)
may be likened to a rocket, terminating in a shower
of stars. It might also suggest a spray of goldenrod,
branching out from the stem.

A short piece for the piano having a melody with an
accompaniment, the accompaniment beginning with a
measure or two alone: Don’t stop the accompaniment
before the melody begins. The accompaniment is a
vehicle, like an electric car, and the melody, like a pas¬
senger. If the car (the accompaniment) has already
started, the passenger (the melody) must board the car
without stopping it. A similar analogy may be applied,
in the case of the passenger (the melody) stepping off
the car before the car (accompaniment) stops. The,
above illustration is even more applicable to a song with
an accompaniment.
Some Random Thoughts on Rhythm

Have you ever thought of Cesar Franck’s harmonies
being like a gyroscope ? A gyroscope is a top spinning
on a metal ring. The size may be large or small, and it
spins continuously until it drops, making all manner of
curves, maintaining contact with the stem of the top and
the ring. Cesar Franck’s music is more or less like
that, interwoven harmonies, plunging in and out, appar¬
ently, of the key. In spite of this the undercurrent
like the stem of the top on the ring, keeps the harmonic
balance.
Think how much can be made of sixteenth notes!
Bach wrote them by the million, looking to the uniniti¬
ated like an inchoate mass of notes, until the musician
reveals infinite beauties.

Natural musical accent is like meter in poetry, three
beats, or four, in a measure.

Was it Thorwaldsen, or somebody else, who said that
in any block of marble a beautiful statue lies concealed?

long short short
like 3/4 or 4/4 time.

Bach conceived an incredible number of beautiful
themes and motives lying concealed in the mass of six¬
teenth notes. The musical artist deciphers them, gives
light and shade, molds the figures, contrasts them with
each other, evolving a continual line of beauty, just as
the sculptor, after having conceived his idea, moulds the
clay and chisels the marble into form.

long short

long

short

Hans von Billow said: “In the beginning, God
breathed rhythm on the face of the water.” Now
water (no mention of earth) is pliable and yielding,
as rhythm is pliable, yielding to the emotions. The
term rhythm is often confused with accent, or meter.
There may be a dozen different rhythms on one page,
while instinctive accent, or meter, goes on its even way.
A Czerny study, often accented, in a cut' and dried
way, may be transformed into a charming composition
through, properly understood, varied rhythms. Schu¬

Czerny wrote sixteenth notes by the million, too;
many of his studies, when musically understood, contain
rhythmical beauties; but the great difference between
Bach and Czerny is, that Bach composed according to
the musical spirit while Czerny composed only accord¬
ing to the letter of the musical law.

Chopiniana
Chopin’s Character, Temperament and Art Etched in Interesting Facts from Many Sources

Chopin’s Universality
Chopin manifested traits not alone Polish but French,
German, Italian and even oriental, thus enabling him,
in a certain sense, to speak a more universal tone
language than Bach or Beethoven. He may not have
treated such a variety Of topics, and his means of
expression was restricted practically to one instrument,
but his language was more highly inflected, and his
vocabulary more extensive.
No one since Michael
Angelo has surpassed Richard Wagner in all—compre¬
hensiveness. But we know from what he himself has
said, that his universality was acquired through pa¬
tient, indefatigable study of the great masters; and
when we listen to his music, with its sonorous dis¬
persion, its ever-moving deceptive cadences, its rich
harmonies, logically elaborated, we feel instinctively
that among the most potent forces- which shaped the
remarkable career of the Master of Bayreuth, must
be mentioned the art and science of Frederic Chopin —
From Edgar Stillman Kelley's Chopin the Composer.
Moscheles and Chopin’s Playing
• (Moscheles was a conservative of the conservatives. He
looked askance at everything new ahd clung fast to Beethoven
and his predecessors. It is surprising to read the following
admissions of Moscheles after he had heard Chopin play his
own works.)
“Chopin’s appearance corresponds exactly with his
music, both are delicate and fanciful (Schwarmerisch).
He played to me at my request and then for the first
time I understood his music and saw the explanation of
the ladies' enthusiasm. The ad libitum which with his
interpreters degenerates into bad time, is, when he
himself performs, the most charming originality of
execution; the harsh and dilettante-like modulations,
which I could never get over when playing his com¬
positions, ceased to offend when his delicate fairy-like
fingers glided over them; his piano is so delicate that
no very strong forte is required to give the desired
contrast. Thus we do not miss the orchestral effects
which the German school demands from a pianist, but
feel ourselves carried away as by a singer who, paying
little heed to the accompaniment, abandons himself to
his feelings. He is quite unique in the pianistic world.
He declared he liked music very much: at any rate he
is well acquainted with it. Who would have thought
with all his sentimentality, Chopin had also a comic
vein? He wag lively, merry and extremely comic in
his mimicry of Pixis, Liszt and a hunch-backed
amateur.”
Chopin’s Musical Preferences
As might be expected of so discrimi¬
nating a composer, Chopin had distinct
likes and dislikes regarding his brother
craftsmen, Some of his musical prefer¬
ences are surprising, It is well known
that his favorite composer of all was
Johafin Sebastian Bach, with whose works
he invariably retired into solitude before
making a public appearance as a pianist.
Then came Mozart. “You will play in
memory of me and I will hear you from
beyond,” he is reported to have said on
his death bed. Francliomme,, thinking it
would please him, replied: “Yes, master;
we will play your sonata,” meaning the
sonata for piano and ’cello, Oh, no, not
mine,” said the dying composer, “play
really good music—Mozart, for instance.”
J. C. Hadden, discussing Chopin’s mu¬
sical likes and dislikes, in his excellent
biographical work on Chopin, quotes many authorities.
“Liszt says that Mozart was his ideal type, the poet
par excellence, and this because he was always beauti¬

ful artd hever commonplace. Mozart’s father was once
present at a performance of ldomeneo, and after¬
wards reproached his son in the Words: ‘You are
wrong in putting in it nothing for the long-eared ohes.’
It was for precisely such omissions that Mozart was
admired by Chopin.
"He did not care much for Schubert, whom he found
rough. It was of him that he once remarked: ‘The
sublime is desecrated when it is succeeded by the
trivial.’ Ofte cart easily understand lidw the rollick¬
ing fun and the sometimes! ‘vulgar though powerful
energy’ of Schubert would be abhorrent to the dream¬
iest and most poetical of all composers. And yet how
much of Schubert is intensely pathetic! Weber's piano
music he thought too operatic; and Schumann’s he
dismissed with airy contempt. Beethoven roused his
enthusiasm only in the C sharp minor and certain other
sonatas. Hummel he read and re-read with the greatest
pleasure, Liszt he admired as a virtuoso, but not as
a composer, which is conceivable enough, seeing that
he knew only the earlier works of that amazing per¬
sonality. Neither Meyerbeer nor Berlioz was greatly
to his liking. Once when talking to Gutmann about
Berlioz he took up a pen, bent back the point, then let
it rebound, saying, ‘This is the way Berlioz composes—
he sputters the ink over the pages of ruled paper and
the result is as chance wills it.’ ”
Chopin’s Personai'Appearance

“transparent delicacy” of his complexion pleased the
eye, his fair hair Was soft and silky, and his nose
slightly aquiline.
Much attention has been bestowed on the nose;
rightly, perhaps, since, as Hazlitt says, the nose is the
rudder of the face and the index of the will. In the
Winterhalter portrait it is described as “too Hebraic,”
while in the Graefle it is likened to “that of a pre¬
daceous bird, painfully aquiline.” But all the portraitsand descriptions agree as to the aquiline outline, and
we had better admit, without more ado, that the Chopin
nose was, like that of the Master of the House of
Usher, of “a delicate Hebrew model.” The nostrils
were finely cut, the lips thin and effeminate, the under
one protruding. George Mathias, remarking that he
remembers well his hesitating, womanish ways and his
distinguished manners, says : “I see him standing with
his back to the chimney. I see his fine features, his
Small eyes, brilliant and transparent ; his mouth, open¬
ing to show the most dazzling teeth; his smile with an
inexpi-eSsible charm.” Osborne also comments on the
smile, which he describes as “good-natured.” Johnson
says that evety mart may be judged by his laughter,
but tto' Boswell has chronicled the laughter of Frederic
Chopin. His voice was “musical but subdued,” says
Osborne. This agrees with Liszt, who speaks of the
tone as “somewhat veiled, often stifled.” Mr. A. J.
Hipkins, who frequently saw him in London in 1848,
says he was “about middle height, with a pleasant face,
a mass of fair, curly hair, like an angel, and agreeable
maimers.”

Chopin’s appearance has been variously described,
says Cuthbert Hadden in his biography of Chopin.
Moscheles said expressively that he looked like his
When Chopin Improvised
music, Berlioz told Legouve to see Chopin, “for he is
The brilliant German-Jewish poet, Heinrich Heine,
something which you have never seen, and some one
who lived in Paris for the better part of his life and
you will never forget.” Liszt makes a mistake in say¬
who knew Chopin intimately as well as all of the great
ing that his eyes were blue, for they were brown,—
contemporary musicians, puts into this bit of descrip¬
“more cheerful than pensive,” adds Osborne—but other¬
tive writing all the delicacy and fine flavor that has
wise his description may be accepted as correct. He • made his poem Du hist wle eine Illume a classic:
says that Chopin always put him in mind of "a con¬
"Yes, one must admit that Chopin has genius in the
volvulus balancing its azure -hued cup upon a very
full sense of the word; he is not only a virtuoso- he is
slight stem, the tissue of which is so vaporous that the
also a poet; he can embody for us the poesy which
slightest contact wounds, and ,tears the delicate Corolla.”
lives within his soui, he is a tone-poet and nothing
Proceeding to less ethereal details, he notes that Chopin
can be compared with the pleasure which he gives us
was low of stature and that his limbs were slight, The
when he Sits at the piano and improvises. He is then
neither a Pole, nor a Frenchman, nor a German, he
reveals a higher origin; one perceives then that he
comes from the land of Mozart, Raphael and Goethe,
his true fatherland in the dream realm
of Poesy. When lie sits at the. piano and
improvises I feel as though a countryman
from my beloved native land were visiting
me and telling me the most curious things
which have taken place during my absence.
Sometimes I should like to interrupt him
with questions. And how is the beautiful
little water nymph who knows how to
fasten her silvery veil so coquettishly
around her green locks? Does, the white
bearded sea-god still persecute her with
his foolish, stale love? Are the roses at
home still in their flame hued pride? Do
the trees still sing as beautifully in the
moonlight?”
Chopin the Teacher

FREDERIC CHOPIN.
From a contemporary pen drawing by T. Euriatkowski.

"Unlike other artists, Chopin felt no dis¬
like to giving lessons, but, on the contrary,
took evident pleasure In this laborious
occupation when he met with talented
and diligent pupils. He noticed the slightest fault, but
always in the most encouraging manner, and never
displayed anger toward a dull pupil. It was only
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When “"easing illness had made his nerves
M
L lrntabIe> that he grew angry with dull
Pupils. Then he would fling the music off the desk
and speak very sharply. Not pencils merely, but even
c airs were broken by Chopin’s apparently weak hands.
These outbursts of temper never lasted long. A tear
m the eye of the culprit at once appeased the master’s
wrath and his kind heart was anxious to make amends.
He could not endure thumping, and on one occasion
jumped up during a lesson, exclaiming, “What was that,
- barking?” He found most fault with a too
noisy touch;, his own thin, slender fingers seemed to
stroke rather than strike the keys. Nevertheless he
was able to produce vigorous tones. It is a great
error to suppose that his playing was invariably soft
and.tender, although, in after years, when he had not
sufficient physical power for performing the energetic
passages, it lacked contrast, but in his youth he dis¬
played considerable fire and energy, of which he never
made any misuse.—From Moritz Karasowski’s Life of
Chopin.
Chopin, the Soul of Poland
“Chopin is the musical soul of Poland'; he incarnates
its political passion. First a Slav, by adoption a Pa¬
risian, he is the open door because he admitted into
the West, Eastern musical ideas, Eastern tonalities,
rhythmics, in fine the Slavic, all that is objectionable,
decadent and dangerous. He inducted Europe into the
mysteries and seductions of the orient. * His music lies
wavering between the East and the Wbst. A neurotic
man, his tissues trembling, his sensibilities aflame, the
off-spring of a nation doomed to'pain and partition, it
was quite natural for him to go to France—Poland
had ever been her historical client—the France that
over-heated all Europe. Chopin, born after two revolu¬
tions, the true child of insurrection, chose Paris for his
second home. Revolt sat easily upon his inherited
aristocratic instincts—no proletarian is quite so thor¬
ough a revolutionist as the born aristocrat, witness
Nietzsche—and Chopin, in the bloodless battle of the
Romantics, in the silent warring of Slav against Teu¬
ton, Gaul and Anglo-Saxon, will ever stand as the
protagonist of the artistic drama.”—From James Huneker’s Chopin.
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Music in the Danish Capital
Copenhagen offers many advantages to the music
student, both in the way of private tuition and at the
Conservatoire. Miss Jessie Brochner, author of an
interesting work on Danish Life in Town and Country,
devotes a chapter to music and the drama, in which she
presents some interesting iriformation. The Conserva¬
toire is state-subsidized and richly endowed. It dates
in its present form from 1866, and a great number of
highly distinguished musicians have been connected
with it. A course at this institution lasts three years
and is brought to its close by an examination of
stringent character.
The musical life of the city is very active, and the
good burghers flock to the concerts in such numbers
that good music is available at very small cost. Indeed,
one may get excellent music for nothing at all from
the fine military bands that play in the parks. Special
people’s concerts are also given on Sunday afternoons,
the price of admission to which is the stupendous sum
of ten ore—about three cents. In the winter there are
also admirable orchestral concerts, for which good
soloists are engaged. The prices for these concerts
range from twelve to twenty cents. Twenty cents also
represents the price of the cheapest reserved seats at
the Royal Opera, where splendid performances of opera
are given by artists of rare attainment.
Another indication of the activity of Copenhagen
musical life is the number and excellence of the various
musical societies. The most famous of these is the
Musikforeningen, of which Niels W. Gade, Denmark’s
most famous composer, was director for forty years.
The musical tastes of this exclusive society are very
catholic, and the concerts include music old and new,
Danish and foreign. The Caeciliaforeningen, conducted
by Friedrich Rung, son of the founder, restricts itself
mainly to old music. Excellent chamber music is to be
heard at the concerts of the Kammermusik-Fdreningen,
rendered mainly by members of the excellent orchestra
of the Royal Opera. Another excellent feature of
musical life in the Danish capital is the fine perform¬
ances of sacred music frequently given in the churches.
The most noted of these performances are those given
at Easter time at the Church of Our Lady by members
of the Royal Opera.
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By P. D. Jennings
Do you have trouble striking the right notes -vhcr.
claying an unfamiliar piece and find it necessary to
watch the piano almost continually? Try obtaining!
mental picture of the piano. And since your eyes can¬
not watch both the printed music and the piano, make
your fingers do their part just as a blind man makes
his cane see what his eyes cannot see.
First we have two groups of black keys, of two and
three notes each. Now think of certain notes with
reference to these groups. For example: D natural
we know is between the two black keys forming the
smaller group. Now let your hand run along the keys
until your finger tips tell you they have a group 0f
two black keys. The white key between them is, c{
course, D natural. Think of F natural as the white
key to” the left of the group of three black keys.
A little of this sort of practice daily will eliminate
much of the guesswork connected with sight reading
and will also prove valuable in teaching young pupils
the names of the notes and their positions on the piano.
Playing in the dark is often a fine way to gain security
at the keyboard.

On the Gentle Art of Advertising
By IVah Peterson-Glascock
Last summer I had a summer class in piano for ten
weeks. The first week I inserted my announcement in
the two daily papers, which brought me two pupils
and three or four telephone calls asking for informa¬
tion. The other ten pupils which made up the class I
got by calling various people up over the ’phone, whom
I thought might be interested, and asking them for
their children to join the class. I got these pupils so
easily it just seemed as if the parents were only wait¬
ing to have me ask them! This goes to show that
people like the personal sort of invitation. Teachers
often put their notices in the papers ahd then sit back
and wait for the pupils who never come, and wonder
why! Ten of my class are also taking The Etude; and
these subscriptions I got with every little effort; it
was just the matter of the “personal word” again and
my own valuable copies of the magazine.
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Arm Control in Piano Playing
By PERLEE V. JERVIS

te American homes.
for silence before beginning and then to discontinue flaying Z^ingt'g if

sit around tables and chatter
conversation becomes offensive■
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A Clear and Helpful Exposition of a Much Discussed Subject in Piano Playing
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The piano technic of to-day, as exemplified in the
playing of the world’s great artists, differs radically
from that of the past. For years there was for many
of us but one school of technic, and Plaidy was its
prophet. There is no gainsaying the fact that Plaidy
is excellent for the development of a certain kind of
technic. He is, however, not equal to the demands
of the concert player of to-day, who has a variety
of tone coloring, beauty of nuancing, breadth, power
and bravura that were practically unknown to players
of the old school. It may be significant to note the
fact that the great players of the world to-day are
largely Russians or Poles—Paderewski, Hofmann, Gabrilowitsch, Lhevinne, Godowsky. Other nationalities
are represented by Bauer, Busoni, d’Albert and Rosen¬
thal. Nearly all of these artists are path-breakers in
a new school of technic, which differs from the school
of Plaidy and his associates in two vital essentials.
The School of Plaidy
The old school of technic devoted much time and
lahor to training the fingers to act from the knuckle
joints with an up-and-down stroke, the arm being mean¬
while held quiet. The extreme limit of this training
was reached when the player was made to practice
with pennies, or even a glass of water, on the forearm.
This technic was excellent as far as it went—the
trouble was, it did not go far enough. With the new
school of technic entered two factors entirely ignored
by the old technicians—first, a condition of muscular
devitalization, and second, combined with this devital¬
ization, a free and unlimited use of the arm. In a
word, the modern technic devotes little time to train¬
ing the fingers to act as hammers, and much time to
the study of arm touches and arm control either with
or without finger action.
With these new factors came also a liberation of
the hand from an arbitrary shape called “correct posi¬
tion.” One need only study the playing of any of the
pianists named above to see that the hand takes a
position which varies with the piece to be played.
The Piano Playing Muscles

This illustrates a scene witnessed far too c
does an indignity to her art and to herself.
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An Aid to Sight Reading

Having noted these factors in modern technic, a
brief consideration of them may be of interest. The
term “devitalization” is unsatisfactory, conveying, as
it does, an impression of weakness, limpness and iner¬
tia—perhaps “vitalized looseness” would be a more
accurate expression. By this is meant that in playing,'
only the muscles actually in use should be in action—■
all others should be in a state of absolute looseness
or repose. In the forearm are two sets of large
muscles, the extensors, lying on the upper side of the
arm, and the flexors. lying on the under side. The
extensors open the hand, raise the fingers, and also
elevate the hand on the wrist joint. The flexors pull
down the fingers and close the hand. In raising a
finger, muscular contraction should be confined to the
extensor of that one finger—the extensors of the other
fingers, as well as the flexors of all the fingers, should
be completely at rest. With the average player, when
one extensor contracts to raise a finger, all the other
extensors, and the flexors as well, also contract, through
muscular sympathy. Thus one set of muscles pulls
against the other, much like boys in a “tug of war,”
with the result that independence and freedom of
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finger action are almost impossible. This contraction
extends, under different conditions, to the muscles of
the upper arm, shoulders, back and waist, and beauty
of tone, as well as ease in playing, are impossible. The
modern technic loosens up all these muscles, keeps
them in a state of repose, and often at once removes
technical difficulties, particularly those due to mus¬
cular contraction; and it does this without the use of
the old five-finger exercises.
The Use of Arm Touches
The second factor in modern technic is the free
and unlimited use of “arm touches” in chord, octave,
bravura and melody playing. In the old systems of
technic, chords and octaves were played by raising the
hand on the wrist joint and throwing it down on the
keys. If more power was required, the same action
took place from the elbow or shoulder joint, the move¬
ment being always a downward one. The modern
technic reverses this movement, all the great artists
of to-day playing heavy chords with either an up arm
or down arm touch. None of them play octaves with
the hinge-like up-and-down hand action at the wrist
joint, but with an impulse from the arm. the hand
swinging loosely at the wrist like a flail used by the
farmer. A good idea of this movement may be had
by taking a key-ring, and, by shaking the arm, causing
the key to swing loosely on the ring. No hint of
these touches is given in the old methods. The most
that Plaidy, the great technician of his day, says in
regard to chord and octave playing is this: “The hand
must be slightly raised by the wrist before striking,
and then with an easy movement, thrown, as it were,
upon the keyboard. The arm must have nothing to
do with this movement, and the- raising of the hand
by no means be effected by lifting the forearm.”
The Importance of the Triceps
As, in modern technic, arm touches are effected
through the agency of the triceps muscle, a brief de¬
scription of its action will be necessary before con¬
sidering the touches themselves. The triceps is located
upon the outer part of the upper arm, a little nearer
the elbow than the shoulder. Place the left hand upon
the upper right arm at this poinb and then, resting
the tips of the fingers of the right hand lightly upon
a table, give a slight push, the impulse coming from
the upper arm, followed by an instantaneous relaxation
of all the muscles of the hand and arm. If this be
properly done, the contraction of the triceps may be
distinctly felt by the left hand. Now rest any finger
upon a piano key and produce a tone by a push of
this kind, taking care that the impulse is quick and
that the muscular contraction disappears instantly, leav¬
ing everything elastic and quiet. The triceps is the
key to the whole situation in modern technic, as there
is hardly a passage of any kind that does not call for
its co-operation in a greater or lesser degree. To
quote Dr. William Mason, “the triceps ‘leavens the
whole lump’ of the muscular system; it penetrates, per¬
vades, and vitalizes the entire action, and accomplishes
more in hulk and in detail in the development of a
temperamental touch than is possible in any other way.”
There are two fundamental types of arm touch in
which the action of the triceps plays an important
part—the “down arm” and the “up arm.” These have
been so clearly described by Dr. Mason Touch and
Technic, that I quote him verbatim:

“By down arm touch is meant that fall of the arm
in which its weight supplies the force actuating the
keys. Let the hand be extended above the keys at a
height of perhaps three inches. Then, by act of will,
‘let go,’ withdraw the will from the muscles and the
arm will fall inert, limp, freely of its own weight. The
second finger extended (each finger should be used in
turn) touches C, thus breaking the force of. the fall,
and immediately after the touch is delivered the wrist
in turn relaxes into a perfectly limp condition and
sinks below the level of the keyboard. The distance
of the handfall must be lessened by degrees until the
space through which it falls is only a quarter of an
inch or less. The force is always that of the weight
of the arm which falls, but never is struck down upon
the key's. Preserve the same muscular condition and
add to the weight of the arm by a push, the impulse
of which has its origin in the triceps muscle. This .
form of touch is useful in many heavy effects, and
the condition of arm is an indispensable preparation
for securing proper development.
The Up Arm Touch
“The up arm touch is so named because in making
it the arm seems to spring boundingly into the air
away from the keyboard, and when properly made,
there is no sense of having delivered a finger blow
downward upon the keys. With the point of the finger
in contact with the key, the wrist in the down posi¬
tion, suddenly, with an impulse from the upper arm.
almost with a push, cause the wrist and forearm to
spring away from the keys, the point of the finger
delivering a strong blow as the expression of the arm
impulse from near the shoulder, the operative agent
being the triceps muscle. This form of touch is ex¬
tremely effective where great power is desired in
chords, heavy octaves, and the like—it is remarkably
free from liability to false notes, and is accomplished
with little effort as compared with its tonal results.”
Weight Touches
In addition to these well defined arm touches, mod¬
ern technic depends upon control of arm weight. For
purposes of analysis, this arm weight may be classified
as hand weight, forearm weight, and the weight of
the entire arm from the shoulder. This arm weight
differs from the arm touches described above, in that
it is unaccompanied by any impulse, from the arm
or the triceps. It should be thoroughly understood
in all that follows that the muscles not in use must
be kept in an absolutely loose, devitalized condition.
To get control of hand weight, practice daily the
following exercises. Raise the hand back on the wrist
joint till it is at right angles with the forearm. Hold
it in this position a few seconds, then instantly and
completely relax the muscles and allow the hand to
drop by its own weight and hang limp at the wrist joint.
Raise it gently again to its former position, hold it
poised a few seconds, relax, and drop as before. Be
careful not to jerk the hand up or strike it down. Now
go to the piano, and with the hand hanging thus, lower
the arm till the finger tips touch the keys. Without
altering the muscular condition, continue to lower the
arm till the hand reaches the normal playing position
If this be properly done, the hand will rest lightly and
loosely on the keys, which should hot be depressed
in the slightest degree. It will he seen that the entire
arm is thus balanced and only the weight of the hand
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rests upon the keys. This perfectly balanced arm is
absohnely essential in light aiid rapid linger Work of
ail kinds as well as in staccato, piano and pianissimo
playing. It is the most difficult of t{ie three conditions
to control, and the two exercises just given should be
repeated at intervals during the entire practice period.
Concentrate the mind on the muscular feeling in the
hand and arm, and practice the following exercise.
Rest the hand lightly on the keys C, D, E, F, G, then
depress C With the thumb, and the instant the tone is
heard, release the finger pressure, when the key will
rise, carrying the finger up with it. The Other keys
must not be depressed in the least and the playing
finger should always be in contact with its key, both
before and after playing. Practice with each finger
in turn, then play & slow trill with the fingers in pairs.
Follow this With groups of three, four and five notes.
Play piano or pianissimo, at first slowly, and as facility
is gained increase the speed. When a perfectly bal¬
anced arm is secured, practice all light and rapid finger
passages in pieces both legato and staccato with this
balanced atm. Two flile studies in this kind of work
are Von BueloW’s Intermeaso SchefaosO afld the Chopitl
Etude in F miflor, Optis 25, No, 2.
Fore Arm Weight
For study in fore arm weight, let the arms rest
easily on the lap. Now raise the fore arms about a
foot, hold them poised for a short time, relax the
muscles quickly, and allow the arms to dtop loosely
and by their own weight, Action must be ehtirely at
the elbow joint—the upper arm should be kept quiet,
and all jerking or striking movements avoided.
Now rest the hands in playing position on the keys
With the arm in the balanced condition, then relax
the muscles of the forearm quickly, thus depressing
the keys. Notice that the finger tips now sustain the
weight Of the forearm. Be careful to keep the muscles
of the forearm relaxed and avoid any weight of the
upper arm, This is the arm weight required in mezzo
forte passages.
To get the full arm weight, raise the arms at the
shoulder joints till the hands are on a level with the
top of the head, Now suddenly relax all the muscles,
when the arms will drop heavily into the lap, Drop
on the keys in the same way and allow the finger tips
to sustain the weight of the entire arm. Keep all the
muscles relaxed and notice the feeling of heavy weight.
Rest the hands lightly on the keys, then relax as before,
allowing the weight of the arm to depress the keys.
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This is the weight used in melody playing where a
full singing tone is required, or in forte passage work,
Although these different weights have been here
divided into three sections, in actual playing they so
blend into one another that it is difficult to tell where
one leaves off and the other begins. It is not necessary
to analyze them so minutely. Simply apply the amount
of weight needed to produce the power and tone re¬
quired. For instance, a crescendo from pp to f would
commence with a balanced arm, when, with a gradual
increase of arm weight ending with full arm weight,
a Well graded crescendo can be produced Without rais¬
ing the fingers from the surface of the keys.
When more power is required than can be obtained
with the full arm weight, the triceps must be called
upon as described above. When complete arm control
has been secured, the necessity for finger stroke is
eliminated, as all degrees of power may be obtained
with the fingers in contact with the keys. It is well
to play every piece or passage through slowly, first
with the full arm weight, next with the forearm weight,
then with the balanced arm, and finally with all the
indicated shadings, When many repetitions of a pas¬
sage are to be made, the balanced arm pianissimo will
be most useful, as the muscles may thus be kept loose
and the practice continued for a long period of time
without fatigue. When arm weight is combined with
the rotary movements described in The Etude for
November, 1514, technical difficulties are shorn of half
their terrors, and, in response to an artistic tempera¬
ment, the most beautiful shadings can he made with
Old and New
To sum up: In the old school of playing the tone
was struck out, the finger, hand, or arm being raised
high above the keys. Great power was dependent upon
height or power of strike. The resultant tone was
hard; and lacking in resonance and color. The fhoderh technic eliminates the stroke, substituting therefor
weight and a drawing in of the finger tip toward the
palm of the hand. The tone thus produced has a
quality impossible of attainment in ahy other way.
In chord, octave, bravura and melody playing, the
employment of the triceps and scapular muscles, in
conjunction with arm touches, enables the piayef to
draw from the piano a sonorous tone of great power,
brilliancy, richness and musical quality. This can be
done without any preliminary raise and a maximum
of power attained with a minimum of effort.

Don’tS for the Mothers of Music Pupils
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
Don't persist in urging the busy teacher to stay a
while and chat with you or have lunch, as it may make
her late to her next lessoh, or cause her to miss it
entirely,
Don’t get jealous Of another pupil’s progress and
imagine the teacher is partial; perhaps your child is less
gifted.
Don’t frown or scold if the teacher should be late
at the lesson occasionally; it is probably not her fault.
Don’t give her the impression you are trying to get as
much of her time free, as possible.
Don’t brag of how many teachers wa:.t your child
as a pupil, or speak as if you were doing her a great
favor to allow her to teach in your family.
Don’t give yourself away by teliing her “almost any

one would do to give the child his first lessons” for
she knows better.
Don’t expect the teaeher to entertain you a while
after each lesson, playing for you.
Don’t send your child out on an errand just at the
lesson time, and keep the patient teacher waiting fifteen
or twenty minutes.
Don’t take the child to the moving pictures at the
lesson hour, saying upon your return, “Oh! I entirely
forgot it Was lesson day! so we’ll let it go!” (lesson
and pay both!)
Don’t let the teacher wait till the child “eats break¬
fast” or “feeds the cat,” but see to it that he is all
ready oh time.

Letting the Pupil Select the Music
By Hazel M. Howes
The question arises, “Should the pupil have a voice in
selecting the music which he is to study?” One of my
pupils had not been making very marked progress for
a few weeks. I had tried in many ways to discover the
cause and find a remedy, hut my efforts had seemed
unrewarded. During one lesson hour not long ago,
however, she presented rather shyly a song which she
sang with her class at school, and asked if she might
learn the piano accompaniment for her next lesson.
I was glad indeed to see this interest shown, and
although the piece was written in key, tempo and form
much too difficult for one in her stage of advancement
and unlike what I would select for her, I complied with
b^y'hopes didn’t rise very high when I thought of

what, in all probability, would greet me the following
lesson, but the song was learned in a surprisingly charm¬
ing manner. More than that, the other assigned parts
of the lesson were well done, and the doses of “fingers
a little more curved” were few and far between. It was
clear to me after that how to obtain the results I had
looked for. We talked over together .vhether our next
piece should be A Summer Frotic, A Sleigh Ride, or just
what style We could best enjoy. She gladly submitted
to me the selecting of studies and technical work which
would best prepare for our new work.
The pupil whom I once thought very hard to interest
has become a great responsibility, and the prog¬
ress which once seemed to be at a standstill has taken
great strides forward.
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Should a Teacher Evolve His Own
Method, or Use That of His
Instructor ?
By Ernst Eberhard
“What method do you use?” is a questioh asked
countless times of the music teacher. If he is a real
teacher With independent thoughts and ideas, he is very
likely to answer, “My own.” No method or combina¬
tion of methods makes the teacher: it is invariably the
teacher who makes the method, arid his method is
constantly changing from moment tb moment as the
need of the pupil develops itself. The serious teacher
regards each student who enrolls under hint as a prob¬
lem which will prove to he in many Ways erttlfely new.
It is his experience in the past which enables him to
form a logical idea of the pupil’s requirements, and
which helps him to present the necessary material in
the plainest way.
The teacher who uses ofle strict method is in the
position of a . doctor who used the same medicine for
all diseases. Sometimes the medicine would fit the
disease with a most satisfactory result, but generally
the result would be disastrous. The teacher has not
the advantages of the doctor, since he cannot bury
his mistakes; they live to condemn Ills ignorance! Of
course the teacher is compelled to make his choice of
music from a necessarily limited stock of studies,
pieces, etc., just as the doctor prescribes from those
drugs whose effect is known to him, but it is the skill
in knowing just what to give at the right time and
knowing how to give it in the best and most acceptable
fashion which brings results.
Certainly no teacher, however great his knowledge
and skill, could possibly bring results without the active
cooperation of the person who is placed Undef his
charge. A teacher, no matter how great and famous
he may be, can only develop what the pupil already
possesses; he cannot create the stuff to start with,
Neither can the teacher impress his ideas on his pupil
if the pupil does not take them to heart and strive
earnestly to acquire them. The teacher can only do
five per cent, of the work: the pupil must do the other
ninety-five, and do it well, or the teacher’s five per
cent, goes for naught.
Suppose that two students decide to study with a
certain famous teacher who has a hobby for control
of dynamics and beauty of tone. Mr. A has a very
light touch, hut of very good quality. Mr. B is one
of -those enthusiastic young persons whose playing be1
longs in a boiler factory. Their instructor would cer¬
tainly immediately start to teach A the value of a
fortissimo, and insist on his acquiring it. He Would
just as certainly teach B what pianissimo meant, show¬
ing him that quality of tone is just as important as
quantity of tone. In course of time A and B would
each become music teachers. Would it be proper for
A to advertise that he teaches the famous -1
method, insisting indiscriminately that all his pupils
should learn to play fortissimo, or for B to maintain
that Mr. ——-■ taught entirely pianissimo, and never
said anything about a big fortissimo except to con*

tney may be strong and strivess t.to maxe tne s
points stronger. If a pupil does not possess e..m
originality of his own to evolve and formulate
own method when he begins to teach, he is a v
poor teacher indeed, even if he had studied with
tamous
. Some extracts from letters of t
most famous exponent of all methods, the Lescheti;
method, cannot fail to be of interest. Other gr
eachers are continually voicing the same sentimei
1 he letters are from Leschetizky to Carl Stasny, i
were written about 1899.
. "l
Personally against any fixed principle in
s rucuon; every pupil must, in my opinion, be trea
i ,ent‘y according to circumstances. Therefore
°Ll,neVt'r COrne to a decision to publish a Pit
i«
c sin.ce such a work would demand a defit
nne of work which would need to be logically follow
.1 hold> above all things, to a correct beginni
t
U Ve7 seld°m made, since few beginners s
of Tr*
7h° “"demands the demands of a cou
preparation for future virtuosity.”
tearh*r m°tt0 *-S ^at, without a good, yes, a very gi
he is 7 n° hnnted method will be effective, and o
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How to Gain Power, Sweetness, Quality and
Expression in Singing
By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
I have been asked to write an article on Power and
Sweetness.
These are certainly two essentials to which all singers
must aspire. Let me start by saying that I consider
Sweetness to mean touching quality and expression,
sounds which are grateful to us,—which appeal to us,
as opposed to sounds which are harsh and repellent,—
hard and not sweet. With regard to Power my ex¬
perience teaches me that it is dependent upon two
factors: first, the size of the instrument and its capa¬
bility of powerful vibration: (in other words, the free¬
dom with which the voice sounds when the breath
presses the vocal cords and added to this the right
shape of the cavities in the mouth which help so much
to increase the tone of the vibrating vocal cords).
Second, the size of the chest, which is important in
supplying a great pressure and simultaneously a great
length of breath. According to this, One may possess
considerable breath-power and yet have little voice.
On the other hand, have we not met with people hav¬
ing small chest capacity with prodigious voices? In
the one case the singer failed by reason of the evident
effort he betrayed on forcing too violently his-small
voice. In the other, the singer could emit powerful
resonant sounds, but was obviously in difficulty when
he had to sing a phrase of any length :—he has to make
his career with a restricted supply of breath. It is
as though a violinist with a splendid bow-arm has to
play on an inferior instrument, or as if one possessing
a splendid violin is always hampered by too short a how.
What is the vocal student to do in his attempts to
remedy his natural.deficiencies?
Never Despair
First, let him never despair! How many times in
history have we not seen that from small even insig¬
nificant beginnings great things have developed? Have
we not all heard of singers whose voices were un¬
manageable even harsh at first, but through the genius
of the artist gradually became sweet in quality and
touching in expression? Read the life of Jenny Lind.
I knew her well and sang with her several times. She
was a dramatic genius with a wonderful coloratura,
which means a capacity for remarkable performance
of scales and trills together with true sympathy and
expression. I heard her sing the air J'amero from
Mozart’s opera II re pastore. In this she sang a cadenza
with a distinguished violinist; at the end her trill in
thirds with the violin was in perfect accord with the
instrument both as regards tune and time. Madame
Jenny Lind often told me how she had to wrestle for
years with her voice which was hard and rebellious,
and sometimes drove her well nigh to despair. It was
through her intellect and her continual practice, to
which she devoted hours of thought and meditation,
that she became as great in opera as in oratorio. If
singers of the# present day followed her example to
what perfection they might attain !
What must the student do and how should he prac¬
tice?
First: Let him-practice breathing without singing.
Let him breathe out slowly and silently, and at the
same time imagine that he is singing. He will thus
acquire the sensation of perfect looseness and balance
of tile vocal cords—and conscious control over the
breath which he will voluntarily adopt when he sings.
Second: Let him practice starting the “All” thou¬
sands of times, until the sound commences in the centre
of the note with the sensation of the open throat and
the perfection of “Ah.” Then let him extend his prac-

up and down the scale; then t

Let him practice swelling and diminishing a long note.
Third: Let .him practice various vowel sounds, at
first separately and afterwards joining them. Then
practice the consonants, until both vowels and con¬
sonants become entirely free from any stiffness.
Fourth: Let a soft appearance at the eye, and a
general expressiveness of the face accompany his exer¬
cises. With a soft expression of the eye and face a
hard note cannot be sung.
One way then of acquiring sweetness of sound is to
insist on the soft facial expression. One may also
assert that a badly produced tone, he it throaty, whoopv,
nasal or a white silly tone, is invariably accompanied
by a rigid condition of the jaw and upper lip, and must
mar the pronunciation and expression. The cure then
for these distortions of voice, tune, tone and expression
is to require that every note sung should be accompanied
by a freedom of the jaw (which should have a sensa¬
tion of floating, as it were) and by an expressive state
of the face and eyes.
The Foundations of Right Practice
Let the student keep ever in mind the two founda¬
tions of right practice—(1) breath control, (2) un¬
conscious action of the instrument in his throat. Let
him finish each phrase with some breath to spare, sing¬
ing never more loudly than lovely; never higher than
he can sing with expressive face and eyes, never quicker

than with equal notes without jerkiness. By thus devot¬
ing much time to breath control, the joining of notes
and the mastery of crescendo and diminuendo, he may
now be on the lookout for the developments which in¬
variably accompany conscientious study. I would sug¬
gest that he should give much earnest thought to these,
which should reveal to him signs of his progress.
These developments are :—
First: The breath will increase in length, the chest
will expand. (N. B. Beware of raising the shoulders
when taking in the breath.)
Second: Power of voice will be acquired, yet no sense
of throat constriction will be experienced.
Third : The range of voice will be extended both
upwards and downwards, while the terror of high notes
will disappear.
Fourth: An unconscious freedom of scales will he
felt, a sense of joining all the notes, yet keeping them
, distinct, thus leading to great freedom of runs and
trills.
But let the singer be on his guard lest he reverse
this order in his studies by striving to attain these
developments before he has succeeded in laying the
foundations of his art. In his overhaste to acquire
length of breath, loudness of voice, high notes, passages
he cannot rightly execute, what does he sacrifice? What
is the penalty for this mistake? The sweetness of
voice, the quality and expressiveness have changed to
harshness,—he cannot start unerringly, nor join, nor
make crescendo and diminuendo, nor perform runs and
trills. Later on, when attempting to sing in public in¬
stead of charming his audience by the loveliness of his
voice and the truth of his expression, he is compelled
to force upward the chest register, and this cannot be
done without fixing the jaw and throat and tongue.
This rigidity is fatal to the quality and sweetness of
the tone as well as to the pronunciation and expression.
Watch the eye of the bad singer. Is it expressive of
the sentiments of love, sympathy, sorrow, etc., or is it
rigid in keeping with the unnatural strained tone so
often heard?
The same remarks especially hold good with regard
to a woman’s voice. Unless she changes into her lovely
head voice at E (third space) following the example
of such great singers as Madame Melba and Adelina
Patti, she forces up her medium voice, with rigid jaw,
throat and .tongue, and with agonized expression emits
loud, discordant notes. We should hear these awful
sounds as screams if the modern composers did not
cover up the vocal defects of their singers by accom¬
panying them with full orchestra.
Developing the Small Voice
Can a small voice develop into a powerful one?
Every voice when rightly trained doubles or trebles
its force, hut should not change its quality. Some
smaller voices are much more beautiful than others
which are more powerful by nature. We hear much
now-a-days about dramatic singing. Indeed, audiences
are growing so accustomed to shrieks and shoutings
that the silvery, mellifluous voice of touching quality
would seem to be almost in danger of extinction. Yet
this is not the case. Fortunately there are still good
singers who do not force up the chest and medium tones,
but intensify every note so that it may be heard over the
largest hall or theatre with lovely expression. The
great singer knows how to intensify the voice with
breath pressure, and yet economize the breath,—to sing,
every note with the throat balanced and open, the
tongue ready to pronounce any vowel or consonant, so
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at a book of the words » not necessary for the
audience. Through the freedom of the face every
emotion may be conveyed in touching accents whether
the voice be large or small. An all-compelling sweet¬
ness like a halo distinguishes such a singer from those
of rougher calibre.
The art of singing is the result of a school or system
of exercises calculated to remove the obstacles be¬
tween conception and execution and to build up a tech¬
nique on which one can rely,
i I would recapitulate: —
The Foundations of the Art of Singing are two in
number.
First: (A) How to take breath and (B) how to press
it out slowly. (The act of slow exhalation is seen in
our endeavor to warm some object with the breath.)
Second: How to sing to this controlled breath pres-

How the Old Singers Practiced
It may be interesting at this point to observe how
the old singers practiced when seeking a full tone while
using little breath. They watched the effect of their
breath by singing against a mirror or against the flame
of a taper. If a note required too much pressure the
command over the breath was lost,—the mirror was
unduly tarnished—or the flame unduly puffed. “Ah”
was their pattern vowel, being the most difficult on
account of the openness of the throat,—the vowel which,
by letting more breath out, demanded the greatest
control. The perfect poise of the instrument on the
controlled breath was found to bring about three im¬
portant results to the singer.
First result. Unerring tuning. As we do not ex¬
perience any sensation of consciously using the muscles
in the throat, we can only judge of the result by listen¬
ing. When the note sounds to the right breath con¬
trol it springs unconsciously and instantaneously to the
tune we intended. The freedom of the instrument not
being interfered with, it follows through our wishing
it—like any other act naturally performed. This un¬
erring tuning is the first result of a right foundation.
Second result. The throat spaces are felt to be
unconscious and arrange themselves independently in
the different positions prompted by the will and neces¬
sary to pronunciation, the factors being freedom of
tongue and soft palate, and freedom of lips.
Third result. The complete freedom of the face and
eyes which adapt themselves to those changes necessary
to the expression of the emotions.
The artist can increase the intensity of his tone with¬
out necessarily increasing its volume, and can thus
produce the softest effect. By his skill he can emit
the soft note and cause it to travel as far as a loud
note, thus arousing emotions as of distance, as of
memories of the past. He produces equally well the
more powerful gradations without overstepping the
boundary of noble and expressive singing. On the
other hand an indifferent performer would scarcely
venture on a soft effect, the absence of breath support
would cause him to become inaudible and should he
attempt to crescendo such a note the result would be
throaty and unsatisfactory.
Let us here quote Daniele Frederici who published
his method of singing in 1619:—
"Every one who wishes to learn and practice music
must, above all things, have taste and love for it,
must take care that he modulates and masters his voice
well and skilfully, and that he understands how to
use his breath properly. Those who shout and shriek
till they are red as a turkey cock, with the mouth as
wide open as if they would thrust a haystack into it,
let all the breath out and are compelled to take a fresh
breath for every few notes,—these are useless as re¬
gards music. One should use the voice brightly and
sing cheerfully. (There is a great difference between
cheerful singing and shouting.) A brightness of tone
is particularly necessary in music.”
Jenny Lind’s Advice
Jenny Lind, the celebrated singer, in a letter to a
pupil wrote:
“Before a note is sounded the larynx must be pre¬
pared with a right position of the register in which
the coming note lies, whether high or low. Hence
appears a certain sign, and when once a note is there
one must leap lightly upon all the others upwards or
downwards, so that no break is noticeable between the
notes, and therefore the phrase receives its full value
without interruption. For example, the notes Ai, C2
E3, must be so joined that they form a whole; this
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happens through singing smoothly and staccato simul¬
taneously, if I may so express myself, and this is, above
all things, almost impossible to explain in words. I
have often spoken to you about it, however, and given
you examples. It depends upon the flexibility of the
larynx and must be practiced. Therefore sing your
exercises with voice more forward, so that the attack
of each note may be improved and then the runs
follow.”
In the manual used at the Paris Conservatoire we
find: “The singer must read the poets. Poetry and
romances will enrich his memory, kindle his imagination,
and maintain his soul in its highest mood, which is
necessary in order to express great dramatic passion,
to represent the character and thoughts of the persons
of whom the romance and fiction speak, and whom he
should imitate.”
Let us recognize how every note springs into position
of itself with unerring tuning, and joins any other
note in a wondrous ease and unconsciousness; how the
vowels and consonants are free; how the face is able
to express. Tosi, born 1650, says: “Win every high
note in softness;” and Matheson, born 1681, “study
all the notes, first piano then gradually louder.”
The simple axiom of the old masters seems, first get
the note rightly produced, then add force to this. If
singing—to describe it briefly—is the art of producing
much sound with little breath, we could with equal
truth say, that singing is nothing more than tuning
with a loose tongue.
Exceptional Phrases for Different Voices
I feel that I can scarcely conclude this article without
submitting a few phrases which may be said to display
the best notes of the different voices. It is assumed
that few but trained artists can sustain these phrases
with fulness and at the same time sweetness and sym¬
pathetic expression. The great artist never employs
loud sounds that are accompanied by rigid production,—
he could neither express nor pronounce nor phrase. The
uninitiated on the contrary is obliged to rely on such,
as he cannot sufficiently intensify his softer notes.
The calmness of the true artist is apparent in the
ease with which he sings and intensifies his phrases
from pianissimo to fortissimo to the gratification of
his audience, because no effort is apparent on the part
of the singer, and to his own contentment, because he
sings without embarrassment.
Let a soprano take up Handel’s Messiah and turn
to No. 38, How Beautiful Are the Feet. An indifferent
vocalist will find this lovely air rather high. What
sweetness and expressiveness is required for the first
note! The least rigidity of production will make it
hard. In the third bar of the dots part we take:—

How bean - ti - fnl are

bean - ti • ful are

the

the feet,

feet of

How

them.

Place the upper F in the head voice—how touching
and sweet is the effect!
Let a contralto turn to No. 20 of the same work. It
is usually commenced as follows:—

Be careful not to begin rigidly or the sweetness and
repose of the phrase will be lost. Two measures later
sing with touching expression the D in

the

lambs

with his

arm

Let the tenor look at No. 2 of the same work:
Comfort ye. What an opportunity in expressiveness
and sostenuto js the first note
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All hardness must be avoided and the very culmina.
tion of the art of singing must be revealed in the lovely
attack and crescendo of:

0
The Matter of American Musical Atmosphere
By DR. HEINRICH PFITZNER

What intensity of break pressure is here required,
and this without losing the feeling of comfort.
Let the bass singer turn to No. 10 in the same work.
What calm dignity should be heard in the first measure!

For

be-hold, dark-ness shall oov-er the earth.

What breath control and breath of phrasing is neces¬
sary for the long passage

and what dignity! Any rigidity of production would
make the expression and intensity of this phrase im¬
possible. How wonderfully Handel wrote for every
kind of voice. He understood how to clothe each word
with the appropriate note.

Can’t You Play ?
By Samuel Rulon-Foster
How is it that, when you are asked to play before a
company of persons, you get flustered, cannot see the
notes, nor strike the right keys, and invariably wind
up in a botch? Is it because you do not know the
piece? Is it because you are naturally nervous? It
cannot be blamed upon lack of preparation, for, placed
in this position, you will fall down on a piece you are
acquainted with, as well as a less familiar one. Your
faculties seem to go back on you. People who are
perfectly calm as a rule are sometimes apt to become
nervous when playing in public.
It is not so much a matter of lack of preparation
as lack of faith—self-confidence. Back in the early
fifties a party of settlers started from Ohio to make
their way across the continent and find a home in the
new country. The son drove the wagon train, while
the father rode about half a mile ahead to pick the
way. One winter morning the father found himself
standing upon the bank of the Mississippi. The great
river was frozen from shore to shore and *the only pos¬
sible way to get to the opposite side was to cross on
the ice. But would it hold? This was the all-impor¬
tant question. Suppose he should get half way across
and the sheet snap? He sat a long time assailed by
fear and doubt before he could muster up enough cour¬
age to make the attempt. Finally, he got off his horse,
and, leaving the animal to follow him, he got down on
his hands and knees and started carefully to pick his
way across. When he was half way over he heard bemd him the sound of a joyful song and, stopping in
nis advance to look around, he saw—his son driving
that heavy wagon train over the ice toward him, singmg at the top of his voice!
What makes you crawl with shaking limbs to your
performance, while big John Jones comes along and
takes his seat pretty much as he would at the ball
game
Is it because you are not prepared or are
naturally nervous? No! It’s because you say, “I don't
know whether I can or not!” John Jones says, “1
can, and goes right ahead.

Editorial
The following article is from a German-born pianist
and composer, who has lived in America for some
twenty years, and has been engaged in teaching in
the East, West, North and South of this country,
teaching independently as well as with conserva¬
tories, colleges and universities. Therefore he can
not be said to be unfamiliar with musical conditions
in the new world.
Dr Pfitzner is a brother of Hans Pfitzner, one of
the foremost living German masters of music, whose
orchestral works are played by great organizations
the world over. His father was a musical conductor
and his musical connections in Germany have been
of the best. Please note, however, that in speaking
Qf the United States he refers to it significantly as
our country.
The Etude has always had an interested and pro¬
gressive part in the propaganda for the furtherance
of the musical interests of America, and has during
the thirty-three years of its existence repeatedly
published articles extolling our multifold musical
advantages. It has consistently supported every
well-meant movement in this direction. It has very
recently lent its aid to Mr. John C. Freund in his
campaign in Musical America for more independence
froin European musical shackles.
Yet no American, with the spirit of fair play in
which we take a just pride, would fail to invite in¬
telligent consideration of the subject from those who
wquld have us look at the other side. America’s
musical debt to Germany is, and ever will be, a very
great one. Buck, MacDowell, Chadwick, Paine,
Parker, Nevin, Sherwood, Mason, Huss and others,
all benefited immensely from German efficiency in
musical training. They and thousands of similar
disciples have spent years in adapting German edu-

cational ideals to American conditions. In addition
we have had the advantage of the services of a vast
army of native German musicians in America. When
all has been said and done Germany has been the
schoolmaster for most musical Americans. We have
had the advantage of French, English, Italian,
Russian, Polish and Scandinavian influences, but the
bulk of our gratitude goes to Germany and Austria.
Let us not forget.
The readers of The Etude must not make the mis-‘
take of thinking, because we lend our columns
to Dr. Pfitzner for a free exposition of his
views, that we endorse all that he has written. Dr.
Pfitzner may have exaggerated the case or he may
not be right in his premises. Mr. John Philip Sousa,
who has repeatedly encircled the world in his musi¬
cal work, insists that the musical interest in Great
Britain is more wide-spread and more enthusiastic
than in any other country.
Every American, nevertheless, feels strongly the
need for placing our own musical development upon
its own native footing. , If we have not the deep
national respect for music which Dr. Pfitzner’s very
logical article represents, then we should set about
cultivating it. We can not be accused of thinking
more of our dollars than we do of our music, for
Mr. Freund has shown by statistics that we put out
over half a billion a year in music. There are more
musical newspapers in America than in any other
country of the world and our general periodicals
devote an unusual amount of space to musical
interests. Moreover, talking machines are repeating
grand opera from coast to coast from morning to
night and our people are becoming wonderfully wellinformed upon music.

Yet, we cannot read Dr. Pfitzner’s article without
feeling that there is still much truth in many of his
contentions. This is noticeably so in the case of
some very short-sighted institutions of learning
where music is made a secondary study. Why?
Just because certain other large colleges have
stupidly failed to recognize music as a regular part
of collegiate training. With about the same inanity
with which certain women go trapsing after fashion
in dress, no matter how hideous the new fashion may
make them appear, it not infrequently happens that
a college will slight music in its curriculum because
some unprogressive larger institution does likewise.
Music is thus turned down as not being a part of
real scholarship. This petty provincial attitude is
altogether unworthy of American education ideals
and is never a part of the program bf the big pro¬
gressive institutions. Columbia University of New
York, for instance, is giving vastly more attention to
music to-day than it did ten years ago, when
MacDowell was alive, and Columbia is the largest
university of the New World.
The Best Reply to This Article
The Etude will be glad to print in a succeeding issue,
the best 500-word reply to Dr. Pfitzner’s article
which follows, paying for it at our regular rates.
Write on one side of the sheet only, place your name
and address on the first page, do not exceed the
word limit and do not make your reply a part of
any other communication to the firm. Naturally the
replies must be free from any implicated references
to the belligerent condition in Europe, as well as
any personalities. Address The Etude, Philadelphia,
and write “Reply to Dr. Pfitzner” on your outer
envelope. All answers must be sent in before Jan. 30th.

Is This a Just Criticism ?
America’s Musical Credit
There has been much comment upon the lack of
musical atmosphere in America. Indeed the con¬
tinual outpouring of musical students to Europe in
quest of what they term a musical atmosphere makes
it seem well worth while to ask the question, “What
is the trouble with Musical Atmosphere in America?”
In order to answer this question intelligently we
must first reply to the natural inquiry, “What is
Musical Atmosphere?” Is it the amount and variety
of music taught and performed? Is it the presence
of, excellent musical artists and instructors? We
should say that, if either be the case, there should be
as much musical atmosphere in America as any¬
where else, if not more. No other country in the
world has such a large number of houses provided
with pianos, organs and other musical instruments,
because in no other country have the working
class'es on the whole, sufficient money to afford
luxuries in such abundance.
There are plenty of conservatories and colleges in
America where music is taught by good, and in
many cases world-renowned, teachers. Some of the
American conservatories, indeed, make it a point to
engage artist teachers of the highest standing.
There are many first class artists touring America
eyery season, and there are symphony orchestras,
grand opera companies and oratorio societies whose
personnel is composed of the best conductors,
singers and instrumentalists of Europe and America.
America’s Musical Debit
What then can be the trouble? In the opinion of
the writer it is the perverse attitude of the great
American public in general towards music as. an art
and consequently toward musicians, especially the
musical educator. This in a certain measure is due

to the attitude of the majority of those who have
teacher and the pupil and his parents, the spirit in
the control of musical institutions in this country.
which music schools and musical institutions of any
The country which is generally accepted as the
kind are conducted, the exemplary behavior of con¬
one possessing musical atmosphere in the highest
cert audiences not only in the large cities but in.
degree is Germany. The reason is easily com¬
very tiny centers, as well as the fact that prominent
prehended.
In Germany, music is generally con¬
artists are received at court and have been in close
sidered and respected for what it is—not a mere
personal friendship with the princes and rulers of
pastime—not a mere luxury—nor even a mere pro¬
the states of the Empire, while the Reichstag
fession by means of which certain people can make
(which corresponds to our Congress) frequently has
a more or less profitable livelihood, but as an art
matters of musical interest brought up before it for
of the greatest ideal significance, a medium for
intelligent discussion in relation to the welfare and
mental and ethical refinement and ennoblement, and
progress of the State.
therefore one of the most important factors of
civilization, which must accordingly be treated as
Deep Respect for Music
one of the great and necessary elements in life.
One must not be led to think that anybody in
This remarkable circumstance has resulted from
Germany would be despised or ridiculed for having
the cooperation of two factors:
Firstly, the musical artists and educators of the coun¬ no musical talent or education. But, one cannot
make one’s self more ridiculous or contemptible
try have for generations been permeated with the
than by showing no respect for music. Whoever (or.
consciousness of their high ideal, their mission.
This has developed a self-respect and a pride in their whatever the station of) the person, one is at least
expected to know that music is something to be re¬
work which has given them the moral courage to
garded seriously, even if one does not know
enforce a corresponding respect for their art and
their office from others. They have preserved an why. The individual who looks upon music as a mere
attitude which has taught the people that they were pastime, a luxury or as a money-making business,
neither mere merry-makers nor mere money-makers,
is put down once and for all as a low vulgarian.
but the bearers of an exalted message.
To cite a few characteristic instances let us take
Secondly, the people of Germany were on the whole General von Hindenburg, one of the heroes of the
both capable and willing to learn this lesson, be¬ present war. Once upon a time he was invited to
cause it is a very commendable trait of German
attend a Gala Concert. The concert was given in
character that it is agreeably free from that mis¬
Hanover, where he resided as commander of the
leading self-sufficiency which forbids others “to
Hanoverian Army Corps. Notwithstanding the fact
look up to anybody with respect.” Therefore the , that he was especially busy at the time planning
average German is willing and glad to confess his
manoeuvers, which made it impossible for him to
ignorance of anything which he does not know or
attend the concert, it is significant that he took the
understand. The truth of these statements is proven
time to excuse himself in such a modest manner that
by the attitude of the people in regard to anything
his refusal was a compliment to music. After re¬
relating to music.
The relations between the
gretfully stating that he was kept away by stress

THE
JnX h hefa^de,d that hls Presence at the concert
.nuvd be °f 'ttle llnPortance, as lie was only a
sold er upon whom much of the beauty of the music
would be lost. Bismarck at all times frankly con¬
fessed that he was unmusical and indeed did not
know anything about music, but he invariably added
his regret that he was lacking in musical capacity,
fhat he had tried to get acquainted with good
music, in spite of his candid confession, is proven by
the curious fact that he often asked one of his
secretaries, who played the piano quite well, to play
Beethoven sonatas for him and assist him in de¬
veloping a better understanding of the art which he
could not comprehend but which he respected
deeply.
The most touching example, however, is that of
old Emperor Wilhelm I, called the Great. Although
absolutely unmusical and ignorant in musical
matters, he not only paid every attention to great
artists who came to Berlin, even inviting them to
Court, but he also personally attended, at regular
intervals, grand opera and important concerts “to
observe good manners” as he put it.
Serious Interest the Basis of Musical Atmosphere
This remarkable spirit pervades all classes of the
population. The majority of the people, that is, the
bulk of the trading and working classes, have, of
course, no conception of the metaphysical sig¬
nificance of music, but they know that the educated
classes have respect for it, and having the good
sense and frank modesty to realize that the educated
people are bound to know more than uneducated
people, they conclude that it is the proper thing to
have respect for music anyway.
This spirit is the basis of musical atmosphere,
widespread and deep respect for music and mu¬
sicians. If you respect a thing you consider it
seriously. If you consider a subject seriously you
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are at once led to investigate it. Investigation leads
to understanding and learning. Understanding paves
the way to intelligent appreciation and love for true
ideals. With these attributes one is impelled to
make any sacrifice for the advancement of the art.
Therefore among the better situated classes in
Germany, it is considered the decent thing to join
some musical organization, to contribute to worthy
musical enterprises, to give one’s time and money
to the development of musical education, and to
help needy and talented artists and music students.
This is regarded as the simple duty of anybody
who expects to be called a person of culture—the
legitimate price for the claim to that title; simply
because music is one of the very highest powers
of civilization.
Be sure to grasp the larger meaning of this atti¬
tude. One does not devote oneself to music and
musicians so that any music student, artist or
organization may be fostered, but for the better¬
ment of mankind in the deepest sense. The progress
of musical civilization is of the highest benefit to
the world insofar as it means the spread of ethical
and mental refinement and ennoblement. Every¬
body should be glad and proud to contribute to such
a great cause.
Do We Lack the Proper Spirit ?
This is the spirit prevailing in Germany, and this
is what our own country lacks. It does not lack
talent of even genius (think of MacDowcll); it does
not lack good artists, teachers, schools or any of
the other institutions of learning connected with
music. As we have said, we have all these ad¬
vantages, including symphony orchestras and grand
opera companies second to none in the world. In
short, there is plenty of musical life already in
America, but there is no musical atmosphere: The
spirit, which implies respect for music from the

general public, and out of which true understanding
and love for music must come, is not here.
‘ This is not due to any lack of talent or intelli¬
gence but rather to a lack of idealism or, one might
nut if a lack of self-cognizance. As far as I have
observed, it seems to me that the majority of
musicians, music teachers and heads of musical in¬
stitutions in America are afraid to assume the art,tilde I have described as characteristic of their
German colleagues, because it might not be good
•‘business policy.” It might mean swimming against
the stream of popular tastes and ideas. I he bulk of
the people in America do not possess that self¬
cognizance which enables the German to know and
to acknowledge frankly that he does not know or
understand a thing. In consequence of this short¬
coming the American does not know his intellectual
level in relation to music.
As long as no proper respect for music prevails
among the general public—as long as any of our'
citizens do not hesitate to air their indifferences or
their lack of respect in regard to music openlythere can never be a real musical atmosphere in
America.
The Duty of Every American Musician and Music Lover
Therefore, it is the duty of every American mu¬
sician and music-lover to work against that spirit of
self-sufficiency, by fostering the respect for music
and musicians to such an extent that those who can¬
not be really converted will at least be afraid to utter
their compromising opinions or show their lack of
respect for music. Nothing appeals so strongly to
the primitive mind as the “power of the majority."
Let us, therefore, hope that those of us who love
music will do their duty and do all that must be
done to establish the proper respect for music as a
national tradition, because then, and only then, will
we have a real musical atmosphere.

Practical Ideas in a Nutshell
Thought Kernels from Busy Teachers Everywhere

The Sharpest Hand
Confusion so often arises among pupils as to the
position of the sharp and flat; they so frequently play
a sharp for a flat, or a flat for a sharp. One day I
chanced to ask my class: “Which is your quickest,
sharpest hand?” With one voice they answered, “the
right.” Then said I, “always look for your sharp to
your right, then of course the 'flat to left.” After this
there was no more cpnfusion.
M. E. F.
One Hand Ahead of the Other
A correspondent in a number of The Etude men¬
tioned a difficulty experienced with pupils who play one
hand (the left) slightly in advance of the other. I use
the scale in crossed hands to overcome this fault. The
advance notes being thus transferred to the treble
become so prominent that the pupil has no difficulty in
recognizing the habit, and two or three efforts at suc¬
cessive lessons have always been sufficient to correct it.
Another method of obtaining perfect concordance is to
employ the full arm from the shoulder, as the left arm
does not seem to share with the left hand the impulse
of getting ahead of the right.
O. S.
Smoothness
One of the greatest difficulties we encounter with
piano pupils who have never had any training in the
different touches is a constant jumping, jarring motion
of the hand as each key is struck. To remedy ihis
fault and to illustrate the smoothness of the legato
touch we imagine the hand to be a canoe. Now, the
canoe itself must be kept very steady and quiet, while
the paddles, which are our fingers, are the only things
in motion—an even, easy and steady movement, car¬
rying the canoe smoothly over the surface of the water,
which is our keyboard.
With this idea in mind, a delightful smoothness of
execution almost invariably results.
A. M. L.

The Lesson the Donkey Taught
I have a little pupil who formed the habit of watch¬
ing her fingers. She is a musical little tot and knew
her notes well, but still persisted in seesawing with
her head from notes to fingers. One day I purchased
a toy donkey with a movable head. Before Marie’s
next lesson period I placed the donkey on the piano
and touched its head before she started to play. It
looked very foolish as its head wagged slowly up and
down. I made no reference to it, but Marie is a close
observer, for one of her years, and understood.
Practice in the Studio
Every teacher has a few pupils who progress very
slowly, the reasons being in nearly every case insuf¬
ficient amount of practice or the wrong kind of prac¬
tice. I have always found it good to have such a pupil
practice under my direction in my studio for about
twenty or thirty minutes every day for a week. The
results shown easily pay the teacher for the trouble
taken, and besides the child learns a more systematic
way of practicing.
R. D.
A Concentration Lesson
The great trouble with young students is lack of
power to concentrate. To remedy this I have adopted
a plan which is working out wonderfully. When a
pupil fails to concentrate easily, I. give a special “con¬
centration” lesson. I select a passage from a study
that he.seems to find difficult. During the entire lesson
I endeavor to keep his mind to this one thought
exclusively. An alert mind will follow this idea in
practice and obtain results.
H. C.
Programs Compared
Each year I have printed programs for my public
recitals. The programs- are saved and the next year,
as the pupils appear in public, a cornparison is made in
the programs, and we note in this way an advancement
and .take pride in the fact that the student is able to
interpret better compositions each year.
I. D. D.

The Musical Alphabet and its
Relation to the Keyboard
During the first lessons it is hard for a child to
understand that our musical alphabet ends at G—they
always want to go on with H, I, J, etc. Showing that
our musical alphabet is C, D, E, F, G, A, B, we find
middle C. and place a card between the B and C, then
we repeat this between every B and C on the key¬
board. Thus we have our keyboard divided up into
“houses,” then we name the people in each house C,
D, E, F, G', A, B, and thus the child understands how
our musical alphabet is repeated over seven times on
the keyboard with an A and B below for a “strong
foundation” and a G on top.
M. M. M„ Minnesota.
How to Make Reviewing Interesting
All teachers realize the necessity of review work
with their pupils. Try as we will to teach each new
point thoroughly, there always remains the reviewing
process, or much of importance is apparently lost.
Here is a way I have been using this month with
my younger pupils that has made the review work a
real pleasure for teacher and pupils.
I select a study or piece that several of the same
grade pupils are studying, then tell them that the piece
in question is to have a party and that 1 want them
to write the names of the guests present. For instance.
Mrs. Treble Clef, Mr. Bass Clef, Mr. Phrase, and if
andante is used. Miss Slowly, etc. I keep each paper
and then the pupils see them and find who had the
largest number of guests to their party. Each pupil
tries to write everything that is to be said about the
piece so as to be the one whose party was the most
successful. I fincj hy comparing papers that what one
pupil has not thought of another will. Thus they learn
to notice everything about a selection before attempting
}° Play *t
D T. N.
. 5^ence*orward The Etude will consider ideas for
this department to be published at our usual rates.)
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1 LAY small things absolutely perfectly before attempting the large
ones.”

“If your wrists are weak, go and roll the
grass in the garden.”
“If you want to develop strength and
sensitiveness in the tips of your fingers, use
them in every-day life. For instance, when
you go out for a walk, hold your umbrella
with the tips instead of the palm of your

“Think twice and play once."
"Ohne Kunst, Kein Leben, Ohne Leben,
Keine Kunst—Without art there is no life,
without life there is no art.”
“Conducting is not difficult. It is harder
to play six measures well on the piano than
it is to conduct the whole of the Ninth
Symphony of Beethoven.”
“We learn much from the disagreeable
things critics say, for they make us think,
whereas the good things only make us
glad.”
Leschetizky early, gave up his career as
a concert pianist. When he was once per¬
suaded to break his rule not to appear in
public, he performed some of his own
works in London. After the concert he
inquired anxiously of a few intimate friends
around him, “Oh, children, have I played
badly—oh, tell me, have I played badly?”
“I have thought over these things all my
life, but if you can find better ways than
mine I will adopt them—yes, and I will
take two lessons of you and give you a
thousand gulden a lesson.”
“Artists say too much about the instru¬
ments they have to use. It is hard to find
the tools unresponsive or uncertain, but do
not accustom yourself to a first-rate piano.
If you do, it will lead you to think you are
responsible for the beautiful sounds that
come out of it; whereas very likely it is
but its natural tone—independent of your skill. At
home you think: ‘What a lovely touch I have.’ Then
yoii come to me. You play abominably, and say it is
the fault of my piano. It is not my piano at all. It
is you. Your hand is not under control, you have not
learnt the principles of things. If you'really know how
to produce a certain effect—and produce it as the result
of your knowledge—not of your piano—you can face
almost any instrument with a clear conscience. If
you leave anything to chance, you will be the first
to feel it—your audience will be the second. A good
pianist should be able to make any passable instru¬
ment sound well, for his knowledge will be so accu¬
rate that he can calculate to a very fine point how
much he must allow for the difference and quality of
touch.”
“I have no technical method; there are certain ways of
producing certain effects, and I have found those which
succeed best; but I have no iron rules. How is it
possible one should have them? One pupil needs this,
another that; the hand of each differs; the brain of
each differs. There can be no rule. I am a doctor to
whom my pupils come as patients to be cured of their
musical ailments, and the remedy must vary, in each
case. There is but one part of my teaching that may
be called a “Method,” if you like; and that is the wav
in which I teach my pupils to learn a new piece of
music. This is invariably the same for all, whether
artist or little child.”
“Decide exactly wliat it is you want to do in the first
place; then how you will do it; then play it. Stop and
think if you played it the way you meant to do; then
only, if sure of this, go ahead. Without concentration,
remember, you can do nothing. The brain must guide
the fingers, not the fingers the brain.”
A would-be student once asked Leschetizky for a
few “finishing” lessons. “Will a mud pie give you a
fair idea of a mountain?” asked the teacher. “No,”
was the answer, “but I do not want a mountain.”
“Well you must go somewhere else for your mud pie,
we don’t keep them here.”
“To make an effective accelerando you must glide into
rapidity as steadily as a train increases its' speed when
steaming out of a station.”

“Practice your technical exercises on a
cushion or upon a table sometimes. You do
not always need the piano to strengthen
your muscles.”
“How many come to me and say, ‘I prac¬
tice seven hours a day,’ in an expectant tone,
as though praise were sure to follow such
a statement! As I say so often at the les¬
sons, piano study is very similar to cook¬
ing.”
“A good cook tastes the cooking every
few minutes to see whether it is progress¬
ing properly; just so a piano student who
knows how to study makes pauses con¬
stantly in his playing, to hear if the passage
just played corresponded to the effect de¬
sired, for it is only during these pauses that
one can listen properly.”
“When I eat mushroom or tomato sauce I
want to know that I am eating the one or
the other. Some cooks there are who make
concoctions which are neither one thing nor
another—and do not satisfy anybody when
they come on the table.”

“Teach yourself to make a rallentando evenly by
watching the drops of water cease as you turn off the
tap.”
“A player with an unbalanced rhythm reminds me of
an intoxicated man who cannot walk straight.”
“Your fingers are like capering horses, spirited and
willing, but ignorant of where to go without a guide.
Put on your bridle and curb them in till they learn to
obey you, or they will not serve you well.”
“If you are going to play a scale, place your hand in
readiness on the keyboard in the same position as you
would if you were going to write a letter—or to take
a,pinch of snuff.”
“The bystander ought to know by the attitude of your
hand what chord you are going to play before you play
it, for each chord has its own physiognomy.”
“If you play wrong notes, either you do not know
where the note is or what the note is.”
“If there is anything you cannot do after a fair trial,
either there is something the matter with your hand
or with the way you practice.”

THE PASSING OF A MASTER TEACHER
With the death of Theodore Leschetizky, on
November 17, 1915, in Dresden, the world'loses
one of the greatest teachers of pianoforte of all
times. Born June 22d, 1830, at Lancut, in Aus¬
trian Poland, he early attracted attention through
his brilliant playing. He was a pupil of his father
and of Sechtcr. In 1S52 he went to Petrograd
where he became Professor of the Pianoforte at
the conservatory—continuing in that position for
twenty-six years. He then went to Vienna where
he has since remained. As a pianist, Leschetizky
made occasional tours and as a composer he has
written some very interesting pieces for the piano
but it is as a teacher that he is best known. His
most famous pupils were Essipoff (whom he mar¬
ried in 1880), Paderewski, Bloomfield-Zeislcr.
Gabrilowitscli, Goodson, Hambourg, Sievelting,
Slivinski, Marguerite Melville. Edwin Hughes.
Malwine Bree, Marie Prentner, Howard Wells
and others.

“This continual playing of a piece over
and over again is not what I cali study.
When I want to learn a new piece I do not
keep the notes in front of me on the music-rack; I
throw them over this back on the top of the piano, so
that I have to get up every time to look at them. After
the image of the passage to be memorized is well in
mind I sit down at the instrument and try to repro¬
duce it—notes, touch, pedaling and all.”
“It is well to begin the study period in the morning
with a few technical exercises—enough to get the hands
into good playing condition. Afterward, alternate tech¬
nic and pieces, so that the mind remains fresh, which
is not the case when one works constantly at one or
the other. In practicing exercises for strengthening
the fingers one must not interrupt the work until the
hand begins to feel the strain.”
“Of course, in the beginning I have a method. A
knowledge of correct hand position and of the many
different qualities of touch which I use and which
give a never-ending variety to the tone must be learned
before one can go very far. The fingers must have ac¬
quired an unyielding firmness and the wrist, at the same
time, an easy pliability in order to avoid hardness in
the tone. Besides this, there are the rules for singing,
which apply to melody playing on the piano to just
as great an extent as to melody singing in the voice.
“The natural accents must be properly placed and
long notes must receive an extra pressure in order
to overcome the difficulty of sustaining tones on the
pianoforte. All these things a good preparatory teacher
can give as well as I, and for this reason I require
my pupils to go first to an assistant, to the saving of
both their time and money. Of course, the assistants
are responsible to me.
“After pupils have once gotten this foundation they
branch off in every direction; each has his pecularities
and no one method will answer for all any more; the
teaching must become individual. The enforcement of
strict rules cannot then be insisted upon. It is just
as in law. Not everyone who kills his fellow-man is
hanged or guillotined or electrocuted.
“There are always exceptions. Often circumstances
arise which cause justice to yield, and just as we would
not endure a dry, soulless justice, how much more
reason there is that we should not have a dry, -soulless
art. There are many otherwise excellent pianists who
play so however—exactly according to rule.”
“There is too much banal piano-playing nowadays
I do not find that the art has developed in any wav
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since the days of Rubinstein.
as he did!

No one plays to-day
J

“As for technical development, have the Alkan
etudes or the Don Juan Faniasie grown any easier
with time? The quantity of piano-playing has in¬
creased, yes, more strive for a great technic; but as
for the quality I do not see any improvement. Pro¬
grams are many times entirely too long and too stereo¬
typed. Let us hear more of the new things! What
great pianist is there who plays the works of living
composers? They are all afraid of the critics. Even
Paderewski doesn’t have the courage to play more
than a few of his own compositions.”
“I prefer Czerny because he writes in a more fluent,
pianistic style than any of the others. One must learn
how to walk straight before one attempts gymnastics.
Clementi, Cramer and Kullak are always putting ob¬
stacles in the way in their etudes. All at once there
comes a clumsy point in a passage which gives you the
same sort of feeling as when you get your walkingstick caught in between your legs.
‘‘In Czerny, however, one has a clear road; there are
no complications in the figures. If I were to get up
now and walk toward the door you see I would have
trouble, for there is a stool in the way. If I were a
clown from the circus I would probably jump over it;
as I am not I shall have to go around it to get out
of the room. In Czerny there is never any stool in
the way!”
“One must play Beethoven with feeling, with warmth.
Beethoven himself hated this so-called ‘classical’ piano¬
playing which so many pianists affect. That he was
no pedant is shown by the fact that he wrote more
expression signs in his compositions than any one else
has ever done—and changed them more often!
“These things I had from his own pupil, Czerny.
There was once a critic in Berlin who heard what was
to him a new cadenza to one of the Beethoven con¬
certos. In his critique of the concert he took espe¬
cial pains to load the cadenza with all sorts of abuse,
declaring it absolutely unsuited to the style of the
concerto. The next day he discovered that the cadenza
was by Beethoven himself!”

Have I Musical Talent?
By Wilbur Follett Unger
The following series of questions were sent in the
form of a circular letter to the writer’s pupils. The
object was not merely to find out which were the most
talented (which could be determined without the aid of
any questions), but to learn the particular failings of
each pupil, and to inspire each pupil to study himself.
By discovering their own weak points they might be
tempted to strengthen them. New talents might be
discovered, and being discovered might be further deAny one who questions his own claim to have musical
talent can discover the truth of the matter by answering
honestly “yes” or “no” to the following question. If
the “ayes have it” there is no room for further doubt.
1. Can you read at sight easily and quickly?.
2. Can you memorize without effort?.
3. Can you “carry a tune?” Tell one note from
another? Sing a simple melody (not necessarily with
good voice) ?.
4. Can you sing, or play any instrument other than
5. Do you enjoy playing for people?.
6. Do you honestly prefer good music to ragtime or
“popular” music?.
7. Can you play anything by ear after having heard
it once?.
8. Have yt>u any desire to improvise or com9. Do

you

read

regularly

any

musical maga-

10. In reading the daily or Sunday papers, do you
look eagerly for the musical page or column?.
11. Would you rather practice than eat? Rather take
a lesson than go to the “movies?” Rather attend a
concert than a baseball game?.
12. Can you recognize the faces of eminent musicians
in pictures?.
13. Are you familiar with general musical mat¬
ters?.
14. Is MUSIC uppermost in you mind, day and night?
In other words, are you ENTHUSIASTIC about your
work?.
15. Are you willing to strive to better yourself, and
do you earnestly desire above anything else to become
a really fine musician?.
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Use of the Pedal for Legato Chords

HIM

By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
While some of the most charming effects, possible
on the piano, are obtained by clear part-playing with
the fingers alone, there are times when the sustaining
pedal adds much to the richness of this harmony, by
the sympathetic vibrations it allows to develop on the
strings unstruck. At the same time, to secure a good
legato effect with chords distant from each other on
the keyboard, is quite impossible except as we rely on
our good friend at the foot. So, for a short time let
us lay aside its ordinary service of sustaining a low
bass note while the hand is free to move about and
center our thoughts on the value of the pedal in play¬
ing connected harmonies.
In the first place, the ear must have careful training
by practice and experiment, till it is able to detect any
deficiencies in the work of the hands and feet. It must
notice at once if two successive chords are linked one
to the other and yet do not overlap so' that the har¬
monies become confused.
As a first study, take two common chords in any
key, let us say the Tonic and Dominant triads. Sound
one, pressing down the pedal just as the keys descend.
Now lift the hands, allowing the pedal to remain low¬
ered. Shift the hands to the other chord. Drop them

lightly; and, just at the instant the fingers touch the
keys, lift the foot and have it to descend again with
the keys of the new chord. Try this repeatedly, till
you can accomplish it noiselessly and, by careful listen¬
ing, can be sure your chords are truly legato—neither
separated by the slightest interval of time nor in the
least blurred by overlapping at the time of change.
When you have mastered the use of the pedal with
these two simple chords, playing them in various posi¬
tions on the keyboard, try others with them. Then
take compositions in smooth, connected style and give
them most careful study. Standard hymns (not of
the Gospel Hymn type) are excellent for practice.
Fruhlingsgesang, Fremder Mann, Kriegslied, Nordisches
Lied and Sylvesterlied from Schumann’s Op. 68 (Album
for the Young) as well as Consolation and Confidence
from Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words are a few
of the many interesting pieces that have beautiful pass¬
ages of great value for this kind of study. Many parts
of these selections may be executed with a finger legato
without lifting the hands or resorting to the use of the
pedal; but there are numerous other phrases where you
will soon appreciate the value of the pedal as a servani
in developing much of their possible blauty.

Musicians and Good Behavior
Carl Merz, in his fascinating volume, Music and
Culture, discusses the effect of music on the character
in a way that is both interesting and illuminating. "In
common with all musicians who have studied their art
and its effect's,” he says, “I claim for it refining
influences. No doubt you will accept this as truth,
yet you cannot fail to say, behold the passions of
musicians, the petty rivalry and jealousy that are dis¬
played among them; are not these also the effects of
music? No, they are not. They are the outcome of
defects in character, they are the results of a defective
education. Having given themselves too exclusively to
music, having enjoyed and studied the art only from
its emotional side, they neglect the cultivation of the
mind and the development of character, hence those
defects among the little as well as the great musicians,
which are so offensive in our sight.
"Moreover, musicians of prominence are too often
flattered, and that to such an extent, that what little
strength of character they possess is almost entirely
destroyed. Let us also bear in mind that great musicians
are as shining lights, and in our foolish adoration, we
often fail to condemn them for improper acts. There
is no reason why genius should be allowed to over¬
step the bounds of good breeding, and if .public con¬
demnation were to follow swiftly, even the most

eccentric of musicians would be more careful about
his. public behavior. The more prominent men and
women are,1 the more we notice their public lives. Bad
behavior in common mortals hardly produces more
than a local excitement; the misstep and degradation
of a prominent musician becomes the gossip of a
nation.
“A father and his daughter once visited me, the
object of the call being a consultation with regard to
the latter’s course of education. There was a radical
difference of opinion between the two, and I was
evidently chosen as arbiter because the daughter being
fond of music, expected me to decide in her favor.
She desired to devote herself exclusively to music,
though her common school education was deficient.
My advice was for her father to give his daughter a
thorough literary education, allowing her at the same
time to study music. Turning to the young lady, I
said, ‘If one of the two must be delayed or neglected,
let me beg you to delay or neglect music.’ The arts
are educational means, but like all other branches of
study, they are merely so many spokes of the great
educational wheel. A musical education alone must
produce one-sided results, and so a complete educa¬
tion which has included art studies, is more perfect
than one that lacks such culture.”

Handel and the Cries of the Street
It is a pity that more of the street cries with which
vendors of old were wont to advertise their wares have
not been preserved. They might well furnish the
inspiration for some composer of to-day as they did
for Handel. His one comic opera, Serse (from which
the celebrated Largo is taken) contains a charming
little song sung by a comic servant disguised as a
flower-seller which is thought by many to have been
founded on street cries of the period. “It is worth
remarking,” says Streatfield in his life of Handel, “that
Handel is known to have taken a great interest in
street cries. Lady Luxborough wrote to Shenstone the
poet: ‘The great Handel has told me that hints of his
very best songs have several of them been owing to

the sounds in his ears of cries in the streets.’ An
autograph of his hastily jotted down on a loose sheet
of paper, together with the addresses of friends and
other memoranda, has preserved to us the cry of an
itinerant match-seller:

,
~
- wuuui. juiiii ouaw, i
a brandy shop St. Giles’s in the Tyburn Road,
matches about.
This interesting fragment is nov
the Fitzwilham Museum in Cambridge.”

Wrong Enthusiasm
By Theodore Steams
Do you ever start your lessons out of breath? Do
entireU
nervous. a beginning like this may
you run up the stairs and land panting in the studio
of
♦ n your whole lesson hour. Start in plenty
or lesson room because you are late or too eager to
minm-pc
meet y°ur appointment with a few extra
arrive or too anxious to begin? This is a handicap
to you as well as to your teacher, for by the time you
auiet von y°Ur dlsposal so you can Pause a while and
q Tf „y°Ur nerves before entering the lesson room.
are “settled down” and your blood resumes its normal
circulation precious minutes are lost.
theLl
are -«Vlted to a party or a box seat at the.
If you start your lesson more or less flustered and
looking and f r probably ^ake lots of pains to arrive
over-enthusiastic you are bound to make mistakes, and
more vain, Je inl
best Lessons ■« a great deal
will probably have to begin at the beginning again
Take a chan6 a”d’ besldes> tbey cost you real money,
several times before you get into the swing of it, and
you start in andatdPrePar,'ng yourself Physically before
this is more than liable to embarrass you badly. If
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Gloria’s Great Chance
By EVERETT J. FOWLER
[Editor’s Note.—Following is the concluding section
of the musical Christmas story commenced in the last
issue of The Etude. The synopsis given below will
make the following instalment enjoyable for those who
may not have read the first section.]
Synopsis
Gloria Rodwell, the daughter of an American father
of a good middle west family and of a Brasilian mother
of aristocratic Spanish ancestry, finds her emotional soul
"freezing to death" in a mundane humdrum little town.
On a rainy Christmas Sunday morning Gloria is singing
in the choir. During the pastor’s long benediction one
of the oboe pipes in the organ commences to squawk.
Gloria is unable to control her laughter and upon reach¬
ing home she is not surprised to have her pious Uncle
and her Amt tell her that she must go away. Gloria
delights in this when she learns that she is to go to
the great city to have her voice trained. Once in the
metropolis she studies with a famous teacher for three
years. Then she applies to the impresario of a great
opera house only to find that she still lacks the kind
of operatic experience to entitle her to enter the ranks
of the principal singers. The impresario advises her
to go to Italy for further study, but this Gloria cannot
do as her resources have come to an end. To go back
to the triviality of her home town would mean her
artistic death. Fortunately the landlady
of her boarding house takes a warm¬
hearted interest in the young singer and
offers to help Iter. On the landlady’s
birthday the boarders are taken out to an
Italian restaurant for dinner. There the
party encounters Enrico Caffierello who
plays piano in the restaurant. When most
of the patrons have gone Caffierello and
the violinist who plays with him start in
upon a selection from Carmen. Gloria’s
friends induce her to sing.
Maestro
■Caffierello is at once interested in her
voice and begs to be permitted to train her
in Carmen. The proprietor of the res¬
taurant discharges Caffierello for “both¬
ering” the patrons. Mrs. Hartley comes
to the young Italian musician’s aid and
offers to harbor him in her home until he
can get started in his chosen profession of
teaching. In the meantime Gloria, anxious
to earn her own way has joined the
chorus at the opera.
One month after the Maestro had
seated himself at the liberal table of Mrs.
Hartley he had not one pupil but seven..
The others paid him at the rate of one
dollar an hour, fourteen dollars a week,
or four dollars more than he had earned
in the restaurant. At once he commenced
to pay back his indebtedness to Mrs.
Hartley. In two weeks more he had
added several children from the neighbor¬
hood to his list and Mrs. Hartley began
to get an income from the use of her parlor as a studio.
Every morning at ten Gloria had her lessons, and
every morning Maestro Caffierello devised new super¬
latives to describe her voice. Then, for the time being,
Mrs. Hartley’s parlor became the stage of an opera
house. A row of jardinieres became the footlights,
while screens served as tormentors on each side of the
stage. Chairs became the wings and at the back the
folding door which led into Mrs. Hartley’s private
room became the entrance to the Plazo del Tores. The
sessions were invariably attended by Mrs. Hartley in
person. Gloria did not know whether she came in the
capacity of chaperon or of audience. At the end
of each number she would applaud loudly to the great
delight of the teacher. She was particularly fond of
the Carmen “Habanera” and was pleased when Caffi¬
erello rehearsed it many times.
He seated himself at the piano and played with his
left hand, while he conducted with the forefinger of
his right hand.
“Now, don’t forget—watch my fingerimportant. You see in me the conductor beating the
time. Now listen, the tenors are singing,
Carmen dis-nous quel jour
Tu nous aimeras.

then on the second beat of the next measure, watch
now, just after my finger goes down you sing,
Quand je vous aimerai?
Ma foi, je ne sais pas.
“But, signorina, signorina, not that way. Carmen is
making fun of them and that armchair over there is
Don Jose. Look at him and toss your head and sneer
at him. Now again—Ah, Molto buono! go on. Listen.
It is the Habanera—your first song in the opera. It is
thees song that will make you Carmen. If they like
thees song then you are at once a prima donna.”
Caffierello played the captivating Spanish rhythm, and
Gloria commenced to sing. In a moment he had
stopped her again.
“Leesten, Signorina,” the Maestro was impatient.
“Theese people are paying five dollars to hear you sing.
Non e’ vero?”
“I never saw your beat to count your chickens
before they are hatched,” interrupted Mrs. Hartley.
“Please, Madam,” begged the earnest teacher, “you
must not interrupt me. Miss Gloria must make her
career like all great singers. When you sing in opera
you must be five thousand people. Per esempio, what
you feel, everyone in the whole audience must feel. It
is like the electric light. You press the button and all

g and danced until the little invalid screamed
the light is on. Now, signorina, go back to the steps
and make your entrance once more, but feel music in
yourself from the top of your beautiful hair to your
pretty feet. Music flows through your whole body.
It is so strong you can not keep it in. Sing so that
everybody sings with you—so that every heart beats
with you, make them yours, you are their Queen.”
Gloria came into the room again and sang as she
had never sung before:

"Splendido!” ejaculated Caffierello. “Sing like that
at the opera and next morning you shall be famous.”
“Fine,” answered the practical Gloria, “but when will
I get my,chance to sing?”
“As soon as they all wake up and find out that they
have been blind fools. Miss Gloria, it is coming; it is
coming-”
“So is Christmas,” said the material Mrs. Hartley.
The American girls who had braved tradition and
had joined the chorus at the opera were young women
of notable ability. They had to be that to hold their
own with the continental singers, many of whom could
have perambulated through scores of operas in their
sleep, as indeed it seemed that many of thqm did. The
American girls kept very much to themselves. With
Gloria it was different—her Latin blood gave her a
warm sympathy with the emotional enthusiasm of the
Italian singers and the thoroughness of the German
choristers won the admiration and friendship of the
American singer. Before long she was the comrade of
all and they knew that Gloria was a good friend to
have. It was Gloria who represented both the women
and the men when there were difficulties to be adjusted
by the management. The management in turn had seen
Gloria reason the chorus singers away
from two ugly strikes.
Now and then between the acts she
would sing in her dressing room. Once
the American coloratura of the company,
Mme. Ellen Wyndham,- had stopped at
the door to listen and once the great
Bellonlni herself halted a few seconds to
overhear the new bird voice in the oper¬
atic aviary. Before the month had passed
every one of the army behind the as¬
bestos had new admiration for the little
American singer with the blood of old
Castile in her veins. Even Mme. Wynd¬
ham and Mme. Bellonini forgot their timeold jealousy as Gloria set the whole com¬
pany in screams one morning showing
how the basso profundo had tried to
sing “In diesem Heiligen Halle,” when he
was in his cups one night. Wyndham
winked at Bellonini and Bellonini winked
at Wyndham, and the both knew that they
were to have a future rival.
Every night Mrs. Hartley and Maestro
Caffierello waited at the stage door for
Gloria’s appearance. Once in a riot of
extravagance they had bought seats aloft
on an evening when Gloria was permitted
to act as one of the pages in Lohengrin.
Caffierello had sent her a bunch of violets,
slight.
purchased from a street hawker, with the
rather misleading legend:
. “Congratulasionc! This is the beginning of the end.
“Yours always,
“Enrico.”
After the opera there was a session at Marioni’s, in
which every one who lodged under Mrs. Hartley’s roof
tree assured Gloria that they had always known that
success was coming to her. But Gloria was not spoiled
by. her tiny opportunity. She had something more
practical on her mind.
The next day was Christmas, and the management
had given the chorus permission to hold a Christmas
party on the stage after the Christmas Eve performThere was to be a huge Christmas tree, with
Christmas presents for every one, and Marioni was to
bring ice cream and cakes and Gloria was to super¬
intend the whole thing. More than that, there were
presents to go to all the opera children, nearly sixty of
them. Gloria and two other girls were to give them
out on Christmas morning to all—to all but little Elsa
Habermehl, crippled daughter of the flustered Austrian,
who sat at the bassoon desk.
Mrs. Hartley and the Maestro insisted upon accom¬
panying Gloria to the house of Habermehl on the day
before the great festival. Habermehl was a widower,
and his means, long since reduced by many doctor’s
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of a study it was when the good lady looked over the
fashion plates of the four hundred in the Sunday
newspapers. If you had asked her she would have
told you that she “was taking everything in.” The
elderly lady at the door was simply dressed, but the
very texture of the cloth in her warm outer coat be¬
spoke riches. The young woman a step behind her was
a model of the latest Paris creation in street garments.
Framed in the dingy doorway the elegance of their
attire was greatly emphasized. Yet they bespoke no
newly-gotten wealth. The elderly lady in particular,
was a patrician. She stepped forward with an un¬
affected smile, saying:
(
“This is Mr. Habermehl’s residence, isn’t it?”
From her tone she might have been inquiring at the
threshold of some great mansion up town.
Habermehl, too upset to collect himself, at once said:
“Ja, I am Habermehl.”
“Good,” replied the lady, “and you have a little
daughter. Ah! there she is. Look at all the lovely
presents. Here is another bundle for her. Come in,
Abegail. We may—may we not? But I forgot, you
don’t know who we are. I am Mrs. Alfred Bayley and
this is my daughter, Abegail.”
The name of Alfred Bayley was a magic one at the
opera house. Of all the backers none had given so
much as Alfred Bayley and none had done more
through good judgment to help the institution to higher
artistic triumphs.
Habermehl lost his tongue completely at the sound
of the name, and the lady went on.
“My husband told me of your case—that is, I suppose
I shouldn’t say case—of your little girl, and he wants
me to give you this check.”
Habermehl bowing deeply took the envelope as
though some royal order was being conferred upon
him.
“Who was singing just before we came in; it must
have been you, my dear. A wonderful voice. I studied
singing when I was a girl. Wanted to be a prima
donna and all that. That is one of the reasons Mr.
Bayley takes such an interest in opera. He calls me
the power behind the throne. Really, my dear, your
tones are marvelous. You should have a chance at the
opera some time.”
Habermehl’s sudden aphonia passed with the mention
of Gloria's voice.
“Missus,” he said, “she sings like an angel, because
she is an angel.”
Then Habermehl recounted all of Gloria’s virtues,
After several repetitions the dance was interrupted
personal, vocal and artistic, until Mrs. Hartley came
by a knock at the door. Habermehl opened it and
out of her trance and completed the catalogue. It was
confronted two ladies, one elderly and the other youth¬
a long time before Gloria could silence them.
ful. Mrs. Hartley’s face was a study, the same kind
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8,reat sP°on' With great delight lie ushered
,.T ant^ lei" inends into the neat room explaining:
1 vas very late at the opera last night and Elsa she
steep late this morning, so I yust get her breakfast.”
Lisa, mild and patient, looked up from her couch and
eld out her tiny hand to Gloria, who had visited the
child many times.
“I told PaPa Santa Claus was coming, didn’t I, papa?”
Ja, du hast es eben gesagt. Das kind,is just so full
of this Santa Claus like she was up an’ about like all
other children.”
>
Gloria laid the presents one by one on the bed, and
Habermehl knelt and buried his face in the counterpane,
at the same time apologizing through tears:
“You must excuse. You must excuse.”
Caffierello stepped forward and put his hand upon
the shoulder of the kneeling Austrian.
“My dear sir,” he said, with emotion, “I am Italian
gentleman. Your country and my country are fighting.
But I ask you, honest, is this not better as them guns
and trenches.”
“Ja,” answered Habermehl, rising to his feet and
clutching the hand of the Italian confrere. It is viel
besser.”
“Please sing to me, Miss Gloria,” begged Elsa.
“All right,” assented Gloria. “Enrico, Carmen, Eh?”
“Molto Buono," replied the Maestro, seating himself
at the keyboard of an old square piano.
Gloria drew two pair of castanets from her. pocket
and threw’ off her coat. She then cleared a place in the
room and sang and danced until the little invalid
screamed in delight. Caffierello, carried away with the
spirit of the occasion, played on and on. while Mrs.
Hartley kept time with her feet.
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“Sing again, please sing again,” begged the child on
the couch.
Gloria sang the Seguidillo, remembering all that
Caffierello had taught her
“Wonderful,” ejaculated Mrs. Bayley and her daugh¬
ter in concert.
., r. .
"I owe the most of it to him, said Gloria, nodding
toward the Maestro.
.. .
“Indeed?” remarked Mrs. Bayley.
Abegail is lookin- for a teacher. What are your terms?”
Caffierello choked and stammered, but before he could
say anything Mrs. Hartley exclaimed:
“Five dollars a half an hour.”
Caffierello gasped. . He had feared to say two dollars
^During the following week there was a business meet¬
ing of the directors of the opera house together with
the manager, the conductor, the publicity man, Gloria
and the Maestro and, of course, the ever-present Mrs.
Hartley.
The hard-headed business men wandered
around the room while Gloria sang. At the end of the
first song an elderly man stepped forward and said:
“Aren’t you the girl that came on here from Walshtown about three years ago?”
Gloria recognized her uncle’s friend and smiled.
“Good,” laughed Mr. Alton Pitman, member of the
Finance Committee of the opera house. “I met your
uncle in Chicago this winter and he bet me one hundred
dollars that you’d go back and sing in that country
choir when your three years were up, and I took him
up on it.”
“Uncle bet?” said Gloria incredulously.
“Certainly he bet. You ought to see your uncle when
he gets away from Walshtown. Won’t he be wild when
he has to pay over that hundred.”
“Will he really have to pay it over?” asked Gloria.
“Sure he will,” answered Pitman.
“Won’t he,
Bayley?”
Bayley nodded, and so did the other members of the
Finance Committee, and so did the publicity man, and
so did the manager, and so did the conductor, each in
the order of his personal significance to the opera
house.
Gloria felt as though an ocean of happiness was
welling up within her. Her brilliant eyes shone with
ecstasy and her cheeks flushed with the excitement. It
was too much. When she got her breath she rushed
to the musician at the keyboard and threw her arms
around him, exclaiming:
“Gloria,” he whispered, embracing and kissing her.
“God bless you,” said Mrs. Hartley, “I knew it all
the time.”

How Can I Learn to Play for High Class Moving Pictures in the Shortest Possible Time?
The vast popularity of moving pictures and the fact
that many of the better class houses have employed
musicians at excellent salaries with the view to secur¬
ing music likely to attract refined audiences has brought
a number of inquiries to The Etude. The following
is a fair sample. The answer is from Mr. Rollo Mait¬
land, F. A. G. O., one of the representative organists
of a large eastern city who in addition to playing in
a leading church is engaged during the week at one of
the best equipped moving picture theatres in the East.
Q. A young man of nineteen ninth musical tenden¬
cies wishes to learn to play for the moving pictures.
He must support himself and wishes to learn to play
in the shortest time possible. What do you believe to be
the best course for him to pursue to cover the neces¬
sary points without wasted time?—C. E. J.
A. Of course, the ability to play the piano passably
well is taken for granted. If one does not possess this
ability, and yet manifests a talent for it, he should
study the piano in the regular way with a good teacher,
because quite a good deal is demanded in the way of
technical proficiency of the moving picture pianist.
Besides, there are two natural gifts that it is essential
for the moving picture player to possess. He should
be endowed to a certain degree with a sense of harmony
and melody, i. e., he should be able to improvise simple
melodies in any major or minor key, using at least simple
triads and seventh chords for accompaniment; he should
also be able to modulate from any major key to its rela¬
tive minor or vice versa, and to nearly related keys.
It is, aftei all, surprising how many persons are pos¬
sessed with this sense, if it is brought out. It may be

cultivated to a certain extent by persons who do not have
it, if they are possessed of average intelligence, but the
more fortunate is he who is naturally gifted along this
line. Even then, instruction in harmony is desirable, as
a great, many persons who may be able to supply simple
harmonies to a melody do so in a very crude manner,
and bad musical grammar is as intolerable to some ears
as bad grammar in speaking.
The second natural gift, and one which is regarded
as of the utmost importance by managers, is the ability
to make the mood of the music correspond to the mood
of the picture, either by improvising, or, better still, by
being able to play, on the spur of the moment, set pieces
or parts of pieces that will “fit.” While notes may be
used, it is well to have as many set pieces as possible of
varied character memorized, and ready at one’s finger
ends. A great many sets of “hurries,” as they are called
—special fragments written for various kinds of scenes
—have sprung into existence. Some of these are very
good, but the better plan is to draw from the almost
never-failing wells' of good music. For instance, for
dramatic scenes there are the Masaniello Overture, by
Auber, the second part of the William Tell Overture,
and dramatic portions from the operas; for pathetic
scenes there are the Nocturnes in G minor and B-flat
minor of Chopin, the Chanson Triste of Tschaikowsky,
the C sharp minor Prelude of Rachmaninoff, etc.
The popular “hits” of the day should also be consid¬
ered, but these are used sparingly in the better class of
theaters, and then chiefly with comedies of the Charles
Chaplin type. Still, it is well to keep in touch with a
few of the “biggest hits” as they appear. These may
be played from notes, as in pictures to which such

music could be played the action need not be so closely
watched. In certain kinds of “farce comedies” some
players “heighten the effect” by such means as a glissando downward followed by a bang on the lower
keys when some one falls down, etc., but this is not
to be highly recommended, except for certain audi¬
ences.
In arranging music for pictures, particularly the long
“feature,” the best plan is to see the picture through
without playing it, taking note of all the scenes of
longest duration and fitting them with appropriate writ¬
ten pieces or parts of pieces. The shorter scenes be¬
tween may be improvised, connecting all so that the
music, like the picture, will be one complete whole.
Another important point is—keep a rhythm going
The pieces selected should be those in which the rhythm
is easily grasped, and even the improvising and modu¬
lating should be done in some set rhythm. The music
should never be so loud as to attract attention from
the picture. A piece may fit the picture perfectly as
regards mood, yet on account of being too loud may be
against the picture” as the exhibitors put it.
Attend as many exhibitions of pictures as possible,
and observe. For those who wish to play organ, it >s
well to obtain experience in playing piano to pictures
first, meanwhile acquiring proficiency on the organ,
and again observing the methods of a good picture
organist.
In this, as in any line of endeavor, it is hard to get
a start; exhibitors want persons of experience, but if
one can persevere, starting by playing piano for what
remuneration he can secure, there is room at the top
for those who are willing to climb the ladder.
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to musical
theory, history, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

Position
“1. In playing scales should the unemployed fingers
he poised above the keys, or trained to stay In con¬
tact with them? Should the thumb be held In a
slanting position so that only the part near the end
may touch the keys? What should be the position
of the wrist?
“2. Give fingering of chromatic scales in octaves.
“3. Should players connect tones at all times when
not indicated by rests or phrasing? Should the con¬
nection be made by the fingers or the pedal?”
A. M.
1. The player should be able to hold his fingers in
both ways. Modern finger control means that one
should use them in any and every possible manner.
Sometimes for firm, bright tones the fingers should be
kept poised over the keys at a distance of about a half
inch. For true legato work, and for rapid scales, the
closer the keys the better. The thumb will slant slightly,
and should be kept turned toward the palm of the hand,
the end touching the keys. The wrist should be on a
level with the back of the hand. If lower, the hand
is apt to drag on the fingers; if higher, a hard tone
will result.
2. The thumb naturally will strike all the keys. Un¬
less the hand is very small, play the black keys with
the fourth finger, and the white with the fifth. In
legato work, the third finger is often used also on black
keys.
3. You should play legato unless there is some indi¬
cation to the contrary. Finger passages should not
ordinarily be connected by the pedal. Chord passages
are often connected by a skilful manipulation of the
pedal, but not by holding it down during several chords.
Time Values
“1. Some find difficulty in getting the time and
understanding tbe values of notes. Is writing meas¬
ures of various note values a good plan?
“2. Wbat shall I do for those who have trouble in
playing one band legato and tbe other staccato?"
D. G.
1. Writing measures of various Kinds of notes is
very good for gaining a knowledge of the notes on
paper. Pupils must do more than this, however, in
order to gain auricular understanding of them. Tap¬
ping the time on the table with a pencil is a fine exer¬
cise, and you will find it fully treated in Exercises in
Time and Rhythm by Edgar Justis, a book which you
should own. Give your pupils constant practice in this
and you will be surprised at the manner in which they
will improve in their feeling for time.
2. Take the common five finger exercise to begin
with. Count two to each note. At first count let the
hands both fall on the first note, C, for example. At
the second count raise the left hand from the key,
leaving the right at rest on its key. Proceed through
the exercise in this manner, increasing the tempo as
facility is gained. Finally count one on each note,
raising the left hand each time for staccato, but playing
legato with the right. Reverse the process letting the
left play legato, and the right staccato. Then play
scales in same manner, and also other running passages.
Matters of Touch
“1. How can one remedy a too staccato touch?
“2. What exercises will expand a small hand ?
“3. What is best for a pupil not advanced enough
to take Czerny's Op. 299?
“4. How can one remedy a heavy touch?
“5. Please name some sonatas in fourth and fifth
grade other than Mozart and Clementi.”
C. E.
1. It is a good plan to make a thorough practice of
the over-lapping touch as explained in the Mason
Touch and Technic. Then take up the practice of the
slow trill, increasing the speed gradually, and keeping

close watch on the legato. Aim for a perfect finger
action. Apply the legato gained in the trill to scales
and other exercises, and so on to etudes and pieces.
2. Procure Extension Studies for Small Hands, by
Atherton. Also Exercises in Extension, by Philipp. Be
very careful, however, not to strain the hands of small
children. Nature will extend their hands in her own
good time, that is, as the child grows up.
3. Duvernoy’s Op. 120, or Le Couppey, Op. 26.
4. By taking a thorough course of study in pure
finger technic. A heavy touch usually comes from a
bearing down of the hand, showing that the player is
not using correct finger action.
5. Haydn, Sonata in D and E flat, Beethoven’s Rondo
in C, while not a sonata is an excellent classic num¬
ber. Fifth grade; Beethoven, Op. 14, No. 2. Also
Op. 14, No. 1, Op. 10, No. 2.
Transposing
“Some teachers make their pupils transpose etudes
into various keys. Should they be practiced in all
keys or in near keys? For example, should Cramer's
first study be practiced in D flat only, or in other
keys as well? Should the fingering remain tbe
same?”
A. H.

•

This is a fine test of musicianship, and is one that
could be made more universal if begun from the pupil’s
earliest study. I should not use all keys, but select
certain ones, more difficult ones as a pupil becomes
expert. Such practice uses up a vast amount of time
and should be wisely guided. In the majority of in¬
stances the fingering should conform to the needs of
the various keys. Playing Cramer’s first study in D
flat with the same fingering as in C is excellent practice,
however. It works out better with this study than with
many others.
Gaining Strength
“Will you kindly give a simple exercise for
strengthening weak fingers? Also for limbering up
the fingers?”
L. M.
Place the third finger in each hand on D, and play
the following sequence of notes. D flat, D, E flat, D;
C, D, E, D; B, D, F, D; B flat, D, F sharp, D. This
will make use of the second, third and fourth fingers.
Afterwards place the fourth finger on D, which will
give practice to the third, fourth and fifth fingers. For
this practice lift the fingers very high and strike with
great force, without help from the hand, however. Keep
it an exercise for finger action. Play many times.
This will strengthen your fingers if persisted in. For
limbering the fingers I know nothing better than a
good practice of the scales and arpeggios, providing
you use correct action.
Preceding Chopin
“Kindly suggest studies preparatory to Chopin's
Etudes. Is Henselt's Op. 2 suitable?”
L. M.
Moscheles, Op.'70, first book complete. At least a
dozen of the Preludes and Fugues from Bach’s WellTempered Clavichord.
Mendelssohn, Prelude and
Fugue in E minor, and Czerny’s Toccata in C major.
The Henselt Etudes should not be taken up until after
Chopin.
A Graded Course
“I have a girl of fifteen who is playing dementi’s
sonatinas with a fine technic. Would you please
suggest a graded course to be used with these?”
I have never seen a better course than the Standard
Graded Course, and do not believe you can do better
than use it. It will be well to start in with the CzernyLiebling Selected Studies as well. Some of the pieces
I suggested during the past two or three issues will
also prove useful and interesting.

A Young Teacher
1. Is It best for a teacher to count for pupils
during lessons?
2. Cannot some of the most simple scales and
arpeggios be given with the first book?
3. Isn't it quite necessary for a pupil to have
a metronome in order to perfect rhythm and to
judge the rate of speed in his technical work ?
A. Z.
1. Sometimes yes, and sometimes no. Every pupil
needs help along all lines at one time or another. Pupils
should be taught to count for themselves, and it is as
proper for the teacher to show and help them in this
as any other department of their work. If it was not
done at the lesson, when could it be done?
2. I do not know what you have in mind by the
“first book.” If you mean Presser’s Beginner’s Book,
I only need to say that if a pupil masters all its princi¬
ples he is doing all that is necessary. If a teacher finds
a pupil is progressing in such manner that he can give
scales in their simple forms, he should certainly do so.
Pupils differ very greatly in their capacities along all
3. It would be better for all pupils to have metro¬
nomes, especially if they are at all serious in their aims.
By means of it speed can be accurately graded from
day to day, as you suggest, and the time beat can be
improved. It shoufd be an aid, however, and never
allowed to become a necessity during practice. Any¬
thing that has been practiced with the metronome
should also be studied a great deal without it.
Concerning the Trill
“1. How would you explain to a pupil tbe reason
for a run made up of sixteen eighth notes getting
only one beat, while in other passages ten thirtysecond notes constitute a beat? How would you
explain the rhythm? Such a passage occurs in Wollenhaupt's Whispering Wind and in similar works.
“2. Is there any rule as to the number of notes
in a trill, and as to its ending?”
B. V.
1. In such cases the time value of the notes is not
indicated by the so-called tails, but by the figures
placed over each respective group of notes, just as a
figure three placed over three eighth note indicates that
the three are played in the time of a quarter. In some
cases when notes are printed in smaller type, like grace
notes, no figure is placed over them, but it is under¬
stood that whatever the number, they must be played
in the time of the beat to which they are alotted. No
attempt should be made to explain the rhythm farther
than this.
2. When learning the trill it is a good plan to con¬
ceive the exact number of notes mathematically called
for, and there are certain passages that are played in
this way. In most cases, however, the trill is made as
rapidly as possible, and its beauty often consists in the
skill of the player in making it light and rapid. The
trill nearly always ends with the note below that on
which the trill is made, and the note itself, as the two
concluding notes.
fAn o
a the
Pronouncing Dictionary
.. __..
..
Clarke. As Dr. Clarke employs over eight pages for this
subject, it will he seen that adequate space for its treatment
is not to he bad here. In general the author remarks, “If
the trill be accompanied by a single note, the number of
beats is somewhat optional, yet they should be in some direct
ratio with the rhythm of the piece. In duple or quadruple
time the heats should be two. four or eight in number, on an
eighth or fourth note, while on a dotted note in triple
measure three bents will be found symmetrical in effect. If
the trill be accompanied bv groups of notes, the number of
beats must be more strictly determined. Thus a trilled note
with four accompanying tones will require either two, four
or eight beats, according to the duration of the note.” It
should be remembered that even when the notes are propor¬
tioned with mathematical exactness there should be no break
in the trill itself to indicate this. Many students ruin their
trills by indicating the divisions through needless accents.
The number of trill beats given to any particular tone is as
Dr. Clarke has said—governed by the duration of the note,
and this in turn depends upon the tempo. A half note in a
slow tempo might have twice the number of beats that a half
note in a tempo twice as fast could have.—Editor of The
Eti m.]
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HOLIDAY PLEASURES
Educational Notes on Etude Music
By PRESTON WARE OREM
NOCTURNE, op. 9, No. 2-F. CHOPIN.
arJh1S^farn,NuCtUrneS' 0p- 9> were written in J™‘
ary 1833. Of these Number 2 in E Flat is by far the
most popular. In fact it is one of the most popular of
all of Chopins Nocturnes. The Nocturne Form as
used by Cho'pin was practically invented by John Field,
but it was both ennobled and idealized by Chopin. For
the student, Op. 9, No. 2 is probably the best one with
which to begin the study of the nocturne. It presents
but few technical difficulties and yet it requires an ex¬
treme finish in performance and a tender and expressive
style. Grade S.
HEART’S MESSAGE-F. C. HAYES.
Hearfs Message is an imposing drawing-room piece
with an expressive theme and considerable elaboration
of treatment. At the beginning the principal theme
should be given out in a smooth, full and organ-like
manner. In the first variation the chords in arpeggio,
with the hands crossing, should not be hurried. They
should be played with an upward sweep in the style of
a harp. The interlude before the following variation
should be played with a rush in contrast to the pre¬
ceding. In the next variation, in the style of Gottschalk,
the chords should be brought out full and strong with
the ornamental passages very light. Grade 5.
BY THE FIRESIDE—G. N. BENSON.
By the Fireside is a melodious drawing-room piece
of intermediate grade with abundant opportunity for
the practice of various touches. The chords in re¬
peated notes in the latter portion should be played
with a light flexible wrist. In the remainder of the
piece the singing touch should be*ised. Grade 4.
HOLIDAY PLEASURES—T. LIEURANCE.
Mr. Lieurance has written a number of waltzes in the
past which have been much admired, but we are inclined
to like this number the best of all. It is brilliant, lying
well under the hands, and the themes are both original
and well contrasted. It should be taken at a more
rapid rate of speed than a waltz intended for dancing,

FRANK HOWARD WARNER
Frank Howard Warner
was born January 24, 1875, in
Wilbraham, Mass., a small
community near Springfield,
where his musical opportuni¬
ties were limited. The family
was musical, however, and he
commenced to study the reed
organ at the age of seven.
When he was a little older,
various musical friends helped
him with piano lessons and
even lessons in harmony so
that he was much encouraged,
and commenced to compose.
He had better tuition at the
ftge of thirteen, when he re¬
Frank Howard Warner ceived lessons in piano and
organ from the head of the
music department at school. In 1892 he became a
music clerk in Springfield, Mass., and later became a
music teacher, but eventually was persuaded to “take
a chance” in New York. An exceedingly slim chance
it appeared to be for many weary months, but his de¬
termination held good despite a not infrequent bread
and sugar diet. Good friends helped him, and most
of all he helped himself so that he at last was able
to take lessons from a really first class teacher. He
also took courage to compose again, finally producing
works that attracted attention. He is now a success¬
ful teacher and composer.
Mr. Warner’s Nocturne in D Flat is a refined compo¬
sition in semi-classic vein. The principal theme is
original both from the melodic and the rhythmic stand¬
point, and the harmonic scheme is well carried out. In
the attractive middle section due attention must be paid
to the leading of the several inner voices. Grade 5.
This composition was awarded second prize in Class I
of the recent contest.

and due attention must be paid to the staccato touch
where it is called for. Grade 4.
FLYING ARROWS—C. W. KERN.
Tarantella movements always afford excellent finger
work as well as practice in velocity. Mr. Kern’s Fly¬
ing Arrows is an easy and tuneful example of this
type of composition. Players who are able to do so
may take it at a more rapid rate than the metronome
time as indicated. Grade 3.
LITTLE BOY BLUE—G. D. MARTIN.
A lively military march, easy to play, and with a
good swing. Teaching pieces by Mr. Martin are always
welcome. Grade 2J4.
A WILD RIDE-D. ROWE.
A clever little characteristic piece employing a variety
of touches, but requiring light and precise finger work
throughout. This number should prove very good for
elementary recital work. Grade 2y2.
TOY SOLDIERS MARCH—J. H. ROGERS.
This number is taken from Mr. Rogers’ new set en¬
titled Toy Shop Sketches. Mr. Rogers invariably has
something good to say and his easy teaching pieces are
always interesting. This miniature march should be
played with all the military. swing and rhythmic force
that would ordinarily be given to pieces of similar
style cast in much larger mould. Grade 2j£.
MEYERBEER—P. LAWSON
This number is taken from Mr. Lawson’s popular
new operatic series. It introduces in pleasing manner
the well-known Shadow Song from Ji'leyerbeer’s Dinorah. Grade 2.
DANCE AND PLAY—P. RENARD.
A dainty little waltz movement, very easy to play,
but with very good teaching features suitable either for
study or recital use. Grade 2.
THE FOUR HAND NUMBERS.
Mr. Christiani’s Rustic Polonaise reminds us in
general style and swing of some of the four hand

HORACE CLARK
Born in Independence, Texas,
Horace Clark was fortunate
in having a father who be¬
lieved that music should be as
much a part of education as
the three R’s. He thus learned
to sing at sight early in life.
One day his father, who was
president of a women’s col¬
lege, discovered him picking
out a tune on the piano, so he
was forthwith taught piano.
“Good piano teaching in those
days was rare,” says Mr.
Clark, “so I suffered in after
life from faulty technique.
Some years later I came un¬
Horace Clark
der the tutelage of Mrs. L. P.
Grunewald, the grandmother
of Olga Samaroff-Stokowski, the noted pianist. I had
to begin all over again.” About this time his eyesight
became affected and for five years he spent most of
his life in a darkened room. When about eighteen
he had the courage to travel to Boston, where he won
a scholarship in piano playing at the New England
Conservatory. Mr. Clark finally decided to become a
music teacher. Study in Chicago, New York and Ber¬
lin followed and finally he settled' in Texas. Several
of his compositions have become widely known and
deservedly popular.
Mr. Clark’s Ballet Scene is a picturesque drawing¬
room piece in which there is a considerable variety of
contrasting thematic material. The piece begins with a
graceful waltz movement, which is interrupted by the
jaunty intermezzo in syncopated two-fourth time.
Grade 3. This composition was awarded the first prize
in Class IV of the recent contest.

Polonaises of Schubert. Nevertheless, it is entirely an
original piece written especially for four hand playing.
It should be played in a festal manner, brilliantly and
with large tone.
Vien qua Dorina Bella is an old Italian melody which
was used by Weber as the theme for a very elaborate
set of variations for piano solo. Since the harmonies
are Weber’s the theme is frequently attributed to him.
Mr. Sartorio’s four hand arrangement of this compo¬
sition is entirely new.
Mr. Sartorio has also made a new arrangement of
Schumann’s Evening Song in which the primo part
follows the original, but in which the secondo part has
been simplified somewhat and made more easily play¬
able for smaller hands.
THE VIOLIN NUMBERS.
The violin numbers in this issue are rather easier
than they have been for several months, but they are
no less interesting.
Mr. Brounoff’s Lullaby will be most effective if the
“mute” is used throughout. Play this piece softly and
with expression.
Mr. Greenwald’s Colonial Dance should be played in
a dashing manner with large tone.
SONG OF THE ANGELS (PIPE ORGAN)T. D. WILLIAMS.
There is always a demand for pipe organ pieces of
the character of Mr. Williams’ Song of the Angels.
Melodious pieces which may be used as voluntaries are
rather scarce.
This number is published also as a
piano solo. It is very effective in either version.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. Marzo’s Dream of Heaven is one of the finest
sacred songs that we have seen in some time. It will
prove grateful to the singer and it cannot fail to charm
and interest the listener.
Mr. Ludebuehl’s Sleep in Perfect Peace is a tasteful
and quiet song in the classic vein, a charming melody
with a characteristic accompaniment.

IRENEE BERGE
One of the younger school
of French composers, Irenee
Berge has already been very
successful. In Paris he studied
composition exclusively for
eight years with Dubois and
Massenet, both of whom held
his ability in high esteem.
His ability won him many
prizes, and in Paris he has
published numerous
works.
His compositions include a
number of operas and sym¬
phonies, besides sacred can¬
tatas
and
other
religious
works. He has been for some
ten years in this country,
Irenee Berge
mostly in New York, and is
a composer who is surely
destined to meet the success he merits. “I have received
moo VTkS’” wrote Massenet to his former pupil in
, .
have read them. You are a master, my dear
riend; yes, you write with a power and musicianship
that are rare. And what sentiment in those works,
tt is beautiful. The voice, too, is admirably treated,
i do not know of any one who could realize as you
have, such music, at the same time, modern, classical
and sincere.”. High praise this, from one of the greatest
of French composers.
False de Concert is an extremely brilliant idealized
waltz movement of the modern type. The composer
as omitted any metronome marking as he says himself that “the faster this waltz is played the better."
is gives an excellent clue to the interpretation of
the piece. The various running passages will require
a crisp, almost non-legato touch, while the various songt e passages will require a “clinging” legato. Grade 6.
this composition was awarded the first prize in Class
til of the recent contest.
I
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The Family Life of Robert and Clara Schumann
Novelists have a way of finishing their
works with orange blossom and wedding
bells, as if that were the end of all things.
Even the biographers are not much bet¬
ter, and while we hear a great deal of
the ardent and arduous wooing of Clara
Wieek by Robert Schumann in face of
the terrible obstacles imposed by crabbed
old Friedrich Wieck, we hear compara¬
tively little of the life of the glorious
couple after marriage. The romance of
Robert and Clara Schumann is one of
the most touching in all history. Any¬
body who has read Berthold Litzmann’s
Clara Schumann: an Artist’s Life cannot
fail to realize that they two were linked
together by superhuman bonds. There
were eight children born to the marriage,
seven of which survived their father. In
spite of this large family, and in spite of
Robert’s failing health Clara Schumann
kept right on with her work as pianist,
teacher and even composer. Whether this
work was kept up at the expense of her
children’s care may be judged from the
following extract from the above-men¬
tioned work:
“‘When I look back over my life,*
writes the eldest daughter, who, when
her father died, was just crossing the
threshold that separates childhood from
girlhood, ‘my childhood shines out as the
brightest spot in it. The happiness of
being with my parents, the knowledge
that we children were the dearest thing
on earth to them, gave me a sense of
certainty, of security, of protection, which,
when our great misfortune came, was
lost, never to return to the same extent.’ ”
And again, take this passage which
Clara writes to her children after the
grave had closed over all that was mortal
of her sorely tried husband:
“What else shall I tell you of your dea'r
father; shall I tell you how he suffered?

Very little information is available of
what happened to the family after the
father and mother died, but here is a
brief summary of the careers of each
of the children:
Marie Schumann, the eldest (born
1842), was early taught to play the piano.
She assisted her mother in later years
when Clara Schumann was teaching. She
was at her mother’s side until the very
end. She taught in the Frankfort Con¬
servatory.
Elise Schumann (born 1843), settled
in Frankfort as a music teacher in 1865.
She eventually married Louis Sommerhoff, an American.
Julie Schumann, born 1848, suffered
much illness; had a mental breakdown,
but recovered, and married Count Marmorito, 1869. On account of racial and
religious difference, the mother was
doubtful if the marriage would be a suc¬
cess, but remembering her own experi¬
ences gave her consent. The marriage
seems to have been a happy one, but
short-lived. Julie died after much sick¬
ness in 1872.
Emil Schumann, born 1846, died the
following year, from disease of the glands.
Ludwig Schumann, born 1848, at¬
tempted to study music. He was not
very successful, however. “His music
is something dreadful,” complains his
mother. “I give him a two-hour lesson
every day, and he is most eager about
it . . . but he has no ear and no sense
of rhythm. . . . His compositions are
terrible, they are just a mass of Lobi’s
rules strung together, and yet he works
so hard at them that I am quite anxious
about him.” He eventually entered a
book-selling business but was dissatisfied
with it and. sought to enter the music

jUltra-Quatity PIANOS
and Player Pianos
The name of Kranich &C Bach on a piano
or player piano stands for more than mere
reputation—it stands for all of Artistic
Excellence that can be achieved by mastercraftsmanship, animated by intense and un¬
ceasing effort to improve and perfect—it
stands for actual musical supremacy — a
supremacy that is recognized by cultured
musicians everywhere, and
that is apparent to anyone who
will investigate and intelligent¬
ly choose between real
and fancied values.
Write for catalog.
KRANICH & BACH
New York

Small Grand
Price $7oo
(f.o.b.N.Y.)

bis father, who was in an asylum at the
time of his birth. Robert Schumann died

Two Stories of Carl Goldmark
With his high idealism the composer
of the Queen of Sheba in spite of great

“Four cents” (“Zwei Kreutzer”) re¬
plied the truthful son.

violinist in Vienna he received a visit
from his father one day. Shortly after
the arrival of the father in Carl’s atvvho called the son aside and talked very
earnestly with him in dramatic whispers.
When he left the old Goldmark said:

METRONOMES

ing such a life here in Vienna that you
!fve already found yourself in debt.
You evidently have debts that are very
Pressing upon you. You know that I
have little means but when it is possible
Musik" (Leipsic).
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What Gives Sweetness to
the Voice?

Learning the Coloratura Style

I ,
! I

i

:

Coloratura singing is that in which
trills, roulades, staccato and other em¬
bellishments are the principal feature.
With the possible exception of the case
of Adelina Patti, the acquiring of the
necessary flexibility for correct colora¬
tura singing has always entailed long,
hard and continuous work. The ques¬
tion, therefore, of when one should begin
to train a soprano voice of that sort is
one of great importance, and there is
grave danger in beginning too young.
Under a careful, watchful teacher vocal
studies can be started at thirteen or four¬
teen years, and there are instances of
celebrated prima-donna making their pro¬
fessional debuts as early as that.
Great care should be taken not to strain
or tire the vocal organs, and much de¬
pends on the general health. If such
training is postponed till seventeen or
eighteen, preliminary studies of the violin
and piano should be begun as early as
possible, and, the study of foreign lan¬
guages mastered early in life will prove
invaluable to the student later on.
In practicing scales, trills, staccato, etc.,
it is not sufficient merely to sing the
notes mechanically. The student should
form a mental picture of beauty of tone
and pitch before emitting a sound. -It is
for this reason that the violin is an ad¬
mirable instrument for future vocalists to
study in early childhood. Christine Nils¬
son, Marcella Sembrich and the writer of
this article are among many coloratura
prima-donnas who have played the violin
first. Madame Sembrich has said in re¬
gard to her wonderful cantilena, “My
violin playing helped me to acquire it.
The bow is the breath of the violin.” In
coloratura singing, as in dramatic or
declamatory singing, the foundation of
tone-production is breath-control, and it
is impossible to impress this point too
strongly upon the student.
We will see. in the article on Jenny
Lind how the great singing teacher,
Manuel Garcia, who died in 1906 at the
age of one hundred and two years, after
having invented the Laryngoscope, who
trained not only Jenny Lind, but An¬
toinette Sterling, Charles Santley, Mathilde Marchesi, Julius Stockhausen and
others, famous as teachers of Eames,
Melba, Calve, Henschel, Van Rooy, etc.,
insisted most strongly on deep controlled
breathing. He considered exercises of
scales, trills, arpeggios, chromatics and
similar technical work indispensable to
good singing. These exercises are all the
more indispensable to good coloratura
singing.
One hour a day. of such exercises,
divided into periods of from ten to fif¬
teen minutes each, combined with mental
work and concentration of thought dur¬
ing that hour, will bring sure and satis¬
factory results, if the breath is deep and
controlled. Breath-control goes hand-inhand with the acquisition of vocal pace
and agility, but brfeath-control can also
be practiced apart. I would advise any
singer to begin the day by going through
a series of from five to ten exercises in
deep breathing before getting up in the
morning. Repeat the same exercises on
retiring at night, and the results will be
very' beneficial.
The scales, simple and chromatic, as
jvell as the trill, should be practiced very

slowly at first. The trill should be prac¬
ticed in three different tempi to make it
even and distinct.
The day when a pupil was willing to
study eight years before singing a song
is over, but at least two years are neces¬
sary to acquire agility and technical con¬
trol for coloratura singing. The third
year should be devoted to acquiring the
repertoire.
It is difficult for us to realize that the
old dramatic coloratura soprano sang the
airs of Mozart’s Seraglio, Rossini’s Semiramide and even Weber’s Euryanthe with
full voice, and only moderately fast.
Also that contraltos, baritones and tenors
were trained for coloratura singing.

Lind, will be reduced to the class of
“vocalizzi,” but to which this method of
mental, preliminary study will give un¬
usual dramatic value.
The student should bear in mind that
the mere overcoming of technical difficul¬
ties is not sufficient. When a singer is
announced as a coloratura-soprano the
public has a right to demand that her
singing shall be “colored” as the name
implies, and colored by the emotional
meaning of the words of the aria or song.
Even a trill can be made to express many
different feelings. My observations of
bird song, in California this summer, have
proved to me how varied it can be even
when considered from the technical

A Lesson from the Life of
Jenny Lind
»The life of Jenny Lind (1820-1887) is,
without doubt, the most useful' model to
be held up to the young student of sing,
ing, for although hers, with the excep¬
tion of Malibran’s, was the shortest operatic career of any great prima-donna, it
was supplemented by beautiful and suc¬
cessful work in the concert field. Her
career was one of the most brilliant ow¬
ing to her indomitable energy and infinite
capacity for taking pains. According to
most writers, nature did not give her a
remarkably beautiful voice or appearance
but she worked and studied with untir¬
ing and continuous effort to perfect both.
From, as she herself expressed it “a
small, ugly, broad-nosed, shy, gauche, al¬
together undergrown girl” who first sang
for the director of the Royal Opera in
Stockholm at the age of nine years, she
became, under the tuition received at the
school attached to the opera house, a
skilfull and expressive actress. The com¬
pleteness of her training for the theater
she thoroughly appreciated but her voice
suffered from over-work in these early
years. Between the ages of fourteen to
nineteen she appeared constantly at the
Royal Theater in plays and from nineteen
to twenty-one almost as often in opera.

Garcia to the Rescue!
When she finally reached Manuel Garcia,
the great singing teacher in Paris he said
to her “It would be useless mademoiselle,
to teach you, you have no voice left!”
She begged him to do so, however, and
he promised to hear her again after six
weeks, if she would not sing a note in
the meantime and would speak as little as
possible. She waited patiently, doing as
he bid her, and, in the meantime study¬
ing French and Italian, till, when she re¬
turned to Garcia’s studio it was to find
Mme. Yvonne de Treville.
that the rest-cure had done its work. The
famous master consented to give her two
Rubini, the “golden voiced tenor,” born standpoint. Fluent execution and flaw¬ lessons a week during the ten months
in 1795, became famous for his trill.
less technique are indispensable to a col¬ she was to spend with him.
Such arias as those of Handel’s and oratura soprano, but these are only means
She tells in her letters how she had to
Mozart’s operas are admirable for the to an end, the end being artistic inter¬ “begin again from the beginning,” but
student of coloratura style, and they pretation in coloratura style.
she had the courage to practice her scales
should be studied mentally before a sound < Richard Wagner, whose music- is com¬ and shakes very slowly and she rejoices
comes from the throat of the singer. In monly supposed to demand just the op¬ in these same letters home over the
this way the florid music will take on the posite of agility, was a strong advocate gradual gaining of full control of her
emotional color so precious in its inter¬ of the mastery of coloratura, and he vocal organs.
Garcia’s insistence on
pretation.
strongly advised the singers to perfect proper breathing was of immense value
After the singer has mastered these themselves in this style. The Brunhilde
to her for she had naturally little sus¬
arias, those of Rossini, Bellini, Douizetti, who attempts the “Hojotoho,” or the For¬
taining power. The three factors that we
etc., will come comparatively easy, and est Bird who tries to sing the measures
recognize in her success are talent, hard
the technical difficulties offered by Una allotted her in Siegfried, without a pre¬
work and a good teacher. One without
voce poco fa, Ah, non giunge, Perche liminary training in bel canto, of which
the other would not have sufficed.
non ha, or even Meyerbeer’s Mad Scene agility is an essential part, will feel its
Manuel Garcia once told another pupil
from the Camp of Silesia written, as it lack, for bel canto is the foundation of the
of his renowned teacher, Madame Mar¬
was, to test the superlative skill of Jenny singing of to-day as well as of all times.
chesi, that he had never had a more at¬
tentive, intelligent pupil than Jenny Lind!
The lessons to be learned from the life
of Jenny Lind are those of modesty, hardThough bom in Texas. Mme. Yvonne de Treville may be regarded as an inter
national singer, since she is as well known in Europe as here. She enioved
work, perseverance and piety. Certainly
very excellent training as a coloratura soprano, and has appeared in ODera at
her modesty was the cause of continued
the Opera Comique, Paris; Opera-Imperial. Petrograd; Theatre de la Mcmnaie
striving for greater perfection. Hard
Brussels, and at the Imperial Opera in Vienna. She has an extended operatic
work was the means by which she at¬
repertoire, but has latterly been devoting herself more especially to concert
tained it. Perseverance, in spite of even
work. Her costume recitals have been a very successful feature of this work
temporary loss of her voice, gave her
especiahy that in which she appears as “Jenny Lind”, singing some of the son™
that the famous prima-donna sang when she so wonderfully charmed ik!
courage to regain and control it, and
generation before us.
tne
piety was the source of her infinite char¬
ity, which has caused her to be revered,
almost as a saint among singers.

The hard work necessary for acquiring
the agility of coloratura singing very
often results, if ill-directed, in fatigue or
hardness in the quality of the voice. The
avoidance of this pernicious effect is very
important. When the student has begun
this very young, say at twelve or thirteen
years, as in my own case, she should be
warned against screaming or laughing
loudly as girls are apt to do while play¬
ing out of doors. This, with reasonable
care of the health and precautions aga&ist
taking cold, can be directed by the
parents, the student and singing teacher
must work together to avoid any strain
in the vocal exercises.
For this the
practicing should be done slowly, softly,
and in short periods as suggested in the
article on coloratura style. The com¬
plete sustaining of the tone on the breath
is very necessary as that lifts, as it were,
any possible strain off the vocal cords
and helps to free the throat muscles from
any rigidity.
Relaxation Needed
The division of labor between the vocal
cords and the diaphragm is a great step
in advance in the work of the student.
The vocal cords demand relaxation and
freedom from pressure while to the dia¬
phragm belongs the control of the breath.
The deeply-controlled breath is sure to
give free play to the larynx, vocal cords
and pronouncing apparatus and for that
reason should be sought after first and
foremost. There should always be breath
in the lungs, after the phrase is ended,
and the control should not be given up
at the close of the phrase. The speaking
voice is a factor in helping the quality
of the tone for a low-pitched speaking
voice sustained like the singing voice and
a clean-cut, enunciation strengthens the
medium register and should not tire it.
Tone and breathing are inseparable sub¬
jects in an article on singing, for breath¬
ing is an integral part of the true method
of tone production whether spoken or
sung. Unfortunately few singers seem
to hear the tones of their own voices cor¬
rectly, and they often have an erroneous
idea of their quality or quantity.
The Teacher Who Can Criticize
Therefore the teacher who properly
criticizes both and is able thus to prevent
the loss of sweetness in the voice by
forcing or pushing, is the best guide to
beautiful tone-production. A teacher, no
matter how capable, can only be the guide
ar.d pilot and without intelligent, hard
work one cannot attain the goal of high
ideals and faith born of technical mastery.
Rest and plenty of it; diet, and not too
much of it, are two things necessary in
keeping the voice fresh and sweet. All
exhausting physical exercises as well as
rich, highly-spiced or greasy food must
be given up by the aspirant to vocal
honors.
One hears the exclamation very often:
“Oh, I would give anything to be able
to sing!” The person who says that, ex¬
aggerates the greatness of their desire.
Many people would like to be singers, but
the desire is killed by distaste for the
work and sacrifices invariably necessary
to become one. Sweetness of voice must
be the result of sweetness of spirit, there¬
fore a person making the sacrifices in¬
cidental to every singer’s career, in a be¬
grudging, resentful spirit could not have
the sweetness of thought and consequently
would lack it in their voice. Too little
attention is paid to matter of thought in
its effect on tone, but “that is another
story.”
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Why Singing Is an Excellent
Exercise
By Dr. Leonard K. Hirshberg
A person’s physical virtues often form
the magic of his song. Singing is music
married to a man’s muscles. The melo¬
dious sounds which issue from the throat,
require as much muscular exertion as you
might apply to pump an organ.
Singing is a mosaic of stimulant and
physical training. Every instant that you
lift up your voice in song, there occur
heaves and contractions in the muscle of
the chest, the abdomen, the throat, the
cheeks, and even inside the abdomen and
thorax.
These muscles, as well as the liver,
stomach, spleen and diaphragm, all move
in perfect phalona to mood of song.
Othello says Desdemona could sing the
savageness out of a bear. Scientific ex¬
periments show the vibrations of vocal
music soothe both the singer and the
listener, by the athletic movements stirred
up in the fibers and elastic elements of
the muscles.
Recently, one of the Dr. Reske’s sang
beautiful song so brilliantly that the
French Chasseurs, who heard him forgot
their tired, worn-out muscles, and sprang
so vigorously into action that they con¬
quered several lines of trenches along a
large front.
The reason children and young men
and women are given so much to song
has been shown by psychological experi¬
ments to be traceable to the need of
exercise.
So-called “animal-spirits” are shown by
singing. Lazy people and those whose
muscles are unacquainted with work
neither sing much or enjoy singing.
Boys and girls with an exuberance of
physical strength, with too narrow an
outlet for it, will .trill forth a babble of
sweet nothings from the very excess of
their pent-up energy.
Even in church, with almost every¬
body snoozing away under the droning
stupidity of an over-worked sermon, the
songs of the choir awakens the congre¬
gation to new life and energy.
In
churches where all may join in the sing¬
ing, there is enough exercise to interest
even the fat, the over-fed, and those who
forget to do gymnastics all the rest of
the week.
Shelley, in the ecstasy of song, ex¬
presses the value of music as a satisfying
exercise in these lines;

vocal teacher institutes, go a great way
in training the muscles of the throat,
neck, back, chest and belly.
Furthermore, those same exercises
cause the muscles of the stomach and
other interior structures to squeeze to¬
gether and expand. This alternate ex¬
pansion and construction in its turn
empty out the waste, useless and ac¬
cumulated materials. Thus constipation
and its attendant ills are to a large ex¬
tent relieved by singing.
In brief, therefore, the sweet concourse
of vocal sounds, called singing, un¬
doubtedly act in a fashion as substitutes
for dumb bells, Indian clubs, pitching
quoits, playing golf, base ball and
swimming.
Like dancing, the exercise received in
singing is more enjoyable, soothing to the
physical fabric than are gymnastics, which
a man does merely from sheer duty.
You sing with spirit and pleasure; often
you will take the prescribed course of
physical training or gymnasium work,
simply because your will dictates and
demands it; because your better knowl¬
edge calls for it.
If the encaged canary bird imprisoned
in my lady’s chamber did not trill for his
brilliant songs he would die of inactivity.

“

An Important Suggestion to the
Student of Singing
There is a time between the wellpracticed task of tone-work, solpeggiostudy and song-preparation, and its
rendition at lesson to the singing-master
that should be well considered by the
pupil. It is the time that is spent imme¬
diately before the lesson and on the way
to the lesson. The aim should be to pre-r
pare the vocal instrument for immediate
and efficient response to the technical
demands that are to come, and to have
the mind active, and the spirit tranquil
and receptive. For this reason the work
of practice immediately before the lesson
should not be arduous, and the body
should not be fatigued from other duties
hurriedly crowded into the last few
hours before leaving for the studio or
class-room. Especially avoid hurry in
going to the lesson, for the tendency in
hurry, or in nervous, quick walking, is
to breathe through the mouth, and this
in-rush of air over the vocal cords tends
to dry up the natural moisture about the
breath-bands. The result will often be
hoarseness in tone-production, that may
last during the entire instruction period
of that day.—Otto Torey Simon.

What can I do
to make her stronger ?”

Your physician has told you
that it is simply one of the thou¬
sands of cases of “debility.” You
have tried certain “tonics” with¬
out avail, but you have not yet
tried Sanatogen, the true foodtonic.
And Sanatogen may well prove
her salvation, for remember that
thousands of women who were
weak and weary have derived
new strength, a new joy of liv¬
ing, from its use.
Olive Schreiner, the famous writer,
gratefully exclaims:
"Nothing that I have taken in years has
given me such a sense of vigor as San-

And Lady Somerset, the noted social
reform advocate, refers to the way San¬
atogen “braces the patient to health.”
This help of Sanatogen is not the false
help of a mere stimulant but the con¬
structive aid of a true food-tonic which
gives the exhausted system the natural
elements for building up the blood,
I pant tor the music which is divine;
My heart in Its thirst is a dying flower; strengthening the nerves, improving
digestion.
Tour forth the sound like enchanted wine.
Loosen the notes in a silver shower;
How well it performs this function,
Like a herbless plain for the gentle rain
physicians in every land—21,000 of them
I gasp, I faint till they wake again.
have endorsed Sanatogen in writing—
The very act of breathing is one of know from actual observation. Their
life’s automatic exercises. No one can attitude is well summed up by the
live and not breathe or vice-versa. More¬ famous Berlin specialist, Professor
Eulenberg, who writes:
^
over, no one can breathe without exercis¬
ing. Since the basis of all singing is
origin in poverty of the h\ooi and poor
breathing, it follows that vocal efforts of
the rhythmical, methodical kind are a de¬
And we feel sure you will never
sirable kind of gymnasium work.
regret using Sanatogen.
Even where tuberculosis and some
Sanatogen is sold by good
kinds of heart disease exist the sufferer druggists everywhere in
must needs exercise. Medical research three sizes, from 31.00 up.
shows that the absence of all exercise, ex¬ Grand Prize, International
cept where fever is present, is by no Congress of Medicine,
London.
means desirable.
On the other hand, unless some gentle
sort of muscular exertion is system¬
atically carried out, the tissues of the
victim becomes soft, flabby, and not
adapted to strain and tension.
Singing is thus a most praiseworthy
kind of calisthenics. It takes the place
of violent athletics and strenuous physi¬
cal culture. It is harmless, always avail¬
for Elbert Hubbard’s new book--Health in the Making.” Written in his attractive
able, and can be made to serve the pur¬ manner and filled with his shrewd nhi nsnnhv. tnoether with omlrd
_o
c
pose at any proper time and place.
-0 address
The very breathing exercises, which a
29 G Irving Place, New York
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Short Paragraphs for Singers

Awarded first prize in many
world competitions during the
past sixty years, the Schomacker Piano is now daily
receiving first prizes of pref¬
erence won by its superb tone,
wonderful breadth of expres¬
sion and structural beauty.

SCHOMACKER PIANO CO.
1020 S. 21st St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MUSICIANS DOUBLE INCOME
Learn Piano Tuning at the Original School
A paying profession, not overcrowded and an Ideal
profession for the musician or teacher. Diplomas
recognized throughout the United States. Write
POLK'S PIANO TRADE SCHOOL, Valparaiso, Ind.

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

BERLIN
PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPANY
305 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
Reproductions of famous paintings
including a great many musical sub¬
jects and the largest portrait collection
of the Masters in Music.
New illustrated catalogue of original graphic and culored
reproductions sent on receipt of twenty-five cents.

ROWN’I
Bronchial

B

TROCHE\J

Keep the Voice Clear

JOHN I, BROWN & SON. Boston. Mass.

“THE HOUSE THAT HELPS”
SELLS
Plays, Songs, Operettas, Drills, Pageants, Folk
Songs and Dances, Special Day Material, Etc.
Our Help-U-Catalog sent Free

ELDRIDGE ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE
FRANKLIN, OHIO

Kindergarten

MATERIAL

ictive mins.. Jend for Catalog.
DANIEL BATCHELLOR & SONS
R. F. D. No. 1
Cheater,

The old fallacy attributed to Rossini,
that the three only requisites of a singer
are “Voice, voice and voice” is absurd!
As well tell a sculptor that the only re¬
quisite for making an exquisite statue is
“Stone, stone and stone.” Both voice and
stone must be mixed with a generous
leaven of brains.

Italian is the most helpful language to
tonal beauty, but English, if studied as
carefully and conscientiously, is also beau
tiful and very forceful. Furthermore t
is easier of comprehension by our public
and if you are to sing in public you must

Singers make a great mistake in not
eating sufficiently before a public appear¬
Vocalists can get no better lessons than
ance. My custom is to eat a small ten¬
by listening attentively to a master vi¬
derloin of beefsteak, or filet mignon with
olinist for a great violinist must be like
plenty of rice cooked in bouillon three
a great singer and the artist of the bow
hours before beginning a concert or per¬
teaches above all, what melody is.
formance. Not enough to give me in¬
To overcome stage-fright before going digestion, that bane of all singers lives,
on to the stage or platform, deep-breath¬ but enough to nourish and sustain me
ing, with the mind concentrated on the through the evening.
thought of breathing deeply and relaxing
Talking on the railroad or in an auto¬
the throat-muscles is an efficacious method.
mobile is very tiring to the voice and
Rossini sometimes called the head-tones, should be avoided on all occasions.
“skull-tones” referring to the abuse of the
The singer who would have an interna¬
upper notes. He was right in that the
continuous singing and the forcing of the tional career must master at least five
higher register often cause death to the languages. Translations are always more
or less of a makeshift and the more
voice.
languages one commands the greater are
The why and wherefore is quite as im¬ the possibilities of reaching the hearts
portant as the how, of singing.
of many lands.
In practicing at home be sure your
The best and only way to acquire a per¬
piano is well placed so as to allow you fect trill is to practice singing the two
to sing out into the room. The window tones of which a trill is composed, until
■should be behind the keyboard so that one can sing them very rapidly. Pasta,
when you play your accompaniments you the great coloratura soprano of the early
may see the notes clearly without bending nineteenth century practiced the trill nine
years before singing it in public. It must
be remembered however, that her voice
A singer’s room should have southern was not flexible naturally.
exposure so she may have light and sun¬
shine in her voice.
Once before your audience, think of
the words of the song or aria you are go¬
In practicing ascending scales it is well ing to sing, and banish all thought of
to shift the accent sometimes, in order to yourself. Forget your own individuality
facilitate its equality.
and sink it in that of the poet.
For instance in the first exercise, the
Another very good scale-exercise is to
scale of the octave, divided into two sing the scale very slowly, with big holds
groups of four notes, should be accented on the tonic, the dominant and the lead¬
on the first note of each group. The ing tone, then repeat the scale quickly
second scale should have the accent on and lightly, coming down from the upper
the second note of each group. The third note in an arpeggio of the four tones of
the chord.
scale on third note, etc., etc.

The Obsequies of a Glorious Voice
We hear occasionally of the marvelous
freshness of the voices of old singers—
such as Sims Reeves and Lamperti—but
these are the unique and exceptional
cases. More frequently we are called to
attend the obsequies of a once glorious
voice, and we shed physical tears as the
poor old skeleton gibbers and rattles its
dried bones for our mournful edification.
Which leads to the point I wish to make.
Nature is an inexorable accountant.
Sins of gluttony, debauchery and physi¬
ological improvidence are placed to the
debit of every living individual. Nature
may defer the collection of her reckoning
for a long period, but it is never forgot¬
ten. As Dr. Philip Moxom once said,
“A sinner may reform, may become a
veritable saint, but he’ll be a limping
saint." There is no vicarious atonement,
no forgiveness of sins against nature.
Our maturity is largely the sum total of
the experiences—physiological and unphysiological—of our youth.
The continued freshness and life of the
voice are dependent largely upon the con¬
tinued freshness and life of the possessor
of the voice.
Overwork, overfeeding, passional ex¬
cesses, all the errors of commission and
omission which tend to break down the
physical organism, and favor the ac¬

cumulation of pathological debris in the
system, will react unfavorably upon the
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Sacred Cantatas
THE GREATEST LOVE

For East,
By H. W. PETRIE
Price,
..—- - odic gifts are
displayed to the best advantage in this
brilliant new cantata. It is of bat
moderate difficulty throughout, and the
twelve interesting numbers comprising
the work are divided up advantageously
between the four soloists and the chorus
The Greatest Lore cannot fail to enlist
' ; best of attention from the choir, and
will be sure to please the congre¬
gation.
_

Two Beautiful Calendars FREE
Distinctly different and artistically better
than any calendars we have seen. These two
girl subjects from the brush of W. Haskell
Coffin are so cleverly reproduced in eight
colors that it is difficult to distinguish them
from the original water color. Please let us
send you this set.
Enclose 5c. to cover
cost of wrapping
and mailing.

The Beauty
of these girls lies in the
soft, clear skin the artist
has given them. Such an
appearance is within the
reach of every woman
who will use

DAWN OF THE KINGDOM
By J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT
Price, single copy, 50 cents
One of the best of Easter Cantatas for
church use, well within the capabilities
of the average choir, brilliant and melo¬
dious throughout with plenty to do for
all the voices. The organ part is effec• ve, affording excellent support for the

Gouraud’s

Oriental
Cream

VICTORY~DIVINE
By J. CHRISTOPHER MARKS
egular Price, 75 cenli^ Special Intioduc.

It render* the skin
like the softness o£
velvet, leaving it clear
and pearly white. In use
for nearly three quarters
of a century.
FERD.T. H0PKINS& SON

A splendid church cantata for Lenten
Eastertide use, consisting of a series
of well contrasted numbers for solo
voices and for chorus and divided into
three parts. Mr. Marks is well known
through his many successful anthems.
We^ regard this cantata as one of his

PRAYER, PROMISE AND
PRAISE
By W. H. NEIDLINGER
Price, 75 cents
This is a short church cantata for
_ >prano and alto (or baritone) solos and
chorus. The words are chiefly from the
Psalms and well-known hymns. There
are ten numbers in all and every one is
a gem. Tills work is well within the
range of the average choir and may be
sung^wlth good effect by even the double

OF INTEREST TO EDUCATORS
BACH ALBUM. For Intermediate Grades.
Compiled, edited and fingered byAllen Spencer, 50 cents

THE REDEEMER
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price, 75 cents
A dignified and very melodious church
cantata adapted for the entire Christian
year, divided Into four parts : The Ad¬
vent; The Nativity: The Crucifixion;
The Resurrection and The Ascension.
Mr. Edwards had the rare knack of
writing smoothly and effectively for
voices without sacrificing the dramatic
quaUty. This is a brilliant and imposing

LAZARUS
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price. $1.00
A sacred cantata cast in larger mold.
The text follows the well-known Scrip¬
tural parable, and the story is told with
true dramatic emphasis with effective
musical tone painting. This work re¬
quires a quartet of soloists and a good
sized chorus, but it may be rendered
effectively with organ accompaniment,
it desired the orchestral parts may be
had from the publisher.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
64 EAST VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO

Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using

MuItum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
Transparent Adhesi ve Mending Tissue
If your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Multum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE CRUCIFIXION
Sobriety, moderation, rigid observance
of the great laws of hygiene and dietetics
will maintain the body and the vocal in¬
strument in “youngest” condition.
A great tenor once said, in explanation
of why there were so few really good
singers, that when they were young and
had voices they had no art; when they
were old and had the art, they had no
voice.
mutual salutation of “Momento morti
“Remember the hour of death”—had (
idea which might be well worth memo,
mg by artists. And this is, that if tl
wish to defer the inevitable black r
ment when the voice at last shall
them, when, in the silence of their roo:
they quaff deep of the bitter dram
and wipe from their dry, parched 1
the dead sea ashes of past triumphs,
them hve ,n conformity with natu
immutable laws.
Thus, and only thus, may the days
their beautiful comrade, the dear exm
sor of their souls, be long in the lane
Umberto Sorentino in The Internatic
Music and Drama.

By JOHN STAINER
Price, 60 cents
The “Crucifixion” is one of those
works which should be in the library of
every choir; in many churches “—
formance is an annual feature,
confident that our new edition will prove
satisfactory in all respects.' it is printed

WALTER L. BOGERT
President National Association Teachers of Singing.
PresidentofN.Y.Sta^te Music Teachers’ Ass’n, 1913.

TEACHER OF SINGING
No. 114 Weat 72nd St., NEW YORK CITY

STABAT MATER
By G. ROSSINI
Price. 50 cents
Rossini’s “Stabat Mater" Is by far the
most popular setting of the grand old
mediaeval hymn. It is sung frequently
with both the original Latin text and
to the well-known English version. la
our new edition both texts will appear,
and a new set of plates has been r"pared with the utmost care.

THE HOLY CITY
By A. R. GAUL
Price, 75 cents
This church cantata is considered
most popular one of the day. Every
church choir should produce the work
at some time and then repeat it annually-

Anthen

PAPA or MAMA

little”folks!
Music typography in all its Branches
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES

giDudley T. Limerick
GOSPEL SONG PLATE
Btchs Street, Philadelphia
Market above Fifteenth )

churches and teacher.
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Piracy on the High “C’s”
By Blanche
have you ever trained a pupil’s voice
to the verge of a debut and then dis¬
covered that an unknown pedagogue, a
newcomer, had succeeded by adroit flat¬
tery in stealing and bringing out your
pupil as an advanced student of his or
her own?
I have in mind an instance where a
promising young high soprano had been
given a scholarship with the understand¬
ing that when equipped to give a song
recital, it should serve as an illustration
of the teacher’s work. This teacher is
one who knows; a painstaking enthusi¬
astic woman, a singer of good reputation,
and a result-attaining instructor. She
gradually developed and beautified the de¬
sired “high C,” carefully balanced the
entire range, polished the lyric quality,
taught freedom, restraint and the diction
of an artist, giving of her vitality week
by week for five years to aid in the suc¬
cess of the young aspirant
Along comes a young graduate from
Madame Poofoolski, with a diploma fresh
from the blotter and gay with pink rib¬
bon! She knows everything about the
voice! She wants to teach!
Enters the near-debutante with the high
C. “Aha!” breathes the young graduate
with glaring eye. She invites the singer
to her studio-ette and relates that her
teacher’s method is the only method.
Madame Poofoolski insists upon her pu¬
pils making grimaces before a mirror for
entire lessons. Madame uses a hard rub¬
ber hook six inches long to raise the
palate (leaving said hook at home when
singing in public of course). Madame’s
pupils must say “’N-Yunger” twenty-five
times, with the arms in an appealing atti¬
tude, and many more wonderful exerThe neai-debutante knew naught of all
this! “Oh, yes,” said the graduate, “you
take lessons of me and I will make a con¬
tralto of you. Your contralto tones have
not been brought out.”
The bewildered near-debutante was
dazzled by all the splendor of possible
appearances with the Metropolitan Opera
Company (what would some teachers do
without the Metropolitan!) and a range
from that of Yaw to Schumann-Heink
inclusive 1

SCHILLING’S LATEST PUBLICATIONS

Greenland
So she stealthily deserted her faithful
teacher for the flatterer who brought her
out in two months’ time as an “advanced
student.” Compliments were showered
•upon the young teacher so wonderful as
to accomplish five years’ work on a pu¬
pil’s voice in two months! And so it
goes on.
What is the remedy? First we should
start the musical year with a public
/. P. SCHILLING, Voca
York
avowal of determination to brand pirates 131 We st Twenty-third Street,
on the high C’s or low B’s. Let them
be called submarines for they strike un¬
seen and destroy that which they cannot
gain by fair means.
WHO DESIRE TO BECOME
The actual remedy is with the pupil. The
first asset of a would-be singer is Truth.
Before the tones are true the mind must
be true so that a natural expression of
personality is projected to the listener.
I OFFER A SPECIAL COURSE
A false mind and dishonorable acts will
OF TRAINING
impress the character. This in turn acts
Well qualified vocal teachers are in con¬
on the voice.
stant demand. Write for full information.
When a pupil appears in less than a
GEO. CHADWICK STOCK
year’s time as an advanced student of a
VOICE STUDIO. Y.M C. A. BLDG.
new teacher, permitting previous years’
’NEW HAVEN. CONN.
training to be an unacknowledged step¬
Author of “Guiding Thoughts for Singers,’ ’ etc.,Si .00
ping-stone for the new teacher, both pupil
and teacher are accessories to a dishonor¬
able act. The pupil also cheats herself
for her spiritual force is devitalized. She
may dazzle temporarily but when the
truth becomes known she falls in the
esteem of the right-minded.
It should be the prerogative of every
MR. & MRS. FRANK G. DOSSERT
teacher, whether of singing or instru¬
Formerly of Paris—Now in New York
ments, to claim acknowledgment of work
Suite 1204-1205 Carnegie Hall
done when it is worth claiming. When
it is not worth claiming and perchance
Residence Studio
a different teacher strikes a lost chord
No. 2 West 88th St.
in said pupil—even then sufficient time
Scholarship
created by His Excel¬
should decently elapse before a new
lency Count von Bernstorff, German
teacher ought to stamp a pupil as his or
Ambassador.
her own product.
Write for Particulars
Instill loyalty into your pupils from
the start. This is especially necessary
for teachers not affiliated with any school
or conservatory. Pupils should cooperate
in the. advancement of their teacher’s
reputation. It is only constructive work
TEACHER OF
that constructs. Let loyalty and coopera¬
tion be the slogan for pupils the coming
musical year, then we may avoid piracy
826 Carnegie Hall
New York City
on the high C’s and low B’s.
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A Singer’s Hard Work
By Perley Di inn Aldrich
The young singer who starts out with
the intention of becoming an operatic
artist has very- little idea of the terrific
hard work a young artist has to undergo
before arriving at any fair degree of
eminence. It looks so easy from the front
of the stage to see the singer walk out,
sing a little and win a certain amount of
applause. It does not occur to the indi¬
vidual in the audience that perhaps the
next night the singer has to appear in
an entirely different role, and long hours
must be spent in committing it to memory
and then rehearsing it. Of course, in our
modern opera companies no artist is ex¬
pected to learn many new roles during the
season, but in the established opera houses
of Europe a singer had to do most all the
work that was done of a certain class. If
she were engaged as a colorature singer,
all the colorature roles came to her, as
the theatre could afford only one artist
of that class. As an example of what was
expected of a young artist, let us examine
the list of roles that Lilli Lehmann learned
during her first year away from home at
the theatre in Danzig, during the season
of 1868, when she was twenty years old.
It must be remembered that she not only
learned all these roles, but she sang them
in public and prepared them in the spare
hours when she was not actually perform¬
ing or rehearsing on the stage.

I:ra Diavolo.Zerline
Der Maskcnball.pagC
Dcr schwarzc Domino.Angela
Maurer und Schlosser.Hcnriette
Des Teufels Antcil.Carlo Broschi
Die Krondiamanten.Theophila
Norma .Adalgisa
Die weisse Dame.Jenny
Johann von Paris.Clara
Doktor und Apothckcr.Rosalie
Martha .Lady Harriet
Die Judin.Eudora
Zar und Zimmcrnuinn.Marie
Undine .
Undine
Die beiden Schutzen.Karoline
Das Glockchen dcs Eremiten.
Rose Friquet
Hans Heilihg.Anna
Die Hugcnottcn... .Marguerite de Valois
Dinorah .Dinorah
Don Giovanni.Elvira
Hochzeit des Figaro.Susanne
Die Zauberflote. .Lady Konigin dcr Nacht
Die lustigen IVeiber von Windsor,
Frau Fluth
Grossherzogin von Gerolstein,
Grossherzogin
Barbier von Seville.Rosine
Tell .Gemmy
Rigoletto .Gilda
Troubadour .:.Leonore
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Some Commonplaces of
Organ-Playing
(The groat majority of organs in our
churches at the present day have what is
known as the tracker action. This article
has, therefore, been prepared with such organs
in mind. The observations made are, how¬
ever, equally applicable—making the necessary
changes—to instruments with the pneumatic
or electro-pneumatic actions.—11. t'. M.)
The Mechanism of Playing
You go to your organ. You turn on
the wind. You pull out the Open Dia¬
pason on the Great organ and depress a
key. What happens? You set in motion
a long mechanism that pulls open a valve
or door; this door lets wind under pressure
into the foot of the pipe and the pipe
sounds. After the pipe has sounded its
appointed time you\ let the key up, the
valve or door closes, no more air enters
the pipe, the pipe ceases to speak.

Prompt and vigorous attack and release
are of importance for at least three
reasons. (1.) They secure exactness in
duration, powerfully helping towards
general correctness; (2) they secure good
tone, or as good tone as the pipe is sus¬
ceptible of; and (3) they secure the
simultaneous putting-down and taking-up
of keys that should be so treated. You
may experiment for yourself in this way.
Take any stop or combination of stops
you like and hit a key as quickly and
sharply as you can, depressing it as little
as possible, yet making it speak; you will
get a small, squeaky tone. Follow this
l>y a prompt attack, pressing the key
down to the “thumping-board,” and you
v/ill get a full tone. In the first case,
when the key was hit sharply and not
fully depressed, the valve was not fully
opened and the wind could not get ir
the pipe properly. You can also get an
idea of the influence of a poor attack on
the sound by putting the thumb firmly on
the key-slip between the manuals, draw¬
ing a white key with the fore-finger little
by little until it begins to speak; you will
hear a faint humming noise at first, then
a sort of moaning sound and finally, as
the-key gets to the bottom, the full sound
of the pipe.
Whether you attack by (i) putting a
key down only a part of the way or (2)
fby putting it down all of the way slowly,
—in either case the attack is bad. A little
thought will show that releasing the key
slowly is, in reverse order, equally pro¬
ductive of bad results. Put the key down
quickly and firmly, hold it firmly, take
it up quickly—not forgetting the little
push preliminary to taking up; the little
push secures the valves staying open up
to the very last instant.
A firm attack and release mark the
fine player.

Attack and Release
Putting the key down is the attack;
allowing it to rise is the release. Under
these two heads is comprised the whole
of organ playing. Playing the organ is
simply attacking and releasing keys.
If you are a pianist (and you ought not
to be playing the organ unless you have a
good piano technic) you must not allow
your emotional reaction to the music to
determine the kind of attack and release
you use. In the piano the “touch” is as
sensitive to the feelings as water is to
the movements of the glass that holds it.
But in the organ no such elasticity of
touch is practicable or desirable. Hence
follows the rule: On the organ use as
much muscular force when playing />/>
as when playing ff. You may he using
the softest stop on the Swell or the full
Great: in either case play firmly.
Attack is of supreme importance; you
will never be even an ordinarily good
player unless you practice attack every
time you seat yourself at the organ. It
is best worked out on a moderately loud
stop-combination, even if a firm attack is
The Legato Touch
as necessary when playing on the DulA general impression prevails that
ciana or Aeoline.
pianists ought to look to the organ to
This method of practice will be found teach them the legato touch.
Robert
useful: Take a hymn-tune, like St. Ann’s, Schumann is responsible for the undue
and play on the Great organ with all the emphasis on this point. The truth is there
manuals coupled, in order that the touch are several kinds of legato, both for the
may be as heavy as possible. Fix your piano and for the organ. It does not
fingers on the notes of the first chord and follow at all that a good pianist needs
with a sudden, strong impulse press the organ study to teach him piano legato;
keys down, all at once and as quickly and conversely it does not follow that a
as you can. Hold the keys firmly so long good organist will have a good piano
as you hold them at all. When you are legato. In fact an organist pure and
ready for the release, concentrate your simple, who plays, for example, the Im¬
thoughts on it and just the instant before promptu in A flat (Chopin) will make a
you let the keys up press down hard; the mess of it: he will inevitably play it de¬
pressing down hard and the release should tached.
be so close together as to be almost sim¬
ultaneous.
The Ordinary Legato
-Take the second chord in the same
Here the sounds are connected but not
way, and on to the end of the tune. This overlapped. The ear must attend most
is not in any sense playing the tune; it carefully to the playing. There is not
is merely using it as practice material. It the slightest difficulty in acquiring the
may be indicated thus:
ordinary legato on the organ provided the
student is furnished with material for
Great, all Manuals coupled.
practice that gives him also opportunity
for discriminative listening. The “values”
in organ touch are much less marked than
in piano-playing; the ear must be alert
every instant.
Practice the following,
hands separately as first, listening intently.
Very staccato; attack and release must
be very close together; very firm, vigor¬
ous touch.

HUTCHINGS
ORGAN
COMPANY
BOSTON

NEW YORK

Plant at Waltham, Mass.

The Hall Organ Co.
New Haven, Conn.
Many executants would make the mis¬
take of releasing the A in right hand ex¬
actly as they attack the F sharp in tlic
left hand. The A ought to be released
just before the F sharp is played, other¬
The two notes slurred to be well con¬ wise the A will be prolonged into the
nected ; the 2d, 3d and 4th in each measure eighth rest. Another reason why the A
to be as in No. 2. Listen to the contrast must not be thought of as released wh i
between the legato and the staccato.
F sharp is attacked, is that by so think¬
ing the two sounds are phrased together,
whereas the A is the end of a phrase and
has nothing to do with the F sharp.

Very firm vigorous touch, connected but
lot overlapping.
Ex. 4.

Repeated Notes
A repeated note on the piano is bound
to be heard, even if only on account of
the percussion (I hope that Tobias Matthay, who insists that the piano is not an
instrument of percussion, will forgive
me!). On the contrary, repeated notes
on the organ require great care in order
to be distinctly audible. As an illustra; look at the following:
Ex. 6.

PIPE ORGANS
DISTINGUISHED for ARTISTIC VOICING
dignified and churchly.
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ESTEY ORGAN CO., Bratlleboro, Vermont, U. S. A.

a Bennett Organ Co.
ORGAN BUILDERS
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a. skill and money can make them.

$nmtg gdionlof QHjtirrtj fHuair
A Training School for Organists,
Choirmasters and Choristers
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FELIX LAMOND, Director

After doing this with absolute precision
i*=60, increase the tempo little by little
to ©=120. Somewhere before this last
tempo is reached you will discover that
all the notes of Ex. 4 and the first two
notes of Ex. 3 are overlapped.
The
fingers must separate the sounds to cor¬
rect the overlapping. That is, the fingers
will execute a semi fmger-staccato in
order that the ear may hear an ordinary
legato. In all brilliant, running passages
the organ will overlap (smudge) unless
the fingers play the detached legato (a
contradiction in terms to be sure, but a
useful phrase) or non-lcgato.
But the ability to execute the detachedIcgato so smoothly as to make the hearer
believe the ordinary legatS is being used
is one of the last attainments of a brilliant
technique on the organ.
In order to test your command of
touch, get a musical friend, preferably
one who is a good string-player, to listen
to you from the very rear of the church.
Do not tell him what you are trying to
do, but ask him to tell you what touch
you actually are using! If his ears are
sharp and he is honest you will get some
surprises.
Notes Before Rests
An organist must be even more careful
than the pianist about notes before rests
The organ tone has a way of projecting
itselt into rests, prolonging itself to the
listener s ear. In order to give the note
before a rest its correct length one must
apparently shorten it. Take the follow-

The passage is slurred, i. c., to be
played legato. If, however, the repeated
notes are held as long as possible, that is,
played exactly as eighths, they will not be
clearly heard a short distance from the
console. Hence the rule: Of two repeated
notes detach the first from the second.
Applying this rule to the passage above
we note that there are three pairs of re
peated notes; therefore each C save the
last one is detached from the note before
it.
The passage will, then, be played
thus:
Ex. 7.

EpUcopal^Church! 'Fo^pardculars
Secretary, Trinity School of Church Music,
90Trinity Place, New York City.

ORGAN
MELODIES
Gems from Classic and Modern Com¬
posers compiled and arranged
for the Pipe Organ

By C. W. LANDON
Registration
There arc no rules for registration:
there are principles by which the organ
player may guide himself. The founda¬
tion of good, tasteful registration is no!
temperament or natural genius but an
exact knowledge of the stops at ones
command. The first thing to do, then,
is to know the stops in your instrument
Try each stop and every pipe in each stop
separately, from top to bottom, and do
this with alert ears. Note the (1) Qua'lt!
and (2) power of every stop. Diapason*
may be of greatly varying power an
yet all be Diapasons.
But you must know more than these
things; you must know the relative
strength of all stops in your organ, so
that, without trying, you can match stop
with stop as louder, softer, same quality
different quality, etc. Divide also tlK
stops into classes, as Diapason, FJu.te
String, Reed. Some stops marked Dia¬
pason are not diapason-tone; for exnmPthe Stopped Diapason, which is a"'1

Price, $1.00
A veritable mine of good things
for the busy practical organist.
Not a dry or tedious number in
the book. Some of the greatest
melodies ever written arranged as
preludes, postludes and offertories.
All of the transcriptions are new
and made especially for this book.
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tone. A stop marked Flute is always of
flute-tone; reeds are never named “reed,”
bur the Oboe, Trumpet, etc., are always
reedy in tone; the stop called Gamba is
aways a string-tone.
Next note contrasts in tone so as to
classify them sharply. A table of con¬
trasts true in the main, although, differ¬
ing somewhat as instruments differ, is as
follows, the strongest contrasts mentioned
first: (1) reed-tone and flute-tone, (2)
string-tone and flute-tone, (3) flute-tone
and diapason-tone, (4) reed-tone and dia¬
pason-tone, (5) string-tone and diapasontone, reed-tone and string-tone.
This table of tone-contrasts helps us to
deduce our first principle, namely, that
melody and accompaniment having dif¬
ferent functions are expressed by differ¬
ent, contrasting tone-colors. If you place
the melody on a reed stop, put the ac¬
companiment on a flute stop. The ac¬
companiment always goes to the tonecolor that is less characteristic or pungent.
If you think the tone-colors are too
much in contrast, couple the melody to
the accompaniment manual and you amal¬
gamate the differing qualities of tone.
The accompaniment must be softer than
the melody.
Wherever you find a part or theme that
is musically more important bring it out
by giving it (1) a louder stop-combination
or (2) a more characteristic or pungent
combination.
Three cautions are suggested here.

(1) Do not make changes in registration
without a reason. (2) Do not stop the
flow of the music, lengthen out notes, add
pauses or in any other way break the
rhythm in order to make stop-changes.
No matter whom you may have heard do
this, it is wrong, (3) Remember that ff
does not necessarily mean the full organ;
it may mean the full organ or full Swell
with box open, or full Swell with box
closed, or even one stop with the box
open. The point may be illustrated in
this way: pull the Stopped Diapason on
the Swell, with the box shut. You can
not make that stop any softer, can you?
Well, then, it is pianissimo, as soft as
possible. Next, open the box. You can
not make the stop any louder, can you?
Well then, it is as loud as possible, for¬
tissimo.
Smoothness
To be a smooth player is the ambition
of every organ student who has ever
heard a master player. What is smooth
playing? Why is it desirable?
Some of the qualities that inhere in
smooth playing are (1) a good legato,
(2) changing keyboards without percep¬
tible break, (3) making stop-changes with¬
out disturbing the rhythm, (4) phrasing
carefully.
I have mentioned in this article some
of the small things in organ-playing that,
if observed, help towards masterly play¬
ing. If they do so help, they are by no
means small, but great.

Austin Organs
Leopold Stokowski writes that
the Portland, Me., organ
“must be the most won¬
derful organ in the world.”
Gordon Balch Nevin of
Cleveland:
“You have achieved if not
the ultimate in console
design, at least the very
best console now in use.
It is the greatest ad¬
vance since invention
of combination pistons.”
Address all inquiries to
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Broaden Your Experience with Other Instruments
If I had my life as an organist to live
over again and know what I now know I
would take a stringed instrument, either
the violin or ’cello as a second study, in
addition to the piano. I advise every or¬
ganist to play as many orchestral instru¬
ments as he can find time for without
neglecting his organ and piano. Of
course, the time to take up an orchestral
instrument comes well after the technique
of the organ and piano is established;
there must be no risk of being Jack of
all musical trades and master of none.
But that the average good organist would
be immensely better off, in a large way,
by adding to his stock-in-trade the abil¬
ity to play with some degree of accept¬
ability an orchestral instrument or two, I
firmly believe.
Here are my reasons. The fascinations
of the organ—its great power, its won¬
derful variety of tone, its marvelous
mechanical devices—all blind the young
organist to the standing of the instrument
in the world of music. The real sun of
the musical firmament is the orchestra;
from the orchestra proceed the rays of
light and heat, giving life to all musical
activities. The orchestra is the source of
our musical energy. Every musician,
therefore, should in some way get into
connection with it; if one can play the
violin well enough to do the ordinary
second violin part in the ordinary concert
music of the day with some justice, one
can join some humble organization—per¬
haps something no more exalted than a
music-settlement orchestra—and get or¬
chestral routine. Ensemble work of any
kind is a broadening musical influence. _
There are many churches where can¬
tatas are given with small orchestra ac¬
companiment. If an organist has had a
little orchestral experience he will be able
to direct his augmented forces with some
satisfaction to them and to himself.
An organist needs excellent ears in or¬
der to be sure that his organ and his
choir are in tune. He must be a very
exceptional person indeed whose hearing
is so acute that it cannot be very much
quickened through practicing a string in¬
strument. To play a violin or ’cello or

double bass is to bring into use a set of
musical powers , that the organ does not
exercise at all. When you have to make
a tone yourself instead of having it on
tab at the end of a key, you will find that
the musical life wears an entirely differ¬
ent aspect.
Every organist of more than ordinary
talent does more or less of composition.
It is astonishing how ignorant of the sim¬
plest things on the violin some good mu¬
sicians are. They could hardly tell you
how many strings a ’cello had or how a
viola was tuned. The transposition in¬
struments are unknown continents and an
orchestral score is as undecipherable as a
foreign language. This ought not to be.
Violinists, I must admit, are, as a class,
somewhat conceited; they are inclined to
deny that a man who cannot play an or¬
chestral string instrument is a musician.
But there is some justification for their
intolerant position.
Some orchestral knowledge is of im¬
mense assistance to every organist. And
this is gained by actually playing in an
orchestra. If you want to write a part
for a B flat cornet in an anthem, or a
violin obbligato for a soprano solo, or an
extra harp part, or parts for a brass
quartet for a praise festival service, or to
score a festival anthem for strings, flute,
clarinet, trumpet and French horn, you
must have some knowledge of these in¬
struments. To do no more than under¬
stand the fingering of the violin or ’cello
is an immense advantage.
Getting Orchestral Experience
Speaking of the importance of an or¬
ganist making of himself a real musician
as well as a skilled performer on his own
instrument I came across a quasi-humorous article in the June Musical Opinion,
by “Autolycus” that puts the skill of
the ordinary orchestral player and the
awkwardness of the average organist in
an amusing light.
“Autolycus” says:
“Though I have sat in front of orches¬
tras and conducted them not a few, the
pleasure of playing in one has been re¬
served for my old age. As a result of
this experience I admire the members of
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a good band more than ever. I fear,
however, I have one disability that will
unfit me for a successful career as an
orchestral player. I have an incurably
roving eye.When I am play¬
ing in an orchestra and have twenty bars
rest to count and at the sixth bar find
myself comparing the facial expressions
of the various wind players (one with his
lips pursed up, the picture of anxiety, an¬
other blowing a blast of doom with a
simpering smile, and so on), and at the
twelfth bar fall into speculation brought
about by the shining pate of a 'cello
player below as to why some means can¬
not be discovered of dulling the brilliance
of bald heads—surely pink French chalk
would do it—or of compelling their
owners to cover their shame with a skull
cap, and then at the fifteenth bar find that
I have (but, of course, I do not know
that it is the fifteenth bar or all would
be well) lost my count and remember
with panic that I have a desk to myself
and a solo instrument—when, I say, all
these things happen I have a bad time of

it. Moreover, playing from manuscript I
find that copyists are given to vain flourisbings.All these things
were against me at the rehearsal. Yet 1
had carefully practiced long hours at my
instrument.I had, with
great difficulty, learned to tune it with
speed and accuracy.I found,
however, that holding my own in the
tonal maelstrom of a big orchestra was
very different from playing a dreamy solo
at home with ‘Autolyca’ at the piano. Let
me confess the shameful truth: little did
the conductor and my colleagues know
that between the final rehearsal and the
performance, overwhelmed with a con¬
sciousness of my inability to count
(though I was rarely more than a bar
out of the way!) I wrote my part in the
bluest of blue ink into the vocal score—
it was a choral concert—and played from
that.
“P. S.—I quite forgot to say that the
instrument with which I made my debut
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Some American Recitals Tabulated
A recent number of The Diapason con¬
tains 37 organ recital programs from
nearly as many organists; the recitals were
given m all parts of our country and
may therefore be said to be representa¬
tive. A summary and tabulation of the
programs shows with a certain clearness
that American composers are receiving a
fair amount of attention.
A study of this sort will usually reveal
the continued popularity of Bach’s works
among organists; within the last twentyfive years Guilmant’s name has appeared
also with gratifying steadiness on lists.
It is not surprising therefore to find that
out of 123 composers and 272 items Bach
had 15 and Guilmant 13 appearances. It
is, however, hardly to be expected that
Wagner would top both with 16 numbers.
Next on the list are Hollins, Kinder, Lemare and Mendelssohn (6 each), Wolstenholme, Faulkes and G. B. Nevin (5
each), Bonnet, Dethier, Lemmens, Liszt,
Rogers, Salome, Shelley, Tchaikowsky (4
each), Becker, Diggle, Dvorak, Frysinger,
Haydn, Karg-Elert, J. E. W. Lord, Rheinberger, Rossini, Smart (3 each).
But lest the gentlemen whose names
are written above feel their importance
too much, let us note that with only two
or even one program-appearance we find
such second-rate (!) composers as Beet¬
hoven, Boellman, Bossi, Dubois, Cesar
Franck, Gigout, Handel, Merkel, SaintSaens, Vierne and Widor.
Of single pieces appearing more than
once are to be noted: Toccata and Fugue
in D minor (Bach), caprice hcroique
(Bonnet), Fantasie symphonique (R. G.
Cole), Fantasie on "Faust" (Eddy),
Eventide (Frysinger), Spring Song and

Faust School of Tuning

The following list is a selection of the list
of the literature for this arrangement, for
pianos, eight hands. We shall add other
numbers constantly,, including new compost,
tions by the best foreign composers.
Pieces of all grade* are represented, so
that teachers can take advantage of the use

ThT^lSs^wlir'b^oun'd^particularly^ch'Tn
brilliant and effective pieces for recital and
concert work. Suitable selections w

Berlioz, Marche Hongroise
Beethoven, Turkish March
Behr, Mitzi Katzcheu .

Parade Rev.
“
Grand Festival March ..
“
In the Arena March. ,,
“
Concert Polonaise. ]]oo
G ounod-Bach. Ave Maria ...
Hayes, Comrades in Arms.
Herold. Zampa, Overture .
Hollaender, March .
Keler Bela, Lustspiel, Overturf
Kontski, de. Awakening of the
“
Persian March.
Kowalski, Hungarian March .
Kramer. Op. 7, Jubeifeier, Polonais
Kucken, Op. 72, Fest-Polonaise ...
Koejling, H ungary, Rhapsodie Migi
s' Song
Lacon
-, —,.roiiiptu a la Hongroise....
Lachner, March from Suite .. .
Liszt, Rakoczy March .
“ Second Hungarian March.
Lvoff, Russian Hymn .
Mattel, Tourbillon, Valse . 2.2s
Mendelssohn, Ruy Bias, Overture. 2.75
“
Spring Song .
“
War March of the Priests
“
Wedding March .
Milde, Galop de Concert.
Moszkowski, Serenata.
Michaelis, Turkish Patrol.
“ March from Leonore Symphony ,..
Rossini, Barber of Seville, Overture ....
“
Barber of Seville, Fantasy.
“
Semiramide, Overture .
“
Tancredi, Overture.
“
William Tell, Overture.
Rubinstein, Trot de Cavalerie.
Rathbun, Festival Procession March ...
“
Marche Triumphale .
Resch, Gavotte. 2,«
St. Saens, Op. 40, Danse Macabre..
Schmidt, Op. 9, Polonaise No. 1.
“
Op. 32, Polonaise No. 2. 1.#
Schubert, Op. 51, No. 1, Mai che Militaire 1.00
“
Op. 51, Trois Marches Miliftr
■ iOp. 78, No. 3. Meniret"!
1.00
de. Ballet Music
Schulhoff, Op. 6, Valse Brillante. 2.10
„
“
Op. 20, Valse Brillante . 2.25
Schumann, Op. 82, No. 8, Hunting Song 1.00
„ . j".
Op. 124, No. 16,Slumber Song 1.00
Spindler. Charge of Hussars. 1.50
Suppe. Light Cavalry, Overture. 1.75
Poet and Peasant. Overture. 1,5
( Schumann,
Op. 68, No. 12, Kuighf)
/
Rupert .I
] Mendelssohn, Op. 72, No. 5, Chil- (
L
dren's Piece ... J
), Raymond, Overture .
Wagner, Lohengrin, Prelude ..
. 1.00
Meistersinger, Overture.
Ride of the Va ikyries.
Spinning Song, “Flying Dutch-

Profitable Chorus Rehearsals
By Emil Gastel

The most profitable chorus rehearsal is
the one in which the leader imparts the
most useful facts to the chorus members.
It makes little difference whether the
chorus is a volunteer chorus or a- paid
chorus. The members attend in the be¬
ginning because they want to sing but the
matter of keeping up their enthusiasm
The standard school of America.
is a very different thing. Enthusiasm
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe and Reed
is kept up by the results obtained in
Organ Courses. Year book free.
the ensemble woflc of the chorus and by
OLIVER C. FAUST, Principal.
27-29 Gainsboro St.,
Boston, Mass.
the amount of information which the
chorus leader gives to the chorus mem¬
too Engrave^ iMouncamentB, $5.40 bers. There is a splendid opportunity
here to give out little hints about voice
production, enunciation, breathing.
So
long as the singer goes home convinced

cated October, 1916
J. W. STEERE & SON ORGAN CO.
Springfield, MaBB.
Established

Overture in C major (Hollins), Clair de
lune
(Karg-Elert),
Concert
caprice
(Keiser), Marche pontificate (Lemmens),
Fantasia on a Southern air (J. E. W.
Lord), Sixth sonata (Mendelssohn), Bell
rondo (Morandi), Will o’ the wisp and
Song of sorrow (G. B. Nevin), Suite in
G minor (Rogers), and Fanfare (Shel¬
ley).
In looking over the programs one misses
the old war-horses: Thiele’s Chromatic
Fantasy and Concertsatz, Rheinberger’s
sonatas, the Handel concertos and the
ponderous variations by Hesse, to say
nothing of the solid, though hardly in¬
spired sonatas of Merkel. Where, too,
are the Batiste offertoires and those by
Wely? How we used to like the Wely
in G and how we disported ourselves on
the pedals of the Wely in F! Times have
changed, our organ programs are more
diversified and while those classified and
tabulated for the purposes of this note
are rather light, yet they seem to point
in the right direction. They hold fast to
the good, but give the unknown and es¬
pecially the native composer his chance.
It is gratifying to observe that com¬
positions by American writers are put in
the program alongside of those written
by Europeans, and not crowded, as a spe¬
cial favor, into places made for them
alone. As Dudley Buck once wrote;
“When I see a concert of compositions
by American composers only I am re¬
minded of the sign that formerly could
be seen in many Southern assemblies—
‘These seats reserved for niggers.’ ” Let
the American composer take his place,
like a man, with his compeers.

TWO PIANOS
EIGHT HANDS

hea«al has been a profitable one for h
and he is filled with the desire to
again.
The conductor should also make it
point to have the interest so contim
that there is no mind-wandering. Ev
when certain voices are not singing tl
should be listening with all possible ke<
ness._ H the conductor is careful enou
in giving information about enunciati
for instance, explaining the action of •
tongue, lips and jaw, the habit of pri
ing the words on the program would
as unnecessary as it would be toll

slst

«

Hz. Fantasy ..
-..n to Dance ..
Oberon, Overture _
Oberon, Fantasy,
he New Woman,
lodern Chivalry, March...
We have large and valuable lists for

TWO PIANOS
Four Hands — Six Hands.
Lists on application. Discounts the sa

THEO, PRESSER CO,
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Rodolphe Kreutzer, the
Master Teacher
The present-day fame of Rodolphe
Kreutzer, violinist and composer, rests
chiefly on the fact that he was the com¬
poser of the famous Forty-two Etudes
011 Caprices pour le Violon (Forty-two
Studies or Caprices for the Violin), a
work which is indispensable in every
scheme of violin instruction, and that
Beethoven dedicated to him the immortal
violin and piano sonata, Op. 47, now uni¬
versally known as the Kreutzer Sonata.
Kreutzer was a prolific composer of
operas, and of works for the violin,
having left no less than 39 operas and
ballets, 19 violin concertos, several violin
duets, 15 string quartets, 15 trios, 2 sym¬
phonies concertantes for two violins, so¬
natas for violin and ’cello, airs with vari¬
ations, and other miscellaneous works.
His operas, popular enough in their
day, are now obsolete, and would sound
antiquated and trivial to modern ears,
and his violin concertos, and other com¬
positions for the violin, while containing
many fine passages, are rarely if ever
heard in public at the present day, but
are given over to the class room, still
being used for teaching purposes to some
extent.
Kreutzerwould have no doubt been much
surprised if he could have known during
his lifetime that his most ambitious
works would be forgotten, but that his
Forty-two Studies, which he composed for
the benefit of his pupils, would give him
immortal fame in the art of violin play¬
ing. In this we have one more instance,
added to many in the history of arts, of
Where works which an artist considered
his masterpieces were forgotten, with the
lapse of time, while a work or works,
which he considered of slight importance,
brought him undying fame.
Kreutzer was born of German parent¬
age in 1766, in the French city of Ver¬
sailles. Practically his entire life was
spent in France, and the most of it in
Paris. His talent developed in early
boyhood. His father, a violinist in the
Royal Band, gave him his first lessons,
and he later studied with Anton Stamitz,
an excellent violinist. Some time after¬
wards, in Paris, he gained much from
hearing Viotti, and may have had per¬
sonal instruction from him.
Like so
many eminent violinists, Kreutzer seems
to have relied more on his own efforts,
and natural genius for the instrument,
than on instruction from teachers.
At the age of thirteen we find him
performing a violin concerto in Paris at
the Concerts Spirituels, with great ap¬
plause. Some authorities state that this
concerto was written by him, while others
attribute it to his teacher. At the age
of sixteen, through the influence of Marie
Antoinette, he was appointed first violinist
in the Royal Orchestra, the post having
been left vacant by the death of his
father. From this time on his career
as a violinist and composer was of the
greatest brilliance. He was appointed
solo violinist of the Theatre Italien, and
became a successful composer of opera.
During all the stormy period of the
French Revolution, Kreutzer seems To
have worked serenely on, popular alike
with royalists and revolutionists.
The
friend and protege of Marie Antoinette
under the old regime, we find him in
1802 the first violin in the orchestra of

the Consul Bonaparte; in 1806, solo
violinist of the Emperor Napoleon; in
1815, after Napoleon's downfall, the directhe Royal Orchestra of Louis

highest perfection you can play anything.”
The etudes devoted to the acquirement
of the trill by Kreutzer have been sur¬
passed for this purpose. In point of
difficulty the Kreutzer etudes are usually
Kreutzer was a brilliant public violin considered as just below that of the Rode
soloist, and on his tour through Italy, Twenty-four Caprices, for which work
Germany and the Netherlands he was they serve as a preparation, just as
everywhere hailed as one of the first Kayser’s Thirty-six Studies are con¬
violinists of his day. His educational sidered as a preparation for Kreutzer.
work in Paris was of the greatest value
How to Study Kreutzer
to the development of the violin art.
Many different works have been written
Musical historians class Kreutzer third
in the order of development of the four by violinists on how to study the etudes
great representative masters of the class¬ of Kreutzer, or amplifying the studies.
ical violin school of Paris, the others One of the best known is that of one of
being Viotti, Rode and Baillot. In col¬ Kreutzer’s pupils, Massart, himself a
laboration with Baillot, Kreutzer compiled famous violinist and teacher. Massart’s
the Methode de Violon, an instruction work on the art of studying Kreutzer is
book for the use of the students of the not used as much as it should be by
Conservatoire. As professor of the Con¬
servatoire, Kreutzer formed several pupils
who became eminent, among them being
D’Artot, Rovelli, who became the teacher
of Molique; Massert, afterwards the
teacher of Wieniawski and Teresina Tua,
and Lafont. His talent was given the
widest recognition during his lifetime,
and he received many distinguished
honors. He was awarded the cross of the
Legion of Honor, and was General Di¬
rector of Music at the opera in Paris for
a considerable time.
Kreutzer’s solo violin playing was of
the highest excellence. His intonation
was perfect, his tone broad and noble,
and his interpretations marked by the
highest intelligence, and full of magnet¬
ism and temperament.
Rodolphe Kreutzer.
Kreutzer’s career as a teacher and
public performer were cut short by his violin teachers and students, for it is
breaking an arm in 1825, when he re¬ a work of the highest value. It gives
tired. Not long afterwards he went to several hundred additional bowings to be
Switzerland on account of poor health, applied to the bowing exercises in the
and died in that country at Geneva in etudes, additional ways of studying the
1831. It is stated that a priest of that trill exercises, directions for transposing
city refused him Christian burial because some of the etudes, playing some of
he had formerly been connected with the them in octaves, etc., etc., thus increasing
theatre in Paris.
the material in the etudes, and adding to
The name of Kreutzer is best known their interest. Every violin stu'dent should
to the general public through the Kreut¬ possess this little work.
zer Sonata having been dedicated to him
The etudes of Kreutzer, should be
by Beethoven, and from the fact that the studied, reviewed and re-reviewed by
Kreutzer Sonata was taken as a title for every serious student of the violin, until
one of his most famous novels by the late they are thoroughly mastered, as their
Count Leo Tolstoi, the Russian author. mastery gives the violinist a broad, firm
Beethoven’s dedication of the sonata foundation on which the great concertos
reads, “to my friend Kreutzer,” hut musi¬ and other works for the violin can be
cal history is not very clear as to how safely erected. Too many pupils hurry
close a friendship existed between Beet¬ through Kreutzer, vainly imagining that
hoven and Kreutzer, and some authorities they have mastered it, without really
intimate that Kreutzer never even played penetrating its depths.
the sonata which was dedicated to him,
and had a slight opinion of Beethoven’s
How to Rosin the Violin Bow
style.
Many violin pupils either do not rosin
The Famous Etudes
their bow enough, or else do it in such
The Kreutzer etudes, known to every a way that much rosin collects on the
teacher and student of the violin as body of the violin under the strings.
“Kreutzer” are 42 in number, although The first method produces squeakiness,
only 40 are published in some incomplete and the second scratchiness—besides in¬
editions. They form one of the most terfering with the vibrations of the in¬
important educational works in existence strument, and thus marring the tone.
for the violin. They are so thoroughly The bow should be thoroughly rosined
violinistic, and breathe in every phrase with good rosin. Then loosen the hair
so perfectly the genius of the instrument,' and shake the bow, whipping it through
that they are absolutely necessary in de¬ the air several times. This forces the
veloping a correct style. They are used powdered rosin to go between the hairs
by teachers of every school and national¬ instead of merely on the surface. When
ity, and are considered to be a necessary good rosin is used, this is all that is
part of the education of every violinist. necessary; if cheaper material is used, it
A famous violinist has said: “Make may be necessary to blow the waste mat¬
Kreutzer your daily bread.” Another has ter fronj the hair after it is tightened.—
said: “If you can play Kreutzer in the M. T,

The “Drawn Tone” of the
Violin
By Julius W. Hulff
There is nothing in the. entire peda¬
gogy of the violin that is more difficult
to impart than the “drawn tone” so much
desired by the conscientious teacher and
so seldom acquired by students who do
not aspire to become professional
Study of the scales and the various
styles of bowings (and, alas, the vibrato)
begin to show results after a certain
amount of study, but that clear, insistent,
matured tone is so long a minus quantity
that many teachers despair of hearing it
from the violins of those under their in¬
struction and finally omit all mention
of it.
The fault lies not with the teacher or
his methods; it can always be traced to a
pupil’s unwillingness to practice the
tedious Viotti or Sevcik minute bowings.
Therefore, while we find the average
student fairly proficient in rhythm and
technic, we usually notice a neglected
After a beginner has had a few les¬
sons I give him specially prepared bow¬
ing exercises, and I always have him fin¬
ish a particular bowing exercise before I
show him, or speak of the study that is
to follow.
The pupil commences with the open
strings, holding each note for ten beats
of the metronome at 60. On this first
exercise no mention is made of expres¬
sion, the pupil being told to have the
tone at the tenth count just as loud as
the tone at the beginning, illustrated to
him thus:
1.10.
Later the count on this exercise is in¬
creased to 20, and then to 30, 40, 50
and 60.
The next step is illustrated to the
student thus:
and after this has been mastered, it
should be played in the tempi of the first
style of bowing,
The third step is shown thus:
—=C2==— 10; the fourth 1
10;
in all cases increasing the count to 60.
When a student becomes proficient on
the open strings, he should be given some
of the easier scales.
There are many variations that may be
originated to suit the requirements of the
student, for in this, as in any other
branch of violin study, there cannot be
an arbitrary set of rules or studies that
can be given to every student who pre¬
sents himself for instruction any more
than a doctor can successfully give every
patient the same prescription.
Mirror bowings on the open strings
also contribute to the production of a
good tone, and should be given with the
very first lesson.
Another strong point to impress upon
the mind of the student, not once, but
continually, is the cultivation of the habit
of having the bow down against the
string before beginning the attack in all
legato work. We teachers cannot speak
of this too much, for the majority of
young students have the how traveling
when it strikes the string. When a
student gets his first lesson on the impor¬
tance of not wasting his bow, he gets his
first lesson on the art of the “drawn
tone.”
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A Valuable Daily Exercise
I do not know any single exercise in
violin playing which is as valuable as
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Many of the great Kuropcan violin X paid to them by many v
teachers and not a few of our more im- and students. We find
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Soft Rubber Chin Rest

Care ercises, by the daily ]
must be taken that the little finger is they keep their muscles in proper con■ kept on top of the stick to balance and dition. Here is one for the violinist,
sustain the weight of the bow. The be- Teachers should ask their pupils to do
mer will find that at first it is almost this exercise at the beginning of
the wrist when at
ecuting the stroke
and with sufficient
in time.

the frog, but by c
very slowly at first,
practice, it is bound
When teaching this

is played from memory, all this can be
ooked after if the pupil does not allow
his eyes .to Wander and watches the point
of contact of hair and string at all times,
The importance of accjuiring these
fundamentals is so self-evident that it

produce the effects they do. They may
not at all times think of the scientific side
of the question, but play in the way that
intelligent practice and keen musical instinct has taught them is the best, and
this will be found to be the true scientific

Free Trial!
VT'ES we will send’
you the violin
of your choice

1

for the full ten days’
trial. Play on it—
test it in
whether you wish
to buy or not.
Compare it
with other in¬
struments—
then if you are
satisfied

IflPlEF:
Your Choice of Violins
Write today for our new Violin

W-iffffr’f

ttJiTXi&sss:
that you have to choose from. There

fpllllil

gsgsll
Assets

r?!m
and if the results are unsatisfactory, the
pupil should be urged to give more attention to it.

watching the bowing of the violinists in a
symphony orchestra will satisfy any one.
Of course the tone suffers when these
are not observed, but many good violinists
and good musicians are
careless in observing the
linists play the violin on si

Some Violin Questions Answered

bow, use of the whole bow, wrist bowing Few pupils can stand the test,
at the frog, and wrist bowing at the
The teacher should not rest until his
then
one s

keeping the bow hair at the proper distance from the bridge according to the
pressure exerted on the bow, and allowing the hair tb approach the bridge as a
6 is exerted, thus irtcrCashd vice Versa, receding
i as pressure is relaxed

10 Days

^^Vfs'SrStpacln, ,5c

than in this. Five great fundamental ele- prospective pupil’s right arm technic
ments of violin technic are involved in always ask him to do this exercise,

t the frog is ex; the weight of
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Get the benefit of our

Silver G Strings
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good pure silver wrapped G strings,
which retail at from SO cents to $1, in
preference to cheap common G’s, wrapped
with silvered copper wire, costing from
10 cents to 25 cents. Many people think
that the higher cost of the strings
wrapped with pure silver wire, comes
from the cost of the silver, but this is a
e,fas there is probably nqt^cent’s

true. The common strings have little
knots and imperfections, caused by the
cheap uneven quality of the gut strings
on which the wire is spun, and through
the careless, cheap process of spinning
the wire. A good silver G string improves
the tone of the entire violin, and of each
individual string. As the gut foundation
is of the best^quality^ the string will last

Pay As
YouWish
If you decide to

5
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Send the Coupon!
NEW VIOLIN MUSIC
“ON SALE”
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Schubert (picking up a ruler): Three
times I was summoned to enlist, and my
New Year’s Day in Song-Land
(Scene: A gloomy New Year’s Eve—
main reason for turning schoolmaster was
Miss Keating’s music class in raincoats
A Conversation-Story of Schubert’s Life
, , u
,w to escape the army; but I was certainly
wait at the Airship Landing Stage.)
Schubert. This, as you know from the
Ben : Well, I bet they laughed the ot
not fitted for - the drudgery of the school
Edith (shivering): Do you think the
tablet outside, is mv birthhouse. My way when you sang for them.
room. My one: great pleasure at this time
Music Fairy received our musicgram?
father,
you
may
recall,
was
a
peasant’s
Schubert
(smiling):
Yes,,
they
«
was the friendship of the Grobe family;
Class (in chorus): The very idea!
son, and my mother was in service, like change a little—for the _ miller sang witn ^ theml turned for relaxation and
Fairies never fail!
Beethoven’s mother, as a cook. So you a vengeance that morning, and . the gray music. Therese Grobe had a fine soprano
Mary (doubtfully): Well, I see no
sec, my dear little friends, I am of coun- suit was SOon changed for the gold-laced voice> her brother played the violoncello
signs of the ship.
try stock. (Class scribbles frantically.) uniform of the Imperial Choristers, there and piano and Frau Grobe was a woman
Leta (buttoning her coat) : It’s cold as
orchestra
composed
of ^Apr
older boys,
greatest refinement. This
My father and two oldest brothers v—
J jg
Ws‘ of tbe -*-*»"*
Tl”c w .
the night on the North Sea when the
schoolmasters and we were all r re or t0 which I belonged. I was always fired together a happy time
Flying Dutchman swooped down upon
good with the desire to compose, but, alas, i
Ethel: Beethovens friends, the Bruenless musical. Our father gave i _
Senta, in his phantom ship.
•””* h
d n
mus;c paper,
paper. My
must have been much like
training in the rudiments of music—and
j,ad
nQ music
my good friend
*- ;ng family,
*
Ben (with interested curiosity) : Oh, I from him I also learned my methodical
finaliy realized the state of finances, them.
say, do tell us about it.
habit of dating my. compositions. When I J.
£ter that furnished me with the
Schubert (tapping’ the ruler light,},Class (shouting): Look! Look! The outstripped my brothers and my father
aper
Yes, the Bruenmgs, like the Grobes, were
ship is coming. (A snow-white airship, could teach me no more, I was sent to the nc
■> (in amazement) : Too poor to most helpful friends. Along about this
with the Music Fairy at the wheel, set¬ parish choirmaster, who taught me violin,
V oaoer 1
time, when I was seventeen, I composed
tles down at the landing stage.)
piano, singing, organ and thorough-bass. 6Uy
p -}
-h) . Yes, and many my first mass for our village church choir.
Music Fairy (waving a star-tipped It was not long before I had a position
Schubert few
_ » continue—at the I conducted, my old teacher led; the
wand) : Hurry! Hurry! All aboard for as first soprano in the Lichtenthal choir, ™ings
-tudied much besides music, choir, my brother played the organ and
and I also played violin solos when the t-oim
themat!cs history, poetry, Therese Grobe sang, and as the result of
Song-land.
Class (rushing up the gangway into service required it. It was at th.s time there wastl“were also very poor this first effort I was rewarded by my
, more wretched suppers; but father with a new five octave piano and
the ship) : Three cheers for the Music that I began composing little songs and
r^ad
thankful for, I heard claimed as a pupil by tiiat dear old
Fairy! (The ship rises and vanishes into pieces for strings and pianoforte.
Mary (under her breath): He could not 1 had
made some life-long Saliere.
the night.)
friendships. Now, for a moment, let us
Ben : Who was Salierq?
(Scene: Daybreak in the vicinity of have been more than ten years old.
Vienna. Bells are ringing. German fields
Schubert V°°ktW at hiS
close ou/note-books and walk over to the
Schuni.In: Saliere was a well-known
. «
where I- taught for three Italian teacher, who possessed a peculiar
and village appear as tiny specks below.) speaking rapidly): The next step was my
school
days
at
the
Imperial
Convict
or
schoolhouse
w
attraction
for all of us-I remember he
Music Fairy (lowering the ship):
(Cjdss follows Schubert across the vil- warned me against using Goethe and
Come now, throw off the raincoats, we school. I went up to Vienna with a unc
fhe schoolhousc.)
Schiller as song texts,
will need them no longer. We are now of other boys when I was eeven.I re(Scene: Interior of the schoolhouse.
Miss Keating (smiling) : A rather useover the district of Lichtenthal, the birth¬ member one thing very vivi y,
was my gray homespun sui
Schubert seated at the master’s desk. Miss less warning, Herr Schubert. All of us
place of Franz Peter Schubert.
queer and countrified, tor tnose
seated o« the
i.-- that
*wMary (clapping her hands): Oh, I looked
the. low
low know
you composed sixty-seven soi „
city boys did nothing but make fun of my Keating and class are seatea
know—that’s the reason you call this songof one poet and fifty-four of the other.
clothes^—calling me “a miller.”
School benches.)
Schubert (laughing good naturedlj):
land.
Music Fairy: You have guessed it. We
You must all know that I was simply
music fairies always speak of this as songcrazy over composing. Schuman said I
Ethelinda Takes Thought
land because so many geniuses have lived
could set a placard to music, and it was
a tree-top nodding with in some measure true, for I did put some
and died in this neighborhood, and Schu¬
It was Ethelinda’s practice hour; hut of a bird’s i
bert is probably the greatest song genius
very good music to some very worthless
she squatted herself on
* f‘E7helinda, you have been upstairs ten
we will ever know.
fiddle untuned and ^ow unstrung. You
a nQte have yQU played... poetry. Perhaps the one reason why I
Alice (excitedly): Oh, dear me! Are
wrote eight operas in one year was be¬
would have said she was
?py’
,
Her mother’s voice sounded anxiously caus{, ± n.
we to see him?
cause I happened to come across eight
Music Fairy (smiling) : Indeed, you was smiling to herself
.
from behind her. Ethelinda looked up librettos
a very good time doing
renroachfui eves
librettos.
.
are; be ready to alight when I cry she.i-were 4.having
.11
Ac o matter of fact she into reProacnrui e3es*
Mary (inquiringly) : Did you ever hear
“Oh but I have been Dracticingr, mother.
r
• •
in
. “Ashore,” for no one must see us com¬ nothing at all. As a matter o
ing—and remember to be at the foot of was
ed^ifa S **
Quick./ she £ed her
the old oak tree at six o’clock.
her mother had PIajcd f°r
her violin, strung up the bow and commenced
Class (leaving the ship in a hay field low Mlahy^tha hauled
er in her
play. Sure enough, the melody came,
in the outskirts of Vienna) : We’ll be sleep and remained w h ]ier all he
h?. had. tmag.ned it; her fingers
sunny morning while she was wonung found their places like magic and the
there at six, sharp.
(Scene: Streets of Lichtenthal. Miss about the house and even while she v
unmanageable bow for once behaved.
Keating pilots the class into a narrow at ytdy aiuuAig .U«
>n the °
--—A
^
■»
A_J__
0,1- Violin
vinlin in
in hand
hand-the
and a
n smile
cmilp came.
romp
“P.locc me,
passageway.)
And
now as she sat,
the away, and
“Bless
Miss Keating (looking to right and melody sounded very full in her inner honey, she said.
I- played that only
left) : No one seems to be awake. I ears. Almost unconsciously her fingers once and for the first time last night,
know the house number is 72 Himmels- twitched on the strings as they followed and there you go playing it without even
phortgasse.
the melody in her mind; her bow armi seeing the music. How did you do it?”
•
, -. . m
V1,
Esther (inquiringly) : Well, now what also moved slightly as she sat there
“I just
' '■
’
do you suppose that means?
dreaming and swaying her body to the Ethelinda, and it
sy a er
Miss Keating: “Gate of Heaven rhythm. She saw herself playing be- that.”
Street.”
fore a mighty audience, holding them en“Ah,” said Ethelinda’s mother. “Now
Mary
(enthusiastically) : What a tranced
:rancea with
wim the
me magic ul
me low
iow sweet you know
Know what I1 mean when I tell you
of the
charming name for a birth street. Surely „
-r
4
melody, ri'cinrr
rising, •fnllinor
falling, mitk
with liprp
here oa little to think 1'
before
you play
your Kayser
Schubert had many glimpses of Heaven mn and there a long note held, and al- studies! That was very
verv pretty,
orettv. Now ™
when he wrote his songs.
ways the swinging lilt that reminded her and do some real work.”
Miss Keating (pointing upward): Ah!
here we are at last.
(Franz Peter Schubert wearing largerimmed spectacles, smiles upon them from
the street door.)
Class (shouts): Rah! Rah! Rah! for
Franz Peter Schubert 1
Schubert (waving a paper) : Here are
my instructions, and if we are to see half
of these things we must work rapid y.
Mary (in a Whisper): He was always
working rapidly, wasn’t he?
(Class enters the house, and with pen¬
cil and tablets take notes.)

S ll JCmar?,ed

*
with
old school friends, and it «at
thc Convict that j had
first try^
The Erl King, which I wrote in a fever of
- - • 1
excitement, had its first reading at school,
astonishment).
inbeauti-!
ideal 'Why 1 Ihi^k
it is the most
f„l thing ever written. I remember reading that Vou nhved it on a comb in order
,_
y .. p
scandalize the opera singers and
pompous publishers of Vienna,
Schubert : I fear I did many things to
ffla|(e myself unpopular. My life n0,t
along in a groove. You may say, ex#
music, u
it was
was a
a strange
strangely
unevent®
ic—
r‘ rni's’c>
y teaching,
‘
llfe'. ,AfAcr ? gave up school
went to live in the lodgings of my
went
in Vienna. This was my daily ron®''
I arose early, composed until two o'cW
had a dinner for the magnificent sum®
twenty cents, walked about the cityjF
a few visits among my friends, and
five o’clock I met my companions at
favorite cafe. So you see there wasW
ing tragic about my life history >■*
you call unrequited labor tragic.
.
Class (.» chorus) : Oh, we surely
call that tragic, Herr Schubert!
Schubert (smiling): Yes, and
dragging at one’s heels is also tragic(Children’s Department ContlM*
on Page 7f.)
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Advance of Publication Offers—

The Hand Book
for Piano

January, 1916.

Special
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,15
Anthem Treasury .
Artistic Vocal Allium.. ..1
35
Children’s Harmony Book—Preston
30
Ware Orem .v 1
Child’s Own Book of Great Musi¬
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Single Vol.
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fantasy Pieces in Etude Form. . . .
15
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35
Grove’s Dictionary of Music and_
Musicians .■•••00
Harmony Writing Book—Jos. H.
15
Moore .
Little Artists’ Album of Piano¬
forte Pieces—Frances Terry....
New Four-Hand Album.
20
Progressive Piano Student.
15
Scberzando, Musical
in Technics, Book I—
School of
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’
Mixed
Secular Part Songs
15
Time Studies—Sidney Steinheimer.
15
Toy Shop Sketches—James H.
15
You° and I, Four-Hand Pieces for
Pianoforte—Geo. L. Spaulding..
Teachers’ Music Supplies
By Mail Order
We make mention of this subject every
month in these Publishers Notes for the
reason that it refers to the general business of the Theo. Presser Company, and
likewise to a subj'ect of great importance
to our teacher readers. Certainly through
this mail order business we have a thermometer of business conditions ot the
country,
.
,
It is of great interest to the teachers
throughout the land to know of the great
revival in general business conditions
iverywhere,> certainly
-. along
o musical edulines. Never before lias this mail
order business been more active than since
September 1, 1915. We believe that we
have kept pace with the demand by addi¬
tions to our organization in every direcbon.
A mail order music business means first
a large stock of miscellaneous publications,
and that we have, second to none. As
to our catalog of our own prints, little
need be said; the most used works in
music education have appeared from our
publication house during the past fifteen
years, and are still appearing at the rate
of about two each week, not to mention
piano solos, songs in sheet music form, and
church music in octavo form in addition.
Perhaps one of the greatest requisites
of the mail order business « catalog
and we believe that with the advenL of

contains the names of all the PIANO
pieces, duets, trios, studies published by
the Theo.' Presser Company. Out piano
music catalog has grown nearly double
what it was when last issued, and the
above, which takes its place, is really more
than a catalog—it is also a trustworthy
help in selecting music for teaching and
recital purposes. Like the Singer’s Hand
Book, it is divided into two principal
parts—the first giving a complete list of
our publications for piano arranged according to composers, each piece carefully
graded. Part 2 is rich in suggestive sub¬
divisions, which embrace a “Complete
Course of Pianoforte Study” with material suitable for each grade from I to X,
including methods, pieces, studies, technical works, etc., the results of years of
careful study and selection on the part of
trained and experienced teachers. Part 3
furnishes lists of easy, medium and difficult pieces, in most of which the main
characteristics are indicated, thus not only
saving time for’tlie busy teacher, but also
suggesting things that might be of special
value to the individual pupil. Part If gives
a complete graded list of piano studies—•
a real study guide which includes virtually
ad tbe standard works regularly used in
ianoforte instruction. Part 5 is a classified and descriptive list of Instructors,
Rud;nlentary Works and Studies for the
_;an0 witb special subdivisions enabling
one
se]ect studies or exercises for any
lal requirement. • Part 6 is devoted to
Ugts of mus;c for one piano, four hands
and six hand§; one piano, two pianos, four
hands> eight hands, twelve hands, etc. We
fgel that in 0ffel.;ng this guide to piano
teachers we are performing a' useful
.ice as well as promoting our business h.
terests> The Gu;de js free, and we wish
to place a copy in the hands of every
music teacher. Sent only on request.
_
j
i
The Singer’s Hand Book
(New Edition)
The general catalog of the publications
^ the Theo. Presser Company, which
^ hitherto been in circulation, is now
ent-rely superseded by classified lists of
music and music books, each list a
^ for teachers in the selection of
^aterial needed in their work. The latest
addif.;ons to these lists are “The Singer’s
Hand Book” and “The Hand Book for
p-ano „
gin
-s Hand Book” is divided
principal parts, the first of which
# com^oscr4 lis‘t ,n alphabetical order

compkte" our°serls of cla./ified’ guides
that we have the best set of catalogs for
mail order buying that have ever been
published
3 6
Every order, large and small, is given
attention the day it is received. Our discounts are the best that it is possible to
get; our terms are the most liberal; the
On Sale plan, originated by us, is a great
convenience. It means a stock of music
to choose from for the teacher’s season,
whenever that may be, settlement to be
made at the end of that season, the most
convenient time to the teacher or school.
Try the Theodore Presser Company for
music that you need to-day. A postal
card is all that is necessary, and we will
return a postal card to you in your or-

with titles of songs (giving compass and
grade) under each composer s name, the
second part is sulidivided and c ;^'^d
according to the main principal divisions
0f vocal music:—“Sacred Solos,” “Recital
and Concert Songs,
Songs for ”eSmners,” “Encore Songs,
Songs Without
Reference to Love,” “Contralto Songs,
«Tenor Songs,” “Baritone Songs,’ etc.
These lists give the titles in alphabetical
order> and except in the special classificationSj g(ve aiso the approximate range,
j. h, medium, or low; also the degree of
---^
~-*t
difjjcu]ty.
The Singer’s
Hand Book wid
^ of great assistance in selecting songs
= description for any particular
-g enter your name for a free
‘
the “Singer’s Hand Book,” to be

S,Sereru8Prepaying thC

maUed as soon as^issued.

*

Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians
Too much stress cannot be laid on the
importance of a comprehensive, modern,
musical encyclopaedia, accessible at all
times to students and teachers of music.
There is but one work in the English lan¬
guage answering the description—Grove’s
Dictionary, the latest edition of which, in
five large volumes, containing upwards of
4,000 pages, is now controlled by the
Theo. Presser Company, and being sold at
a reduced price, $15.00, instead of the
publisher’s original price of $25.00, which
until recently was regularly obtained for
the set, and many thousands of sets were
sold at the higher figure. The price, how¬
ever, proved a liar to many would-be
owners of the work, and after long nego¬
tiations the owners were induced to trans¬
fer it to us to be sold at a special price,
thus placing it more easily within the
reach of the less opulent and more con¬
servative among the musical profession.
The new edition is attractively and sub¬
stantially bound in red cloth with gilt tops
and trimmed edges—no leaves to lie cut
and no ragged edges—just as a real refer¬
ence work should be made.
For another generation Grove’s Diction¬
ary will remain the one standard authority
on all subjects connected with music—
History, Biography, Theory, Forms, Defi¬
nitions, etc. In short, there is no question
relating to the subject that may arise in
the class room, the studio, or the musical
club, which Grove’s Dictionary will not
answer or assist in solving. For Music
Clubs in particular the work is indispen¬
sable, and every Music Teacher should pos¬
sess it.
The price is comparatively small, and
may be paid in cash or several small
monthly payments.
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Progressive Piano Student
By Theodore Presser
This is the second part of the School of
Music of which the Beginner’s Book is the
first part. There has been a constant de¬
mand for something to follow the Begin¬
ner’s Book, and this will be the work for
that purpose. The author has been at
Work on it in his spare time for more than
a year, and something valuable and prac¬
tical may be looked for. Every teacher
who has been using the Beginner’s Book
will be very glad indeed to know that there
will be something that will logically follow
this book. The material used in this new
book will be entirely new, nothing that has
appeared in any instruction book before,
and we hope to have it finished before the
season is over. Send in your order for as
many copies as you think you can use.
Our special advance price is but 20 cents.

Harmony Writing Book
By Jos. H, Moore
This little writing book, while it deals
principally with elementary harmony, is
nevertheless, very valuable to the music
student. There is nothing that impresses
on the mind a truth more quickly and
more indelibly than writing. Lord Bacon
says, “Reading maketh a full man, con¬
ference a ready man, and writing an ex¬
act man.” This little pamphlet can be
placed in the hands of any pupil, it mat¬
ters not whether he is a student of the
voice, piano, or violin. The principle
should be understood by everyone study¬
ing music. Theory should be taken up
with every pupil, no matter what his age
may be. It should go hand in hand with
the practical part of music. This theory
is also now used in general education in
our public schools, and we recommend this
little book to all progressive teachers.
Grove’s Dictionary as an
Why not take a number of samples and
ETUDE Premium
try them out on your pupils? They will
You have always wanted a Grove’s Dic¬ bring most excellent results. The intro¬
tionary. Every musician has. Why not ductory price is but 15 cents.
put forth just a little extra effort at this
holiday season and make yourself the
owner of a “Grove”? It is hardly possi¬ Time Studies
ble that there are not fifteen families in By Sidney Steinheimer
your immediate vicinity who would not be
This is a most important set of studies,
benefited by having The Etude for one
year. Visit these families; tell them how as the average pupil is found to be defec¬
vital The Etude is in daily musical life. tive in rhythm, and even those that are
If the least interest is manifested it will not backward in this respect can be bene¬
be well for you to visit again and again fited by a set of studies of this kind.
until you have secured fifteen subscrip¬ There are very few piano studies that we
tions at $1.50 each. Your “Grove Diction¬ have that are specifically time or rhythm
ary” will last you a lifetime. Surely it is studies. The sense of rhythm is one of
worth a few weeks effort to get one, espe¬ the most important features in all music.
cially when it may be gotten without any Too much stress cannot be laid on this
feature. We are very glad indeed to rec¬
money expenditure upon your part.
ommend these studies to our patrons.
They are not at all difficult. They begin
about grade two, and none of them are
Sell Your Time
more difficult than grade three. Our spe¬
At a Premium
cial advance’price is 15 cents, postpaid.
That is just what a premium is and
nothing more. Every teacher and every
music lover has a little spare time every Artistic
day. Why not sell that time at a Vocal Album
premium? The Etude is such an excel¬
This is something for the experienced
lent bargain in itself that all that is re¬
quired is a little explaining and a little singer, although singers of average ability
persistence and you can put down a new will be interested in it. It will con¬
subscriber. Send this subscription in to tain only songs that have proven their
us—send as many as you can, and we are worth. It will be gotten out in a most
glad to reward you accordingly with handsome style and will contain only
premiums—premiums of money or pre¬ gems. If you are interested in good vocal
miums of all manner of merchandise, from music send for a copy. The price for any
a hat pin to a beautiful desk, according to single piece in the volume is more than
how many subscriptions you send. There we ask for the entire volume, which is
is almost no limb to the variety; you can only 35 cents, postpaid.
earn almost an’ining you want if you
have a sufficiently large community in Imported
which to get new Etude subscribers. We
do not pretend that you are getting any¬ Music
thing for nothing; you earn every pre¬
The war in Europe has played havoc
mium you get, but getting Etude subscrip¬ with importing music. Our customers who
tions is so easy and so pleasant that the have been in the habit of using foreign
reward is very great in proportion to the published music will have to exercise pa¬
effort. This is particularly the case where tience with us, as it is extremely difficult
you choose other than cash premiums, for to procure anything from Germany or
through our facilities we purchase mer¬ Austria, and even England. If your or¬
chandise in large quantities at the very der for foreign music has been delayed or
lowest wholesale rates, and our premium could not be filled, you can take "it for
workers get the full benefit of this. Just; granted that it is on account of the war
write on a postal, “Send me full partic¬ conditions in Europe. Matters have been
ulars about getting Subscriptions for’ growing worse as time goes on, until now
premiums,” and we shall be glad to show■ it is almost impossible to procure any
you how easy and profitable it is.
music from abroad.
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THE

Year Book for
Music Teachers
. This pocket memorandum book for mu¬
sic teachers is something that we have had
in mind for many years. At the present
OW do you know that your purchase is going to be re¬
time there does not exist anything similar
to it, and it is a wonder why something of
liable ? How do you know that you are going to get
the kind has not been issued before. The
your money’s worth ? As a rule the person who buys
little volume is bound in good, strong,
through an advertisement in a responsible paper is safer than
flexible cover, convenient for the inside
when buying the article in the open market.
pocket. It will contain everything neces¬
sary for the conducting of the teacher's
Why does advertising make for this reliability ? Because
work with pupils. There is, first of all, a
the advertiser must first of all convince the publisher that he is
daily lesson schedule, a sheet music ac¬
in a reputable business. Secondly, if the advertiser does not
count for pupils and a directory of the
pupils with their telephone numbers and
keep his word the public informs the publisher and the adver¬
street addresses, and a calendar for two
tisement is rejected.
years. There is also a most excellent pro¬
nouncing dictionary, which has been spe¬
Whether food, furniture, clothing, musical instruments,
cially arranged for this book. There are
automobiles or toilet articles or what not are among your needs
also pages for memoranda. The latter
it will always pay you to read THE ETUDE advertisements and
part of the book gives a very excellent list
when you write add “I saw it in THE ETUDE.”
of music with blank pages for writing ad¬
ditional pieces to each grade. This book
will be sent gratis to any teacher upon re¬
quest. There are but a limited number
published at the present time, so send in
Easy Octave Studies
your address at once, and a copy will be The Little Artist Album
sent to you.
of Pianoforte Pieces
for the Piano
By Frances Terry
We are publishing a collection of easy
The Child’s Own Book
Frances Terry is a composer and teacher and interesting octave studies taken from
of Great Musicians
who has made a specialty of writing for ail sources. There is a constant demand
This set is to include six or more biog¬ young students. In this line of work she for short agreeable easy octave studies in
The Lillie about grade two and three. Teachers al¬
raphies of the masters put out in ex¬ has been very successful.
tremely novel form for children. The text Artist is a small volume containing an at¬ ways welcome such a volume, and we are
of these books is by Thomas Tapper, but tractive and interesting set of pieces which now compiling a miscellaneous set of very
the main object of the series is to provide lie in the first and M the early second easy octave studies which will meet this
the Child with materials whereby he may grades. It is a book from which the very constant demand. Our special price on
make his own little book. The pages are first pieces may lie selected. The various this volume in advance of publication will
not bound and the illustrations come on a numbers may be played singly or they be but 15 cents, postpaid.
separate sheet to be Cut out and pasted may be played altogether as a set. All are in
in the book. Then the child is given characteristic vein with appropriate titles.
thread and needle and directions how to Special introductory price for this volume School of Violin
Technics. Book 1
bind the book. Bach and Mozart are now is 15 cents, postpaid.
ready to be delivered. Mendelssohn, Schu¬
By Henry Schradieck
bert, Schumann, Handel are in prepara¬ Secular Part Songs
Schradieek’s School of Violin Technics
tion and all Will appear within a month for Mixed Voices
is one of the standard technical works for
or two. For introductory purposes the
We
are
continuing
this
month
the
spe¬
the violin, It Is practically an Indispen¬
price of these four will be held at 10 cents
cial
offer
on
the
new
collection.
It
will
sable
book for all students, and it may be
for the coming month, the price of the
be similar in style and scope to our vari¬ used even by advanced players for p im¬
other two is 15 cents each, or we will book
orders for the whole set of 6 for 50 cents ous other collections, including anthem poses of daily practice. It is an exhaus¬
books and collections for men’s and wo¬ tive exposition of the principles of mod¬
for one month more. The books have
men’s voices. It will contain a.varied as¬ ern violin playing. Our new edition has
proved thoroughly popular and practical.
sortment of secular part songs suitable for been carefully prepared and revised by
all occasions and of intermediate difficulty. Mr. Frederick Halm. The special price
The Greatest Love
There is not a dry or commonplace num¬ in advance of publication for this work is
ber in the book. Nothing better of this 20 cents, postpaid.
A Cantata by H. W. Petrie
The church organist who has gone sort can be found. The special introduc¬
through piles of octavo music searching tory price in advance of publication is 15 Anthem
for a cantata that has melody, pleasing
Treasury
harmonies, good rhythm and yet sufficient
novelty to please the average congrega¬ New Four-Hand Album
Our new anthem collection is very nearly
tion without shocking it by ugly “modern¬
We are announcing this month for tile ready, but we will continue the special
istic passages” will rejoice in finding this first time a new addition to oUf series of offer during tile current month. The book
new work by H. W. Petrie. The dura¬ volumes printed from special large plates. will contain a new and attractive selection
tion of the work is about forty minutes. This new volume is a miscellaneous four of anthems suited for all occasions. All
It will prove a “find” for the small choral hand collection made up of original duets the numbers are easy or of intermediate
society, as it may be made part of a pro¬ and special arrangements chiefly of inter¬ difficulty, hut they are varied in charac¬
gram, and does not demand an immense mediate difficulty, and all very interest¬ ter, both devotional and worshipful. This
amount of rehearsing. We can speak in ing. All those interested in duet playing hook should prove one of the most suc¬
the highest terms of the practicability of at the pianoforte should avail themselves cessful of our entire series of anthem col¬
this work, which, unlike many similar of the special introductory offer on this lections, although this is saying much,
compositions designed to have a broad use, work, as we feel sure that none will be since the entire series is being widely used,
has real musical character and merit. The disappointed. The special price in ad¬ The special introductory offer in advance
special introductory price is 35 cents.
vance of publication is 80 cents per copy, of publication is 15 cents per copy, postpostpaid.
T*al •
Children’s Harmony Book
—
'
1 1
—-By Preston Ware Orem
We are continuing the special intro¬
ductory offer on the new Harmony Book.
This will prove to be one of the most
elementary theoretical books ever offered.
In this work special attention is paid to
HE difference between the joy of putting money in bank
laying a thorough foundation at the out¬
in the Summertime and the annoyance of drawing out
set and to this end much space is devoted
your savings is very great. THOUSANDS of teachers
to preliminary definitions, intervals, scales
have turned their time into money during recent Summers by
and simple chord formations. The Work is
divided up into short chapters With a
conducting special Summer Courses. February is not a bit too
series of questions at the end of each
early to commence advertising your Summer teaching courses
chapter. There are copious examples and
in THE ETUDE, if you would lay the foundation that others
illustrations and an abundance of work
have laid for a Summer of profit instead of a Summer of waste.
for the student in the form of exercises,
Successful Summer Schools have been taking more and more
ear training, etc., from the very start.
It is the intention throughout to make the
space in THE ETUDE year after year. A one month printed
student think for himself as much as pos¬
introduction in THE ETUDE will help but the more months you
sible ahd to encourage original work. This
get in the larger your opportunity to inform the musical public
book may be used as a preparation for
of your coming Summer activities.
any larger course in harmony, and while
it is thoroughly up-to-date, it is not in
Copy for the February issue must be in before January 5 th
conflict with ahy particular system. For
Write THE ETUDE for rates, particulars, etc.
introductory purposes in advance of pub¬
lication we are offering copies at 80 cents,
postpaid.
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Buy Reliable Articles

A Good Income All Next Summer

T

THE

ETUDE
Wagner’s Operas
and Music Dramas
Complete arrangements for tile pi4tl0
published in two volumes. Price $3,00 net!
postpaid. The price for what the volumes
contain is most reasonable. These excel¬
lently arranged and handsomely bound
■works include the original text and leading
motives arranged for the piano so that the
best results may be obtained with the least '
possible technical difficulty. The Mowing
are the operas included i
Rienzi, Fiiegende Hollander, Tannhauser, Lohengrin, Melstersingef, Tristan
and Isolde, Rheingold, Walkiire, Siegfried
Goetterdammerung and Parsifal.
'
We announced these volumes about a
year ago, hut had to stop advertising them
because the war interfered with the receipt
of all goods from the old countries. We
have since gotten another importation, and
We can supply them therefore for a limited
time. Our first and second importation
order was sold out in a few months.
Toy Shop Sketches
By James H. Rogers
This is a set of seven teaching pieces
published complete in one little volume.
Each of the pieces is illustrated bv a bor¬
der printed in two colors. The pieces are
all in characteristic vein, bearing such
titles as Toy Soldiers March, Bobby
Horse, Molly’s Delight, etc. Each of the
pieces is two pages in length, and they all
lie in the second grade. Mr, Rogers de¬
votes the same careful musicianship to his
easy teaching pieces as he does to his
larger works. The study of such pieces
tends to develop style and expression in
young students. The special introductory
offer on this volume is 15 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Fantasy Pieces in Etude Form
By Gustav Lazarus
This is a new set of ten studies in
the intermediate grade. Mr. Lazarus is
a well-known European Composer and
teacher, who has written a number of suc¬
cessful books of studies.
These new
studies are of an all round nature. They
tend to develop technic as well as a sense
of rhythm, phrasing, expression, etc. Each
of the studies is in characteristic vein,
bearing an appropriate title, and some of
them are so attractive that they might be
used separately as pieces. Any student
beginning third grade work could take up
this book to good advantage. Our special
introductory price in advance of publica¬
tion is 15 cents per copy.

OPERETTAS
FOR

AMATEURS
PANDORA
_$1.00
A brilliant operatic setting, suitable
for young people, of the old Grecian
myth as retold by Hawthorne. The
work Is divided into three short acts,
seventeen musical numbers in all. By
omitting the instrumental numbers It
may be used as a cantata or one-act
operetta. The choruses are almost en¬
tirely in unison. The music is sprightly
and tuneful throughout and easily
learned. The costumes, properties and
sceneries are such as may be easily pre¬
pared. One of the best works of its
kind that we have seen.

THE PENNANT
$1.00
Pretty tunes, amusing situations, well
set up young men, bright girls In smart
frocks, a dance here and there, and a
spirit of college “go” is the best descrip¬
tion of “The Pennant.” This is not one
of the insipid little pieces that smack
of the cantata when they are really de¬
signed to be seen over the footlights. It

A DAY IN FL0WERD0M

Libretto and Lyric, by JESSICA MOORE
Mu.ic by GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
This little work is intended to furnish
entertainment for both young and old.
Its production will be a source of pleas¬
ure to the youngthful participants and
their friends, and it will prove of equal
interest to the grown-ups.
It is in two scenes, consisting of ten
musical numbers, all bright, melodious
and full of go. The short bits of dia¬
logue are clever and amusing.

THE MOON" QUEEN
By GARDNER and GOTTSCHALK
Price, 50 cent.
A children's cantata to be sung in
unison. Text bright and amusing and
male easy and very melodious. Twelve
lusical numbers Interspersed with short
bits of dialogue. Contains all the ele¬
ments of popularity. May be given with
or without costume and scenery. Its use
will entail little effort or expense.
Time of duration: about 35 minutes.

THE ISLE~0F JEWELS

Scherzando—
Musical Game
This new musical card game may be
played by quite young students, since the
elementary staff notation alone is the basis.
__
It is 4played
in a manner __
similar to sT
curd games in which the pairing of cards
into books is the primary object. The
game of Authors is a familiar example.
In addition to the entertainment afforded
fiy playing Scherzando it will tend to in¬
duce familiarity with clefs, the signatures,
note names and note values. Our special
introductory price in advance of publica¬
tion is 15 cents, postpaid.
You and I. Four Hand
Pieces for the Pianoforte
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Mr. Spaulding's work is well-known,
lie is one of the most successful writers
of easy teaching pieces.' His new book of
four hand pieces is both novel and enter¬
taining. These little duets are all in the
first or second grades, with the primo af
seeondo parts of nearly equal difficulty in
each case. Each duet has an appropfl®^
text and this text is printed both in of
primo and seeondo parts, so that in addi¬
tion to playing the pieces as instrument81
duets, the students may sing them in paf
if they wish. All the pieces are extreme^
pretty. They are original duets, not ar¬
rangements.
The special introductory
price in advance of publication for this
volume is 20 cents, postpaid.

By GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
One of the best operettas for young
people ever written. It is by the authors
of the very successful “Day In Flowerdom,” a work which It will unquestion¬
ably equal, If not surpass, in popularity.
The “Isle of Jewels” is suitable for pro¬
duction at any season of the year. It
is easily rehearsed and staged, and can¬
not fall to interest both audience and
participants. The text Is witty and
amusing and the music Is full of sparkle
and go. Several of the numbers are
perfect little gems, worthy a place in
any light opera. As the characters per¬
sonify various popular Jewels, the oppor¬
tunities for picturesque staging can
readily be realized.

THE FAffifSHOEMAKER
By T. J.^HEWITT

i T,tl*s worh is one of the best of —kind. It is very easy of production, and
it will prove popular both with per¬
formers and listeners. Both the
and the music are really high cl
The verses are poetic and the musi- —
charming throughout. This little oper¬
etta may be produced by girls and boys
or by boys alone. It does not require
any adults. If produced indoors the
scenery, etc., is very easy of preparation,
and it is also suitable for outdoor per¬
formance. The music will go well with
piano accompaniment, and it does
require an orchestra.
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of

THEODORE PRESSER CO
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Calendars
The calendar that we offer for 1916 is
entitled, so far as the picture is concerned,
“Parnassus.” The calendar is 10 x 14 size,
the picture is 8 x 9 size—a very artistic
make-up. The picture is a sepia photo¬
gravure, and contains the portraits of
nineteen of the great musicians, arranged
within the picture according to their im¬
portance, Beethoven being the central fig¬
ure. The price is 10 cents each, $1.00 a
dozen, and we believe that this, from a
musical point of view, is the best calendar
that we have ever issued, most appropriate
for the music room or studio.
Utility Bag
We announced in the December Etude
a new shaped music bag, and one which,
in our opinion, would find favor, a bag
that ought to sell for $5.00, but retails for
$6.00, however, and the professional price
we have made $4.50.
The bag is a real hand bag, with clasps
on it like a traveling bag, but of the size
that will carry sheet music and paper
bound books; lined with gray leather,
strongly made of a good grade of black
seal morocco.
The advantages are that it not only
carries music, but will carry anything; in
fact, will take the place of a traveling
bag for short trips. The actual outside
measurement is 17 x 7%x3%,
ETUDE Binders
At this season we always draw atten¬
tion to the use of a binder that will take
twelve months’ issues of The Etude per¬
fectly, exactly the right size, strongly
made; one in which the copies can be
easily inserted or taken out. We have
two makes, one much stronger than the
other. Prices respectively $1.25 and $1.00,
postpaid.
Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
January 1, 1916
Standard Students’ Album. Price 50
cents. This is one of our usual 50-cenl
albums of good piano music. Not a dry
piece in the whole volume, some classical,
some semi-classical, some popular lists of
good style. Everyone carefully selected
for some good reason, all by good authors,
grades about two to four. A fine album
at a low price, and containing a large
number of compositions.
Etudes by Frederick Chopin. Price 75
cents. Too much cannot be said with re¬
gard to these etudes. Every musician
should own one or more sets of these com¬
positions. This edition, edited by Con¬
stantin von Sternberg, is the result of a
careful examination of all previous edi¬
tions. In addition to the editorial work
which Mr. Sternberg has done he has prep .red a series of annotations giving di¬
rections for practice and analytical study
for each separate Etude. Every musician
should own this new edition of Chopin’s
Etudes.
Franz Liszt Album for the Pianoforte.
Price $1.00. This new collection will con¬
tain the best of both his original composi¬
tions as well as his transcriptions. There
is so much material to be found among
the compositions of Liszt that everyone
wants to know that this new volume will
be found more than useful, notwithstand¬
ing that we, one publisher, have already
published two other volumes of Liszt’s
compositions. Some of the compositions
in this volume are: Second Polonaise,
Gondoliera, Rhapsodie Hongroise No. 2,
and Campanella. Among the transcriptions
are: The Erlking (Schubert), Rigoletto
(Verdi), and The Nightingale (Alabieff).
Etude Poesies for the Pianoforte, by
Haberbier. Price 75 cents. These Haberbier studies will be used to follow all
studies of the difficulty of Cramer-von
Billow studies. They wiU be found of
great relief from the purely technical
studies used at this period. These studies
will promote musicianship, and develop
one’s sense of rhythm, phrasing and ex¬
pression, but are technical nevertheless.
School of Bowing for Violin, Op. S, Part
1. By Sevcik: Price 75 cents. Much of
the wonderful change that has been made
in the technic of bowing has been brought
about by the exhaustive, scientific re¬

searches of Sevcik, the teacher of many of
the greatest modern violinists. This edi¬
tion is particularly valuable, being edited
by Mr. Frederick Hahn, a former pupil of
Sevcik’s, and himself a highly experienced
teacher and great artist.
Pandora—Operetta, by C. E. Le Massena. Price 76 cents. Many copies of this
operetta have been ordered in advance of
publication. This means that it will be
given a chance to prove itself in real use.
The music is thoroughly interesting. Not
a dull note in it. It can be staged without
elaborate scenery. Boys and girls are re¬
quired for the parts as well as in the
choruses. The text is from Hawthorne’s
“Paradise for Children.” We certainly
would like this opera examined by every¬
one interested.
Mermaid Cantata. By Fannie Snow
Knowlton. Price 60 cents. This work has
been made especially for use by women’s
clubs. It is not for children. It has quite
an elaborate accompaniment. It can be
performed by four voices or by a chorus
and one solo voice. The time for perform¬
ance is twenty minutes. We would like to
send a copy to every women’s club. We
know that it will take care of one 'of the
most difficult of subjects in the prepara¬
tion of their programs. We know that it
will furnish interest in the preparation
and entertainment in its production.
Reward Cards. Price 50 cents. Our
edition of the Reward Cards has appeared
during the month of December, and the
advance price of 25 cents has been with¬
drawn. This edition has been made in this
country, instead of in Germany, by a dif¬
ferent process. It will be found a very
artistic set of cards. Sixteen composers
represented, portrait and birthplace on
the face in many colors; on the back an
excellent biography in small type. The
usual price for the set of sixteen is 60
Any of the above new works just issued
can now be sent on inspection to all in-

Special Notices
POSITION WANTED as teacher of voice
in College. A. L, H., care of The Etude,
WANTED—Position as teacher of piano
music. Seven years’ experience. C. O., care
of Thu: Etude._
PIANIST, ORGANIST, desires church or
school position. Pour years in New York
City. C. J. S., care of tIhe Etude.

Theo. Presser Co.
Publications
Issued December, 1915
discounts?**!!*** the' number, ^ot the title, in
ordering.
PIANO SOLOS

13235 Jolly Teddy Bears,
J. H. Rogers
18236 Toy Soldiers’ Parade,
T " B
... Rogers
13238 Fairy Stories.J. H. Rogers
Hobby-Horse. J. H. Rogers
13240 Punch A Judy Show,
J. H. Rogers
Dolly’s Delight,
J. H. Rogers
13288 The Squirrel in the Trees,
Op. 79.B. Metcalf
13316 Trumpeters of the Guard,
Op. 145.G. Horvath
13347 Merry Hunting Party,
W. Rolfs
Dreams at Twilight,
E. S. I
3lics,
J. W. Leman
13280 Ballet Scene.H. Clark
13302 With Spanish Grace,
P. Brounoff
13303 Indian Revel. .P. Brounoff
Russian Dance.P. Brounoff
13305 German Waltz.P. Brounoff
13306 French Mlnuet.P. Brounoff
13839 Hungarian Czardas,
P. Brounoff
18340 Polish Mazurka,
P. Brounoff
13341 Indian March. ,P. Brounoff
13318 Fleurette.... 0. M. Arthur
13330 Twilight on the Waters,
... Rolfe
13349 Rustic Lilt.W. Rolfe
13351 Skating .Th. Kullak
13360 The Mill by the Brook, Op.
62, No. 10...Th. Kullak
13377 Little Lullaby..Th. Kullak
Capriccietto.... A. Paulsen
To An Indian Maid,
G. Marschal-Loepke
13294 Rosy Dawn.H. Clark
13198 Cascade Cristaline. .Weyts
13266 On Wings of Love,
J. W. Lerman
13271 Visions of the Dance,
G. D. Martin
13279 Rippling Waters,
C. Helmerioh
13335 Valse Opalesque... H. Weil
13336 The Master’s Dream..Weil
13358 Evening.L. J. O. Fontaine
12076 Valse Bravura.Wildermere
-Marche Burlesque,
A. Paulsen
13291 Menuet Moderne. .T.nnsing

2%

.25

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3%
3 !/2
3>/2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

13414 A La Jeunesse..E. Schuett 7
PIANO, FOUR HANDS
12889 Rustic Polonaise,
E. F. Christian! £
1 Sylphs, Op. 104, No. 1,
VOICE BUILDING—Twelve Systematic
Studies in “Tone Production,” mailed on
receipt of $1.00. A. Francke, 161 Auditorium
Bldg., Chicago.
WANTED—Position as Church Soloist in
New York City for coming summer. Science
or Methodist preferred. L. H., care of The
MUSIC WRITTEN to words. Manuscripts
corrected. Correspondence lessons in har¬
mony. Dr. Alfred Wooler, composer, BufWANTED—Earnest students of Harmony
by correspondence. Method simple, logical,
thorough, modern, fascinating. Write Dr.
Carl Hoffman. Vineland. N. J.
spondence in preparation for all eximiujuuii!. Editing and arranging. Dr.
Howard Middleton. M.A., Mus. Doc., Director.
PRESERVE YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE

THE ETUDE BINDER
solid wooden hack, which a
antly hut securely
hound by the thin
length of the perioi
removed at pleasure.
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or
full year's subscription, of The Etude.
“
Price, postpaid, $1.00
THEODORE PRESSER CO.

VIOLIN AND PIANO
13232 Hungarian Camp Songs,
Helen Ware
13289 Hungarian Love Song,
Helen Ware
VOCAL
12554 It Was a Dream,
W. H. Neidlinger
12210 A Song of Jenny,
rery 3
13387 Columbus .
13309 Tell "Me."
OCTAVO SACRED, MIXED VOICES,
10520 The Eternal Gates Lift Up
Their Heads,
L. a. Chaffin 3
.10
10551 Thou Shalt Shew Me,
J. F. Field 3
10587 Six Responses.A. E. Little 3
10657 Two Responses.B. P. James 3
10695 Softly the Silent..F. Sealy 3
10697 How Sweet the Name,
H. Stanley 3
10759 God Hath Appointed a
Day . . ..B. Tours 4
OCTAVO CHORUSES, WOMEN’S VOICES
10552 Siren Voices,
A. Selwyn Garbett 4
.1
OCTAVO CHORUSES, MEN’S VOICES
10636 Rockin’ in De Win’,
W. H. Neidlinger 3
.1
OCTAVO CHORUSES, MIXED VOICES
10764 Oh, Italia, Italia, Beloved,
G. Donizetti 8
.0
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, P.,
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The Quickest Mail Order House For Music Buyers Everywhere
.........
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with over 30,000 square feet of floor space
are devoted to our business—with an incom¬
parable stock, unequaled in variety and com¬
pleteness.
All is placed at your command
through the services of over 200 thoroughly
trained music clerks. No order is too small
to receive our most careful attention and
none too large to overtax our facilities.
No matter where located, this big mail order
music house offers precisely the same facilities and
economies as though the purchaser came to us in person.
The parcel post bridges all distances from your studio

___
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THEO. PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PLAN

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC TEACHERS

TWO MODERN BUILDINGS

guarantees satisfaction. A stock of music on hand
at all times to select from, for every purpose, the same
large discount as though the music was purchased out¬
right, and a guarantee of satisfaction if you will but
name a few pieces or studies, so that our information
will be of a comprehensive nature. Send your order,
no preliminary correspondence is necessary. You pay
for only what you use and return the remainder. Music
not used is returned to us but once a year. Settlements
are to be made at least once a year, preferable in June
or July.
NEW MUSIC AND NOVELTIES ON SALE
From November to May we shall be glad to send every month a
selection ol about ten pieces ot new music or novelties, under the same
conditions as regulate our on sale plan. This Includes new and use¬
ful compositions for piano, voice, octavo, organ and violin. Mention
which branch you are interested in.

need the Theo. Presser Co. Our chief aim is to
publish and supply promptly every possible need in a
musical education.
In all grades, from the most
elementary to advanced virtuosity, we are equipped
for all demands. Primers, methods, text books, sheet
music, (including teaching, recital and exhibition
pieces') exercises, studies and technical works. In ad¬
dition our stock includes all that is best and most
available from other publishers, as well as everything
used in music teaching—metronomes, satchels and
rolls, musical pictures and post cards, reward cards,
blank music paper and books, record tablets, music fil¬
ing cabinets, music stands, jewelry for music lovers, etc.
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CATALOGUES THAT ARE
CLASSIFIED GUIDES
of musical works, including Singer’s Hand Book,
Piano Study Guide, Hand Book for Violin Music,
Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ, Choir and Chorus
Hand Book, Hand Book for 4, 6, 8 and 12 Hands,
Catalogue of Juvenile Musical Publications, Thematic
Catalogues and complete Catalogues of Vocal aud In¬
strumental Music will be sent to you on request, with¬
out obligating you to buy. Our Octavo Catalogue
is extensive and comprehensive, continually increasing
with many notable accessions. We publish anthems,
choruses and part songs, all styles, and in all degrees
of difficulty. We aim to assist in every way possible
the busy organist and choral director.

OTEBBRRH
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A SELECTED LIST OF THE MOST USED WORKS IN MUSIC EDUCATION
SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY
PIANO INSTRUCTORS—Continued
KOHLER, LOUIS. Practical Piano Method, Op.
249, Vols. I and II, each. $
LANDON, C. W. Method lor Piano. Board bindins. Introduces Mason’s system. 1
“ Foundation Materials for Piano..........
i

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES-ConHcoJ

PIANO
ALDEN, RUTH. Whit

“ 12 Preparatory Lessons,^Op.^51
ROGERS, J. H. Octave Velocity. Short, ini
nNote Velocity*..

P1ANO COLLECTIONS—Continued
MODERN DANCE ALBUM
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES ...
MODERN SONATINAS.
MOZART, W. A. Sonatas, 2 vols., each.
“ Sonatas, Complete.
PARLOR and SCHOOL MARCHES.
PIANO PLAYER'S REPERTOIRE OF POPULAR

PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS—Con.
$

I
1
1
i

WOOD, D. D. Musical Zoo. Melodious duets for
teacher and pupil. Words. $ 75
YOUNG DUET PLAYERS (Harthan).
50
VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES
MARCHESI. S. 20 E
PETRIEjSr
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^TM^oIaPs'tudies^ Melodious ’ W

18
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MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE BOOKS,
GENERAL MUSICAL LITERATURE

"“USfAiiJSMi.”-

iSKSpgSar*
•sTSpaStf:8
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IVi.lnSchooLGer: ]
STAINER, Dr. J. Tlie Organ .
STANDARD ORGANIST. Pipe Organ Pi««
WHITING,GEO. E. 24 Progressive Studie*I««
Pipe Organ. To follow the elementsrt ^
“ The Beginner's Pipe Organ Boek. A •***
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HUDSON, H. B. A B C of Piano Music... .
fo^the^oun^child!1^' A CaPtUl “’T*

THEO. PRESSER CO.

PUBLISHERS

V, Grade iv,..
_V, Grade V ...
anoa.jr
Js, Vol. VI, Grade VI...
" c ", J Compositions, Vol. VII, Grade VII.
MENdSohJ”'?
E'ude!'
.
S»”!*
Without
Words (Com- 1

xcr rt.
_ Hand Album.
SARTORIO,
_0 Melodious duels for Teacher and Pupil •
“ Pleasant Hours, Eight Instructive Four Hand
Pieces, Op. 1042. .
TWO PIANISTS.
TWO STUDENTS.

1712 CHESTNUT ST.,

kayserTh. E)'Eis
,
.
Studies, Op. 20. Book I .
STANDARD VIOLINIST.
STUDENT'S POPULAR ALBUM.
TOURS, B. Complete Instructor for Violi:

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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the great artist makes a beautiful tone, the condiFirmness of finger is one of the first requisites.
tion, position and use he makes of his playing
Fingers, to begin with, must be held in correct posi¬
anatomy. Hear great singers, violinists and other
tion, and the player must not sit too high at the
instrumentalists, and study their quality of tone.
instrument. The elbow should be a little below the
If you feel your forte is dramatic music, study
wrist, while the wrist is held lower than the knuckle
the tone quality necessary for that style; or if yoil
joint. “Firm fingers” means that the two shaping
prefer the lyric side of piano playing, work along
joints can keep their position and are strong enough
those lines. And finally, as the player needs to be
to resist any weight that hands and arms may put
thoroughly furnished, study all styles and cultivate
upon them. Firm fingers, however, with wrists and
every variety of tone possible.arms stiff, result in a hard, unsympathetic tone.
As we strive for power and sonority, so we must
The other jojnts of hand and arm must be flexible,
work for a pianissimo that shall not be weak and
A singer with an exceptional voice is said to pro¬
responsive to every movement, every shade of feel¬
flabby merely. The tone can be very soft and yet have
duce a wonderful tone. This is intelligible to most
ing. For it is with the weight and movement of arm
stability, body and richness. Then think of all the
people, for they realize that the singer's medium is
that we are able to color and mold the tones that
infinite shades of intensity between pianissimo and
her own organ whose notes she can make and color
our fingers only aid in making. We will then add
fortissimo!
at will. Also a violinist of great ability is said to
to the requirement of firm fingers, elastic wrist and
Touch and Tone
have a marvelous tone. This, too, we readily un¬ flexible arms.
And this is not all. We have not only the dynamic
derstand, as the violin is the most sensitive of in¬
Our first point, firm fingers, is a very important
quality of tone to account for, but the principal
struments, and responds to every variation of feeling
one, and one that does not yet receive the attention
touches also, legato, marcato, staccato and so on.
at the hands of the true artist. The piano, on the
it deserves. Many students—even advanced players
Of course we must suit the touch and tone to the
other hand, seems simply a collection of mechanical. —treat this subject with indifference. They persist
thought of the composition. If dramatic in effect,
keys, with fixed sounds. But one player will pro¬
in playing Bach, Beethoven or Chopin with fingers
with big chords and wide spread passages, weight
duce dry hard sounds, while another will follow him
that wobble about to such an extent that no de¬
and sonority of tone are generally needed. If lightand play in such a way that we exclaim, “What a
pendence can be placed on them. The player may
ness and grace are required, then perhaps we use
beautiful tone!’’ We can scarcely believe the instru¬
be musically gifted enough to interpret the classics
detached touch and crisp, bright tones. Lyric music
ment can be the same which has just sounded so
with some idea of their meaning, yet will always fail
calls for a singing tone and soulful delivery. All
harsh and unresponsive.
to do them well, or to make the most of himself,
these touches are to be combined with tonal
The piano, then, is capable of producing the most
through some such error as this. It's really a little
dynamics—a thing not so easy to do as it seems
lovely and varied tones, if played by one whb un¬
thing to do, this making the fingers firm in their
derstands how to produce them. One has said: joints; anyone can do it. Surely anyone who loves
to be in the telling. For instance, pianissimo in
“The pianoforte, if properly treated, will yield tones
staccato touch is not an easy thing; neither is it a
music enough to work for a reliable technic ought
whose exquisite sensuous beauty can hardly be sur¬
simple thing to play with great power and yet have
to be willing to conquer such a small fault as weak
passed by any combination of orchestral instru¬
the tone mellow and rich. As has already been said,
finger joints.
tone is the pianist’s medium of expression and it
ments.”
Supple Wrists
will attract or repel the listener according as it is
Tone, the Pianist’s Medium
While the fingers are growing firm and strong,
sympathetic and soulful, or harsh and dry. The
The tone of the great pianist is his medium to ex¬
the arm and wrist are becoming supple and flexible,
player with a sympathetic tone can attract every
press thought and emotion. On it he bestows all
so that the touch may be mellow as well as deep.
one to him—like Orpheus with his lute. I am sure
possible care and labor. All artists must do this
The daily effort to gain power and sonority gives
his tone must have been sympathetic. You only need
yet the results are different. Chopin, master of the
roundness and color to the tone. Each player can
to hear a few notes on the piano from a player to
instrument as he was, had a small, delicate tone—
invent his own peculiar finger exercises as a means
according to all accounts. Its quality, however, was
know whether his tone is to your liking. If he plays
of acquiring power. A half dozen repetitions on
of exquisite refinement, even in the most' forceful
with stiff arms and inflexible wrists, you know the
each of the notes of the four octave scale with the
passages. The Polish composer never played very
tone will be dry and unpleasant.
fourth and fifth fingers only; or the “two finger
loud at any time; his ff was not even an ‘ordinarily
Good tone then depends largely on:
exercise” for same fingers, repeated in the same
healthy forte,” while his pianissimo was a mere way, will do much toward making for strength.
(a) The position of the player before his instruwhisper; but his tone had always a most delicate
Pressure exercises for all fingers, above all for the
etherial beauty. Liszt, on the other hand, played weak ones, are a special means of grace in this
(b) The way he holds his hands and fingers;
(c) Condition of muscles of hands, arms and
direction. Studies in variety of tone at the piano
with the greatest power and brilliancy. Accounts
bring mqch better results when preceded by this
fingers;
differ as to the quality of his piano tone. By some
kind of work. Of course exercises for strength
(d) Firmness and power of fingers;
it is described as marvelous, though this may be
must
not
be
overdone.
Common
sense
must
rule
in
(e) Listening and judging the quality of every
partly due to the personal magnetism of the man.
this as in everything else.
tone produced;
Others say the tone itself was not of an especially
The quality of piano tone can be endlessly varied.
(f) Self-study in making tone fit the needs of the
beautiful quality. Rubinstein had a tone of wonder¬
Listen to all the good music you can. Note how . composition.
ful variety and charm. He made tonal quality a
life-long study, holding it to be the plastic medium
of expression on the piano, D’Albert, in his days of
Aphorisms by Carl Merz
piano prowess, had a most lovely quality of tone,
while Paderewski has been unique in the matter of
(Karl Merz was one or the greatest musical educators
America ever had, but along with his deep learning and great the fellow-beings of these great men, and this thought
exquisite touch and tone.
should inspire us. Let us study their lives and their
gifts as a teacher he possessed so much modesty that, he
Under de Pachmann’s hands the tone of the piano
made little effort to become known outside of the circle in
works, for by communing with them, we become more
which he lived. Ho was born in Iiensheim, near Frankfort,
is different from what it is when Bauer plays it.
and more like unto them.
1836, came to this country in 1854. Merz taught for a
Many more illustrations might be added to show while in Lancaster, Pa., then in Oxford and Wooster, Ohio.
He became professor of music at Wooster University, and the
that tone is cultivated most carefully and painstak¬
Success in Professional Life
aphorisms are culled from a collection of his essays
ingly by the artist, for he realizes the importance of following
and addresses to the students published after his death,
By no means confine your reading entirely to your
having this material under complete control, that which occurred In Wooster, 1890.)
profession. Read, however, only good books; waste
he may mold it as the potter does the clay. He also
no time upon novels. It is a sad sight to see people
Genius
strives to impart something individual to his tone on
chew up husks when there is so much sweet, good corn
But is genius the product of education? Geniuses
the piano, so that it may be a part of himself.
to he consumed.
are as rare as are the high peaks in mountainous coun¬
Is beautiful tone quality a secret with the artist?
Only what you know is your own, not what you
tries; there are few of them. It is the secret desire
Not necessarily. Those who are willing to give time
have. Make the most of yourselves, for so will yoil
of all men, more or less, to have their names inscribed
and thought to this subject, though they are not
tIle most for yourselves and for mankind.
on history’s page. If genius, then, is attainable by
specially gifted, may acquire it. It is a matter of
Make no greater demands upon the world than you
education, why have so few secured the coveted prize?
individual experiment and development. Rubinstein,
are entitled to make, and in order to know what is due
When speaking of the lives of our intellectual
Paderewski and others testify to their arduous
you,
in
order to know what you may expect and what
pursuit of tone quality. They sat before the instru¬
princes, they are described to us as having been
ment testing tones and the manner of their produc¬
thoughtless, lazy boys, who regarded but little their you can do. I am compelled once more to put before
tion as a painter tests his colors. Others can do
teachers’ instructions. The fact that these boys be¬ you the self-same lesson—study yourselves.
came men of fame has produced the impression that
the same.
Head and Heart
If the student of the piano understands how to
Genius does not work, that he need not labor like other
make his touch sympathetic and forceful, he can play
Everything that is noble and good springs from the
men. This is a false notion. Men of genius always
with beautiful tone. That all players do not do th.s
heads and hearts of men, and these are also the sources
were hard workers; they are not only profound think¬
proves that the knowledge of tone production on the
rom whence comes all the wickedness that curses the
ers, but quite frequently they are excellent scholars;
piano is not as generally understood as it ought to be.
human family.
they are, as a rule, hard students—but after their own
What are the attributes of good tone? Briefly
We imagine that the head conceives a project, W!t
methods and with their own purposes. Genius is a
these; mellow, singing quality, intensity—dynamic
's generally the heart that does so. When the head
gift which is laid by the side of the little babe, and
variety from loud to soft. From these primal colors
decides to do a thing it sets the mind to work, com¬
whosoever has not received it at his birth need never
the tone can be adapted to express every shade of
pelling it to devise plans for the execution of the ne®
expect to receive it in later years, no matter how supe¬
scheme.
feeling and emotion.
rior his educational advantages may he.
How shall we cultivate our tone quality at the
Great minds we admire, but great and noble hearts
Though we may not be geniuses we are nevertheless
we love.
piano in order to bring it to this standard?

Learn

out of the ordinary owes it to themsel
to investigate this magnificent instrument.
The Jesse French & Sons Grand represents
an honest and successful endeavor to produce
an instrument as near artistic perfection as is
possible of attainment.
The Grand is the ideal instru¬
ment for all artistic interpre¬
tations.
Liberal exchange offer on your old
piano. Easy terms. Send for our
illustrated Catalogue.
JESSE FRENCH & SONS
PIANO CO.
1801 SEVENTH AVE.
NEWCASTLE, 1ND.

Do You Embroider?
Would you like to see from month to month the
choicest needlework and lace designs of the leading ex¬
perts of the country? Would you like to have these
experts explain to you just how the work is done, so you
can do it yourself? Then subscribe for

The Modern Priscilla
The Modem Priscilla is a profusely illustrated monthly magazine, every jssue
of which is brim full of lovely designs and interesting new ideas for needleworkers.
It gives you the newest and prettiest designs for fn?1F0!de‘7, ^evep^-.’
Crochet (all kinds), Tatting, Knitting, Basketry, Bead Work, China Painting n
fact, it is an ever growing encyclopedia of feminine handicrafts. It teaches you to
make dainty, useful, wearable articles for yourself, your children, you? friends and
your home. Even inexperienced workers follow Priscilla directions with eas .

Are You a “Housekeeper”?
IN ADDITION to “Fancy Work,” each issue of
Modern deeds'of “he
tarns an “Everyday Housekeeping” section designed to meet the needs ot tne
many rather than the needs of the few- No shooting over _
housekeeping
department-just plain, labor saving, time saving, money saving housekeeping
“as
is up-to-date but not extreme.

.1,0, ,.d dress (..hi., dep.s.men. th.(

SPECIAL OFFER
„ For nearly five years members of The Editorial Staff of The Modern
praafcal^umsew^vesln^very secticm of^di^coimtry^Kecently^eifave
!Sjl big new'bOTk-'TRTsaLLA HELPs'fOR HOCSEKEWERS-”
This new book gives discoveries which will make the fam.ly mcomi go
, hither and reduce the cost of living without sacrificing accustomed
moreTehure^fo^yoursel^an^more thne^o^ve^yourTmily1- aSIn°shortj
■toney saving experien«:s'rffnearijr 500 prartjc^Anierican honsewive^—
ipertences which you may profitably put to daily use in yo
, The
Send onjy 60 cents and we will enter your subscnption for ihe
Modem Priscilla for 6 months and will also send you one copy oi
new book, “Priscilla Helps for Housekeepers.” Address
The Priscilla Publishing Company, 85 W. Broad St., Boston, Mass.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

advertisers.
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ETUDE
to Know When the
Piano is in Tune

Piano tuners as a class are as honest
and as anxious to give a “square deal” as
music teachers and music students them¬
selves. The fact, however, that none but
those who have had a tuner’s training is
really competent to detect the work of a
non-expert “tuner” has in some cases led
to unfortunate results. In country districts
especially, where the visits of a genuine
tuner are comparatively rare, there is
much opportunity for the charlatan to ply
his craft.
The following question is typical of
many that come to The Etude from all
parts of the country. So much interest is
evinced in the matter that we have asked
Mr. Sumner L. Bales, editor of The
Tuner’s Magazine, to supply the answer.
Mr. Bales answers the question in a way
calculated to be of great benefit both to
tuners, who take a pride in their profes¬
sion, and to musicians, who take a pride
in their pianos.
Q. Is there any way in which the or¬
dinary musician can tell whether a piano
has been well tuned? I have been having
some trouble with different men who
have tuned my piano and have no means
of knowing myself whether the work has
been competently done or only half done
except by my own ear. Both tuners re¬
spectively claim that the work of the
other was bad. There ought to be some
definite way in which the music lover
could decide this matter for himself—D. F.
A. There is a way whereby every music
lover may tell whether his piano has been
well tuned. This way requires patience
and study and therefore generally is
neglected. Would-be tuners are aware
of this lack of knowledge on their patrons’
part arid it is small wonder the piano
suffers the consequence. The most satis¬
fying condition that could exist for the
piano industry to-day would be a broadspread understanding of the piano mech¬
anism by the piano owning public and
also a proper appreciation for the tuners.
The tuners themselves desire this mutual
understanding and it is with this in mind
that I invite the music lovers to consult
the tuners. Find out what the unison is
and practice until you know whether it
is perfect or not. Try the octaves and
see if they are perfect. They should he.
Have the tuner explain, to some extent
the fourths and fifths. You will not
understand them or even hear them as
he does after his many years of study
and practice, but you will begin to grasp
the character of his work and at the same
time broaden your own musical com¬
prehension. One of Oregon’s represen¬
tative tuners meets with the pupils of his
music teacher patrons once or twice dur¬
ing a term of lessons and lectures to them
about the piano action, tone and its pro¬
duction and the care of the instrument.
This is an ideal situation. Much good
will come of it. It is true the tuners
have at times hurt themselves by pro¬
fessional jealousy; however, the broad¬
minded ones do not “knock” each other;
they have more than they can do as it
is. These are the men who will gladly
tell you about your piano and its tone
producing mechanism. Do not ask a
tuner to tune your piano because the keys
stick or the pedal squeaks. First of all
learn to distinguish between action reg¬
ulating and tuning. There is no way
for you to judge the condition of your
piano except by the sense of hearing;
however, you must train your ear to listen
in the right way and for certain sound
waves. The tuning profession stands ready
to assist you in learning to know when
your piano has been well tuned.

You Can Weigh
Exactly What

You Should
entifically, naturally, without drugs, in the privacy
You Can Be
So Well!
if you only knew how
well! I build up your
vitality—at the same time
I strengthen your heart
breathe, to stand, walk and
relieve such ailments as
Liver, Constipation,

to tell you about it.
Susanna Cocroft
Dept. 29, 624 Michigan Boulevard. Chicago
Rand, McNally & Co. have Just published Miss Cocroft’s
new book, * ‘Beauty a Duty.' * For sale at all

The Etude

Violin Strings
ETUDE Violin Strings offer
players a chance to avoid
annoyance due to defective
and unreliable strings.
The ETUDE Strings are
manufactured for our trade
and are as nearly perfect
as the highest grade im¬
ported strings, but are much
less expensive.

Three length E Strings, 15c.
Two length A’s or D’s, each, 15c.
G Strings, each,
15c.
30 Strings, E, A or D, $3.00
THEO. PRESSER CO.I
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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NEW STUDIES
FOR THE

PIANOFORTE
Five Finger Exercises and
Chords
By FERD.SABATHIL
Price, 75 cents
These useful five finger exercises differ
from the more conventional ones in the fact
that in each case the exercise is carried
out in chromatic order through all keys,
thus accustoming the student to all po¬
sitions of the hand and fingers. To the
five finger passages are added arpeggio ex¬
ercises based on the common chord posi¬
tion. These are also carried out through
all the keys. Later on the three positions
of the major and minor common chords are
carried out to the five finger exercises and
finally the dominant and diminished
seventh chord, the entire book forming a
iplete course in elementary technic.

Concentrated Technic
By ALOIS F. LEJEAL
Price, $1.00
Intended as a supplement to any system
of piano technics, to foster and conserve
flexibility of the fingers and wrist. The
exercises are in both metrical and canon
form, carried out chromatically through
the circle of keys.

The Progressive Piano
Player
Price, 80 cent*
These selected studies are intended to
be used in second grade work as a con¬
tinuation of Mr. Heinze’s successful
“Piano Beginner.” There are 23 studies
altogether, taken chiefly from standard
Sources. A useful supplement to any
method or instruction book.

First and Second Grade
Study Pieces
By EDMUND PARLOW
These tuneful numbers may be used as
recreations in conjunction with any in¬
struction book, method or elementary
volume of any graded course. They will
serve to lighten the drudgery of practice
and at the same time offer a field of useful
musical drill.

15 Etudes Melodiques
By E. NOLLET
Op. 43.
Price, $1.50
These studies may be used to supple. ent or to replace Heller’s Well-known
Op. 45 or any other studies of similar
grade or style. They are in the best
modern manner and comprise a number
of interesting musical features.

Study Pieces in Octaves
By ARNOLDO SARTORIO
Op. 1021.
Price, $1.25
One of the best books of intermediate
octave studies. All the numbers are ti
ful and interesting to play and each
comprises some special feature in octave
playing.

Five New Octave Studies
Cinq Nouvelle. Etudes D’Octaves
By A. ORTH
Op. 18.
Price, $1.00
A splendid set of octave studies for ad>
vanced players, calculated to develop
certainty in playing and at the same
inculcate style and musicianship.
Mail orders solicited and filled to all
parts of the country. Any of our works
sent on inspection. Our professional dis¬
counts rre very liberal.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILA., PA.

(•Continued from page 66)
will recall that six of the Winterreise
scngs were sold for about $1.50. So you
see why I had no great earning capacity;
but remember I was happy, happy with
my friends and my work, and I can truly
say that I envied no one.
(Pointing to the doorway): Ah, there,
my friends, is your trusty guide, the
Music Fairy!
Class (turning toward the door): So
soon!
Music Fairy (waving her wand) : ’Tis
six; you were not at the oak tree, so I
have come for you. Say Aufwledersehn
to Herr Schubert, and hurry before it is
too late. (They hurry after the Music
fairy.)
Scene : Miss Keating’s sitting-room.
The clock strikes six. Ethel starts up and
rubs her eyes and looks about the room
wonderingly.)
Miss Keating : I’m glad you are awake
at last.
Ethel (in alarm) : Where am I ?
Miss Keating: Why right here with
me, and I do want you to hear what they
are doing down stairs. (Both listen in¬
tently.)
Ethel (excitedly) : Why it’s part of my
dream; they are playing Schubert’s Erl
King on a comb 1

A Schubert Program for
Juniors
Sketch of Schubert’s life.
Piano: Valse Noble (Etude, June,
1912).
Song: Morning Greetings (Etude,
April, 1913).
Extracts from Schubert’s Letters.
The story of Death and the Maiden.
Piano : Hedge Roses.
What others have said of Schubert.
The story of the Erl King.
Piano : Serenade.
Pianos Hark! Hark! the Lark.
Song: Two Grenadiers (Etude, Janu¬
ary, 1910).

Lesson Time
What The Pupil Says to. The
Teacher :—
One key on our piano won’t work.
I played it all right at home.
I lost my music and didn’t find it until
this morning.
I had a headache.
I’m so nervous.
The action of your piano is harder than
I can’t coubt and play at the same time.
We had company.
I didn’t know you wanted me to prac¬
tice that, I just looked it over before
coming.
I hurt my finger.
I didn’t know how much of that piece
you wanted me to take,
I didn’t practice ray scales.
I forgot I was to have that etude.
It doesn’t sound the same on your

Opportunity at Home
Gertrude M. Greenhalge

AMERICAN.i?S|Ss^|S» AMERICAN D SCHOOL OF MUSICAL AiTS
■ ■■rninisi progressive piano school
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AKE your plans
now to enjoy this
delightful winter
trip on sunny seas. Four
and one-half days aboard
steamer. Then that fascinating sail around tropical

“The Island of Enchantment”
. Concert*, ReclUli,
>cal Instruction

GEO. CHAO WICK.
TEACHER OF BINGING
- - ■
New Haven, Conn.

PATTERSON;

All Expenses

$A A 50 and

PORTO RICO

STOCKl?ldg.

NORMAL'

16-Day Cruise

GROFF-BRYANT"

Stopping at all the principal ports. You visit the old ruined fortresses of the Spanish conquerors;
you explore the winding streets so charming in their quaint old-world life and customs. If
you like, you can take the automobile trip on the famous military road, traversing a country
surprising in the richness and grandeur of its scenery.
The steamer is your hotel during the entire voyage to and around the island and returning to
NevvYork. Large American-built steamers, sailing under the American flag, especially designed
and handsomely appointed for service in tropical waters. A sailing every Saturday at noon.
Send for new booklet, * 'Porto Rico Cruieo. ’ ’ Addreeo
CRUISING DEPARTMENT

PORTO RICO LINE, 11 Broadway, New York
/SC3iv Trips also to Cuba, Mexico, Bahamas, A /->\V71 THE AMERICAN
IKqJGV Florida, Texas and other resorts of zAk-1 W1 MEDITERRANEAN
KuNEsla
DISTRICT PASSENGER OFFICES
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THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES
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TALKING MACHINE RECORD CABINETS
Our oatented Record Filing Cabinets have solved the problem of
keeping records where they can be quickly found, and unerringly
pufback so as to be found again Our separate container for
each record is the secret. Ask for Booklet i-B.

KERNES

SKINNER.;

TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS

"\70U Will smile with satisfaction when you find how easily
X your Tindale Cabinet has put an end to your sheet music
1 troubles—no more searching, no more unsightly disorder, no litter
S and confusion.
These cabinets afford the ideal way to care for sheet music and studies.
^wtuchkmPusicrd>eouyha^ l?how m^^e ha^ctSinet^you:
Catalogue 1 -A will tell you how and why.
Yours far the asking.
Cash or payments.

j Style E

|

TINDALE CABINET CO.

A NEW CALENDAR FOR 1916
10 cents each; $1.00 per dozen, postpaid

Count aloud,
Curve your fingers on black keys.
Again.
Play slowly.
Softer,
Fingering! Watch the fingering!
Faster.
Think.
Loose wrists.
Listen and think.
Relax.
One, two, three, four.
No, no, that won’t do—practice it over
again.
Practice slowly.
Good-bye.
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Children’s Department

We illustrate herewith the calendar which we have
prepared especially for 1916.
The musical subject
reproduced will be very pleasing to music lovers, being
entitled the “Hall of Fame.” It is a gallery of all the
great musicians posed in the most artistic manner. Site
9^x14 inches. The picture is most attractive, there
being nothing more appropriate than this calendar as a
present from a teacher to each member of the class.
Most excellent also to present to musical friends, being
inexpensive, artistic and dignified.
We have on hand a limited quantity of the calendars
of last year, in three or four styles, with pads for the
1916- An assortment will be made up from this
____ St0Ck at the Same Prlee> 10 cent* e«ch, or $1.00
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

s*. New York

Jk

How Music Lifts the Burden
of Labor
Whether it be the Russian peasant
laboriously hauling a canal barge along
the broad stream of the Volga, or our
own darkies in the Southern cotton fields,
music has the power to lighten the burden
of labor. Dr. John Case, writing two
centuries ago, wrote of this fact in the
following quaint terms: “Every trouble¬
some and laborious occupation useth
musicke for a solace and recreation and
hence it is that the wayfaring men solace
themselves with songs and ease the
wearisomeness of their journey, consid¬
ering that musicke as a pleasant com¬
panion is-unto them instead of a waggon
on the way, and hence it is that manual
labourers and mechanicall artificers of all
sorts keepe such a chaunting and singing
in the shoppes—the tailor on his bench,
the shoemaker at his last, the mason at
his wall, the shipboy at his oar, and the
tinker at his pan.”

Wonderful New Invention!
a deep, soft tone; will fit anyinstrument easily adjusted, has three plys of wood, is

Sorrow may fasten her hood upon the
artist, he is but frail; and although he
may often hear the rustle of wings
among the leaves, his perception of that
which is unbeautiful and surrounded
with pain is as intense as his vision of
the beautiful. And none may escape the
grief of petals trampled under foot, if
his heart beat quicker at the unfolding
of the bud. . . We are none of us free
until our sorrow has been expressed ; when
Tschaikovsky makes the bows draw rush¬
ing chords of grief from the waiting
strings, he has given our pain a radiant
form, and we laugh like children from
pure joy of the miracle which has hap¬
pened—Frederick Lawrence.

STRONG

and

NEAT

srwr%

ALEX M. ULLERICH, Kenaston, Sask., Canada
TD<3£^

To the student who is waiting to go
abroad to be “finished,” or wishing to
go to a larger community, or holding
back until some wonderful professor will
launch him in the musical world, remem¬
ber “Cast your bucket where you are.”
Read the musical magazines. Memorize
and keep up a repertoire. Attend con¬
certs and recitals. Be sociable at gather¬
ings and gracefully respond when re¬
quested. Let not your own shadow keep
you in perpetual darkness.

Sorrow and the Artist

Gives Violin

W

Almost every teacher has had or has
some pupils who are like a clinging vine,
never standing on their own feet, wish¬
ing for someone’s chance, waiting for
somebody to place him, or envying the
progressive student. To these students
who are as blind to their opportunities
as a beautiful butterfly wrapped up in
its cOcoon is blind to the world, the
story told by Booker T. Washington in
his book “Up From Slavery” is very help¬
ful.
A ship lost at sea for many days sud¬
denly sighted a friendly vessel. From
the mast of the unfortunate vessel was
seen a signal, “Water, water, we die of
thirst.” The answer from the friendly
vessel came back “Cast your bucket where
you are.” A second time the signal
“Water, water, send us water, ran up
from the distressed vessel and was an¬
swered “Cast your bucket where you are.”
A third and fourth signal for water was
answered, “Cast your bucket where you
are.” The captain of the distressed ves¬
sel at last heeding the injunction cast
down the bucket and it came up full of
fresh sparkling water from the Amazon

* SPECIAL proposition to agents

ZABEL BROTHERS
PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS

MUSIC
*ne
„
Send for Itemized Price List and Sar"^8

COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.

Please mention THE ETUDE whan addressing our advertisers.
Pleas, mention THE ETUDE when addressing

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
our advertisers.

HADDORFF
RICH-TONED

PIANOS
A Real Friend to the Child
A high quality piano can be
made to exert a moral influence
over the child learning to play it.
For its beautiful tone and re¬
sponsive action will both culti¬
vate the child’s appreciation of
tone and encourage him to his
best efforts.
The HADDORFF is the ideal
piano for the young student. Its
tone qualities of purity, sweet¬
ness and sustaining power help
to cultivate the refined ear,
while its remarkable richness of
tone adds to the delights of the
practice hour and encourages
the student to put more feeling
into his playing. •
Grands, uprights and players, all
excellently made. Beautiful case de¬
signs. Dealers everywhere.
Write for the HADDORFF catalog

Haddorff Piano Co.
16 Ethel St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

The

Latest

and Best Word

in Voice Building

THE VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR
By EDMUND J. MYER

PRICE, $1.00

A practical, common-sense system, based upon
nature’s laws or demands, for the study and de¬
velopment of the singing voice—principle follow¬
ing principle in logical sequence. This book if
born of the author’s many years of practical and
successful studio experience. It aims to give to
the vocal profession^ for the first time ifi print* the
to develop the singer physically and vocally! The
beginner, the more experienced singer, and the
busy teacher will all find material and iftferfliAtidb
of the highest value in this book. For the young
teacher just starting oyt or for selMfistrUCtlnn,
it^ will prove indispensable. In addition tto the
treitt»*Jn mulletj'notation, the book is copiously
illustrated throughout. Tfie bcok is handsomely
printed and substantially bound in flexible cloth.

THEO. PRESSER

CO.

1712-14 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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THE HOUSEWIFE FOR 1916

SPECIAL!
Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians
Study Sherwood Piano Lessons
and Harmony Under
Rosenbecker and Protheroe

WE HAVE A COPY OF THE MUSIC
MASTER FOR YOU

and The
t you for a
year (twelve issues) and the book
mailed postpaid. Or send us a
club of only three yearly subscrip¬
tions at SO cents each and the book

osrdebs to THE HOUSEWIFE 30 SN?opRLKACE

The ‘‘Best TWO” Offer
1. The Companion for the 52 weeks of 1916
ALL FOR
The Home Calendar for 1916, T3. McCall’s Magazine for
one 3
foroneyear
M&ST) $9-10
4. One 15-cent McCall Pattern
?attem (
~

2.

Youth's Companion and The Etude (0£L) $3—
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THE

LOW PRICED MAGAZINE COMBINATIONS
Subscriptions are for one year, new
or renewal, and can go to different
addresses (except where stated otherwise)

EXTRAORDINARY COMBINATION

THE ETUDE ..) $050
Mother’s Magazine . ^must go ( W —
McCall’s (free pattern) jto same l M
Ladies’ World . . . (address ) save $2.00

Magazines in these offers an
not interchangeable.
Canadian
and foreign postage additional.
I

WOMAN’SHONIE
COM|jkio.\

|
|
i

©
Nf

THE ETUDE

THE ETUDE
Woman’s World
THE ETUDE.} $2«o
People’s Home Journal
. . .j
Housewife.) Save 50 cts.
THE ETUDE.1
L$2Woman’s Home Comp.
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„ done such
wonuerim pioneer work for o r thirty years,
Thousands and thousands of eople have become more Interested in music t..
m)T
Perry’s
zzn.v s delightful
ueuguuiu playing and through his
'’
engaging
talks
upon
the
played?2 telks upon tLle masterPieces he has

of it, the BALDWIN PIANO is
recognized everywhere as the best. In
such an atmosphere it is happily at home and with
every day endears itself more and more to its
owners.
The same is true of the

“lalitmttt iilamtaln”
the successful unification of the most artistic piano
with the most scientific player action made in the
world. There is absolutely nothing better, nothing
more perfect on the market, neither as a piano nor
as a player piano.
Contemplating the purchase of either a piano
or a player piano, you should not fail to examine
these instruments. Prices and terms will suit you.
Write for catalogs

^he3jtal&wm|lranti djontpattu
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•

'Ij Save
^51.00
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The death has taken place of Wallace L.
Crowdy, editor of the London Musical Stand-

w°uabe‘ aPera entitled VfjJttBfo. This work
flwfiilrcda wlt° Morngold’s p’revious''effort,
* " ieS
also a one-act opera,
ste R.^INSbt* the celebrated organist of
ice ™
Par!s- has been on active servreco«rJi? French front, and has recently
kas been klfieif frlous.i,lness; HiS 5rothM
Bonnet Ls w,b.y a bayonet wound. M.
distinguishedbeen
? the
samo
cnmr>Clement.
n.s thee
“gnishedoperatic
tenor,
Edmond

...___ _
Ing highly original. Let us hope that ms bulwark ^o^tbe
®r^,e
The
demlse of this magazine it is Interesting to
observe that a now musical journal is being
nnhlisbed in France called T,a It unique pendant
la guerre— music during the war This paper
m glve such musical news of the day as
Paris ana
and w
otherJnclude
French intervIpws
musical centers
can
Farts
with and

..uni
Arthur Nikisch, the famous
zauiouo zzuu6..»»
Hungarian
conductor formerly so successful with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, recently celewited his sixtieth birthday. At the same
time he celebrated the twentieth year of his
connection with the Berlin rhilbnrmonie. The
double event was made an occasion of enthusiastic rejoicing.
~
n* B therapeutic value of music Is being
i? t*1® LoPd°n hospitals, where
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PUmaiient good resultB.D°tklDg ^ ““ SUC

British bride?

{Moss of tuo *1*1.-,...
8^e,i to a Httle njusicT Some specialists g

St. Louis
San Francisco

A performance of Faust given by the
Beecham and Courtneidge Company at the
s
request of the manager, Mr. Courtneidge, the
audience maintained their seats with due
calmness After the fireworks display was
over, Marguf 111o cm 1 y wvnt «o with the
second verse of the King in Thule.
e going to press news comes of
the death i a Berlin of Gustav Hollaender.
„c „„„ „„,u in Upper Silesia in 1855. He
studied violin
-’“i* David at t-i
Leipsic
i» and
later with Joachim at the Hoehscliule In BerHn. After a successful period as a concert
violinist, he settled down as a teacher and
finally became director of the Stern Conservatory, Berlin, appearing in public from
time to time. He has been a prominent figure in the musical educational world of Berlin for some years. He is also well known
the world over for his admirable violin
compositions.
The German musical papers have made a
brave attempt to keep going in spite of dis¬
astrous conditions. It is with regret that we
note that the excellent Die Muslk, a fort¬
nightly magazine of the highest possible value

a iorces in r ranee.
StEGFRIED Waonfiz’s mnrpini-o has unset his
Mlowcountrymen ?or “he ladv he married,
though an adopted daughter of Carl Klindworth, Is English by birth, as is Mmc. Klind-

Sprice‘

Manufacturers
Chicago
New York

rejoicing over the fact that concerts In c„.,
sequence begin earlier, are over sooner, and
the encore fiend Is “suppressed with a firm
Siegfried Wagner has completed three new
operas, one of which is entitled The Angel of
Much of the music of Richard Strauss la
1‘eace. May It appear shortly, and with uni¬
being performed In Vienna this season. The
versal acclaim!
eminent composer spent his summer in the
The death of Theodor Lesehetizky In Dres¬ environs of Vienna, where he completed the
score of his new opera, Die Frau ohne Shatten
den at the age of eighty-five has shocked the —The
Woman Without a Shadow. The
musical world. Appropriate notice of this “shadow”
in the case is said to be symbolical
event is given elsewhere In this Issue.
of motherhood. This work is also to be given
An American prlma donna, Florence Easton, for the first time in Vienna during the season.
who Is to be heard with the Chicago Opera
Americans
In Germany appear to have diffi¬
Company this, season, has successfully ap¬ culty in connecting
up with funds from home.
peared in the role of Carmen at the Berlin At least one of Berlin’s
famous teachers of
al Opera recently.
singing, Eva Wilcke, the teacher Of Geraldine
.. n of opera „„
at f,„e Shaftesbury Farrar, Lucy Gates and Marcella Craft, anTheatre In London successful performances nounces ‘American pupils accepted withoi
’--ve been given of The Tales of Hoffman, pay until funds arrive.
Evidently affairs :._
4ly enough the same work has been delight- the Berlin capital 0 ) more disturbed than the
D..11censors will have v Informed.
lug Berlin
opera-goers.

. | Save 51.15
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DOM Perosi, the Italian priest-composer,
has been authorized by the Pope to compose
an oratorio for the benefit of the Italian Bed
Cross Society.
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Sf^7i°p?/„«COI5P0Sitio11 and closed with the
Rhapsody of Liszt. Mr. Perry’s interest-

vzzui-l. .1 m: poems were lor ti
of sweet sounds.
absolute doggerel and kept the cc
Thu
given by Edward
Baxter Perry with laughter. The witnesses c
„„ recital
,„v™. .-—--..
the Presser Home for Retired Music parts of the country.
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popSll? mu?lc,LLhaas Wb^nkn°o^icCted'^In^th*
Criminal Branch of the United Stated Dis°
“i" V,?oV„ 0 j
mails to defraud, and
was sentenced to two years’ Imprisonment.
This Is another of the ’’song poem swindle"
eases which Is contmuallv being worked upon
Sws away with the only practical opposition ®°“lai,e poets. John T. Hall, whose real
fbatthe“unco’ ’guid” can bring into effect. If name is John T. Newcomer, gave it a new
it had not been for these exceedingly blue Blue twist by starting a “competition.” “While ad¬
Laws, Sunday concerts would long ago have vertising to publish songs for amateur writers,
hem riven by the orchestra at rates calculated for which he charged the sum of $:{5.00,
to cover, or at least defray, the necessarily and promised good sized royalty checks,” savs
Music Trades, “lie promoted a “Popular Song
considerable expense.
Contest and advertised broadcast for lyrics.
It is announced, says the Columbus, Ohio, -Lhe returns were enotmoug, and to scores of
Journal, that incandescent bulbs can be made those who sent in lyrics a letter was written
to discourse sweet music by a proper dis¬ praising the poem and stating that if the
position of the light rays, or as the account poem were set to music it would undoubtedly
describes it, by the transmission of the win one of the prizes. Then the Knicker¬
electric current to the electric lamps. It has bocker narmpny Studios were heard from
long been known that certain beetles can see and offered to set music to the poem for the
of $10.00. Over 1,500 poets contributed
or hear the light. Their visual and auditory
$10.00 each under the impression that their
nerves can easily change about and
particular song was to win one of the prizes.”
The postal authorities presented over a hunnrnilM.lvn Inutn TTtziUniifl
between s

i
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(Continued from page 77)
AOTBCB Bodanzky, successor to Alfred
conductor of German opera at the
Ct opolltan Opera House to New York, has
! a the courage to cut part of the scores
Wagnerian operas, as he rightly judges
jfA these” beautiful but Interminable works
5e too long for modern consumption.
He
Hebav reminds us that they were written at a
irae when German operagoers were willing
m dve up a whole day to hearing an opera
Srfnrmance. Things have changed somewhat
(n modern Germany, and never wore like that
“ America. There are few, except Wagner
onks who do not find the master-works of
this trreat genius marred by much unnecessary
ewtltion add—not to put too fine a point
upon It—padding.
Thanks to the public-spirited conduct of a
—hid of wealthy people Philadelphia Is to
have three free Sunday concerts given by the
ShihidelDhia Orchestra under Leopold StolcowL, There has been for some years in PhilartelDhia an agitation over Sunday concerts,
certain old Blue LaWS maklnS It impossible
tn rive concerts where an admission fee Is
charged. Doing away with an admission fee

Kitty
Cheatham
from her
portrait
by

by

S. Seymour

W. Graham

Thomas

Robertson

Kitty Cheatham, Her Book
Twenty-nine Numbers from the Repertoire of
Childhood’s Famous Interpretative Artist.

Among the composers are H. W. Loomis, Claude C. Hill, H. V.
Milligan, John Alden Carpenter, H. L. Brainard, A. W. Kramer,
Edward Falek, Elizabeth Coolidge, R. Huntington Woodman.
There Is yerse by Robert Louis Stevenson, William Blake, Kenneth
Grahame and and other well-known poets.
For Sale at All Music and Book Stores
Price, boards, net $2.00

=G. SCHIRMER=
New York

Enl- »
iron and coal centre favorably situated for military service.
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Substantial Rewards for Obtaining Subscribers to THE
INDISPENSABLE MUSIC WORKS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Conditions—Subscriptions must be for one
year at the full price of fl.SO^each. ^Each Etudk

a.
For ONE Subscription
1 Album for the Young. Robert Schumann.
13 Album of Favorite Pieces. Engelmann.
19 Anthems of'Prsycr and Praise. 21 Anthems
0 Bach’s Two and Three-Part Inventions.
2 Beginners’ Book for the Pianoforte.Theo.Pres
6 Dictionary ofMusicalTerms. Stainer & Barre
7 Duet Hour.
12 First Dance Album. 26 Selections.
IS First Steps in Pianoforte Study. Theo. Pre;
18 Four-Hand Parlor Pieces. 17 Duets. C

Canadian subscriptions, $1.75.

For TWO Subscriptions
206 Chopin. Lighter Compositions for
207 Church and Home. 18 Sacred Sor.6..
212 Concert Album. 25 pieces. Popular or Classical.
nets!* l5B*pa^
213 Cone
216 Czer
of Music
222 First
id Miscellan;
225 Four
229 Han
231 Harmony. A len-noos.
235 Loeschhorn Studies. Op. 6S, 66 or 67.
237 Mason’sTouch and Technic. In 4 vols. A:
239 Masterpieces for the Piano. 25 best know
240 Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of
Room Pieces. 34 piano

ETUDE

THE INCOMPARABLE MUSICAL REFERENCE LIBRARY

OUR MOST POPULAR PREMIUM
Your Own Subscription FREE
$4.50 pays for four yearly subscriptions to The
Etude (your own ^subscription^and three adThis is the most popular offer we make to mi
subscribers.
.
Because
p
Complete ETUDE Premium Catelog ^

CASH COMMISSIONS
One Subscription, «« reduction...... $1.50
Two Subscriptions.remit 1.35 fort
Three
“
. “ 1-25 “

ARTICLES IN SILVER

Grove’s
SsTmlt S

Sfe^S^ular

Dictionary of Music and Musicians

1222 BmhmP Hungarian Dances.Twobooks. Any one
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JEWELRY

hand,offie

Five Large Volumes Bound in Red Cloth and Gold.

T

Nfiile4^eL?scKingPtC0hain is^SInches wiSTkSp.

Price, $25.00

What the “Encyclopedia Britanica” is to General Information the Grove Dictionary is to Music

HIS is the latest revised and enlarged edition of Sir George Grove’s masterpiece of
musical scholarship. There are 4,000 pages and over 5,000,000 words from great
authorities upon all phases of musical learning. The books are liberally illustrated
with cuts, half-tones and notation examples. Thousands of subjects are discussed: Biography,
History, Musical Science, Theory, Musical Industries, Instrumentation, ^Esthetics, Musical
Terms, etc., etc.
The work is the most notable musical compendium in any language.

NOW ISSUED IN AMERICA EXCLUSIVELY BY THEO. PRESSER CO.
LINEN GOODS

VALUABLE MUSICAL NECESSITIES AT COST

NOTE THESE IMPORTANT FACTS
IR GEORGE GROVE, one of the most noted of
British Scholars in Engineering subjects and in
Bible
History, amazed the world by undertaking this
ists during a period of sixteen years. Among the
great work at the age of fifty-five years. With a dis¬
famous editors may be named, Sir Hubert H. Parry,
tinguished
career behind him he started out in middle
Sir Frederick A. Gore Ouseley, Dr. Ebenezer Prout,
life to make a new reputation in a new field. The
W. S. Rockstro, Sir Arthur Sullivan, Alexander Thayer,
Dictionary of Music and Musicians became his love
Dr. Phillip Spitta, Ferdinand Hiller, H. E. Krehbiel,
work, and this resulted in the production of the fore¬
William J. Henderson, Granville Bantock, Frederic
most work of its kind. So great was the British faith
Corder, Sir Walter Parratt, Sir G. A. Macfarren, Sir
in the musical erudition of Sir George Grove, that he
John Stainer, Franklin Taylor, Dr. William H. Cum¬
was made Director of the Royal College of Music, in
mings and Dr. John Hullah. The biographical sections
London, at its foundation. In the great metropolitan
of this noted work, devoted to famous masters such as
musical libraries of the world this book holds the
Schubert, Mendelssohn and Beethoven, are virtually
first place. Think of having it in your own home
books in themselves,—Schubert, for instance, covering
library!
over fifty thousand words.
BECAUSE OF THE IMMENSE EDITION ISSUED BY THEO. PRESSER CO., ALL
MUSIC LOVERS, TEACHERS AND STUDENTS CAN NOW GET THESE BOOKS FOR

THISmanded
great encyclopedic dictionary of music de¬
the work of over 184 renowned special¬

SPECIAL
PRICE
OR AS A PREMIUM
FOR SENDING US

*15.00

15 ETUDE

A GREAT number will find the method of earning a set by
Subscriptions a very simple, interesting and
tjlep;ftl
e shall be glad t<o send you the

THEO.
THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Company, Publishers. Philadelphia. Pa.
Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5 vols., price $25.00, given for 15 subscript’

S

SUBSCRIPTIONS
AT $1.50 EACH

books as a premium, allowing you to pay a reasonable balance of the cash value.
American musicians have long awaited this opportunity.
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Victoria

-, a winner in a Better Babies Con¬
test, has Good Teeth Good Health—Good Spirits.
Her mother writes that with Victoria and her sisters

COL
helped greatly.

Is the Tooth Brush Drill a habit in your home?

Do you realize that it should be?

Will you let us help you make the Tooth Brush Drill
Ribbon Dental Cream
is sold everywhere

a dai1^ one for your children?

Colgate & Co.

Dept. 57

MakerS °/CasWe

Soap

199 Fulton St, N.Y.
luxurious, lasting, refine1

A generous trial tube sent
for 4c in stamps

